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IN:l'RODUCTI ON 

~-

Anyone studying Mahayana Buddhism quickly finds that 

'upa~~ ~~· is a consistently important term •. It may be 

translated as 'sk:Lll' or 'deftness' (kaul>a1ya) in the use of 

'means' or 1 devices' ( upaya). Among the variouo sugt:sest;ed 

Bnglish ·equivalents, the most common are·' skilful meai:s' arid 

'skill in means'; the latter, which is used by Conze for exam1;1e, 

is the more accurate and will generally be used in this paper. 

'8kill in means' refers most frequently to the ability to teach, 

lead and save creatures -- "upayakau~a.lya pour autrui, pour 
1 

faire murir les t3tres". It belongs to the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas 

and plays a vital role in Mahayana Buddhist soteriology. 

In the present work an attercpt is made to sort out some 

of the more interesting as}>ects of the doctrine :ln early 

:Buddhist Ji terature. This will ir:.volve searching for the 

origin and development of the expression, the rr.eanings which 

it has iri specific texts, and the way it is used in doctrinal 

disrmtes and dialogue vii thin Buddhism. 

By 'early' Buddhist literature we shall mean that which 

belongs to the period up to about 100 A. D. This includes the 

first stages of the Mahayana, and a great deal of activi.ty among 

the so-callE1d 'Hinayanists'. The former will be studied through 

a few. of the important (and traiiflla.ted) Nahayana su.tras; the 

1 
Vkn.(L), p.117, n.68. 

1 
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latter will be studied through a selection of texts from the 

Pali Canon. The Eali Canon is interesting in its own right 

2 

as revealing certain peculiarities of the Theravada tradition; 

it is also important, however, as the most com-plete and 

accessible 'Hinayana' canon, through which can often be seen 

accounts which were common to all sects. We have certainly 

not assumed the temporal priority of the Pali Canon as a 

whole over the Mahayana literature, but the greater antiquity 
2 

of many parts of it is considered undisputed. By structuring 

the paper with the Pali literatvxe pxeceding the :Mahayana 

llterature we are not implying that the latter 'developed out 

of' the former; by and large, however, the :Mahayana· texts are 

later and have often been written in evident awareness of the 

'Hlliayana' Nikayas or Xgamase This 'evident awareness' is the 

main thread which connects the last two chapters with the first 

chapter. 

The selection of the Mahayana texts to be studied in 

this essay WC:i.S easy since there are a very limited number which. 

are both 'early' by popular consensus and available in trans

lation. In the' case of the Pali literature, we were faced 

with a large body of-material and yet were convinced of 

the desirabil.ity of examining any particular work chosen in 

2 
Pande, having considered the evidence, says that "The 

major-portion of the Nikayas, thus, e.ppears to have certainly 
existed in the 4th cent. B. C. 11 Studies in the Origins of 
Buddhism, p. 15. 



reasonable depth; this meant that only a very small sample of 

the available literature could be dealt with. ·The choice of 

the Sutta-Hipata, DhaIDJT,apada, the entire Digha I."ikaya a11d the 

J~taka was rather arbitrary the sole criterion was that 

each be an important.work. 

To streamline the presentation.in the body of the 

essay, we have decided to give here a brief summary of the 

chronological data relevant to each major work. 

The Butta Nipata is often thought to represent one of 
3 

3 

the oldest strata in the Pali Canon. A mQre detailed analysis 

reveals that at the very least the !~~h~avagg? and the Par~ya~51-

vagga have.much solid evidence iri favour of their great age. 

Pande suspects that Sutta 20 (the Nava Sutta) .may also be 
5 

early. Our account of the Sutta-Nipata depends largely upon 

these definitely old sections. 

The Dhammapada is more difficult to date since it is 

chiefl~ an anthology which draws from other parts of the Pali 

3 
See Fausboll' s comment, quoted ·below p .12, and Chalm.er' s 

discussion in his Introduction to Sn.(C). ' 

4 
_See ibid., and Pande, Studies in the Origins of Buddhism 

pp.51-65 41 Pande says that the-raraya:o.asutta of the ?arava~,a;..:--' 
va9ga ma? ~e a.l~ter addition~ but gives no evidence to ~upport 
this bel1e..L. {ibid., pp.60,65J. 

5 
~., p.65. 
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4 

6 
Canon. The individual verses may be very old, but the collection 

in its present forI}l need not be (although it probably wouJd 
7 . 

have no trouble qualifying as 11 early11 by our standards). In 

any case, it must be admitted that this text was chosen out 

of curiosity, for it has been extremely popular in Western 

presentationq of Buddhism and is also of great importance to 
8 

the Theravada. 

The Digha Nikaya corresponds to the Dirghagama extant 

in the Chinese. According to Pande, "all the suttas of the 
9 

Pali Digha can be evidenced in the Jrgamas0 • This means that 

this material is probably at least as old as the third century 

J3.c;·, :during which era the major break-up of the ·sects with 

their._var~ous canons occur~ed.: Within· the Digha,, the _first 

two books, and particularly the first one, are held to represent 

6 
Ward_er, Indian 13uddhism, -pp·. 204, 279; Winterni tz, .A 

History of Indian Literature, Vol. II, 81, 83-84. 

7 
See Pande, Lltudies in the Origins of BuJdhism, pp.7-8. 

There ei:isted a Dharw3.p.:1aa among other early sects correspo~1dj_ng 
to the Pali Dhammapa(fa. These are not identical in form but 
are similar. 

8 
\·{interni tz says: 0 rn Ceylon the book has been used 

for centuxies down to our own times by the novices as a text
book which they must h8.ve studied before they can receive the 
higher orders ( upasampada). For this .reason there is not a 
monk in Ceylon who cannot recite his J)hammapada from beginning 
"to end from memory." A History of Indian Literature, Vol.II, 
81. 

9 
0tudi.es in the Origins of Buddhism, p.78. 
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the oldest strata, while book three contains much that is 
· 10 

5 

later. Our prese?taion is based chiefly upon books one and 

two. 

The composition and deyelopment of the Pali J'atakas 

straddles a very great length of time. It is probable that 

many of the tales ar~ pre-Buddhist, .reaching back be~ore 500 

B.C.; on the other hand, there is much material which definiteJ.y 

reflects conditions several centuries A. D. Some of the 

chronological problems connected with this literature are dis-

cussed in. the section on the Jatakas in Chapter I. 

The _ _!~~asahasrika ~raj?laparami ta ~utra (''The Perfection 

of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines") belongs to the PrajYiaparam:tt~ 

literature,_which is generally considered to be among the 
1 1 

earliest produced by the Hahayana; The .Astasahasrika itself, 
-·. 12 

moreover, is thought to be one of the oldest of this group. 

Conze considers it to contai~ material from different strata, 
13 

reaching from perhaps the first century B. C. to J50 .A. D. 

35. 

10 
Winternitz, A Histo_!.y of Indian Literature, Vol.II, 

11 
Ibid., II, 34. 

12 
t)ee ibid., pp.314,316, as well as Conze 1 s 11 The Develop

ment of l?raji'iaparami ta Thought 11 in Thirty Years of Buddhist 
Studies, pp.123-147. 

13 
See the previous article and "The Composition of the 

A stasahasrika Prajli.aparami ta1,1 , also in Thirty YeaI·s of' Budd hi.st 
bi~dies (pp.168-184). : 
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:r~tienne Lamotte feels that the Vimalakirti. Hirde$a 

( 0 The Teaching of Vimalakirtiu) rt se range parmi les plus. anciens 
14· 

Mahayana sutra11 • Although he is wary of giving an. actual date 

for its composition,. he refer~ with apparent approval to the 

view of some authors that the earliest Mahayana texts fall 
15 

between 100 or 200 B. C. and 100 A. D. · There seem to have been 

several versions of the Vimalaki'rti in existenc-e, the later 

ones having expanded and elaborated upon the earlier ones. 

We have tried to use the earliest available version. 

With regard to the 0addharmap~Q.arika Sutra ( 0 The Lotus 

of the True Doctrine"), Winterni.tz says: 11 we shall most probably 

be right in placing the nucleus of the work as far back as the 
16 

first century J\.D." On the basis of Kern's discussion of the 
. 17 

time-stra~ifj_cation of the Lotus, -it can confidently be asserted 

that_ practically our. entire description of 'skill in means'-

in t:his ~utra is grounded upon this early 0 nucleus". · 

A word should now be said about the p;Lan of attack 

adopted in dealing with the problem.of skill in means in a 

particular text. The scheme found to be the most desirable 

14 
Vkn.(L), pp.40,77. 

15 
Ibid., p.77. 

16 
A Historl of Indian Literature, Vol.II,304. 

17 . 
See his Introduction to SP~(K), especially, p.xxi. 
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. 7 

involves organizing both research and presentation fairly 

tightly around the actual occurrences of.the relevant technical 
18 

terms. This approach can be restrictive and uninteresting if 

relied upon exclusively, but we have tried to make the facts 

relating to the occurrence of these terms the starting point 

rather than the sum-tot~l of the discussions. The comments 

made on the topj.c of skill in means by most authors suffer 

from a failure to look at the way the expression was used. 

A major deviation from the method just outlined has been 

necessary ~(luring ·, Chapter I (up.. to the Ja takas). It was 

found, to our surprise, that the term 'skill in means' is 

scarcely ever met with in the Pali Canon. This being the caset 

we have chosen to examine data relevant to the concept of 'skil-

ful teaching and leading', since this lies at the heart of the 
19 

most common lA:sage of 'skill i!1 means' in Nahayana Buddhism. 

It is thereby .vossible to show how the 'Hinayana• literature 

prepared the ground for the later -do"ctrine in some resr)ects, 

while militating against the growth of the doctrlne in other 

respects. 

18 
These terms . are urar ka:~~lla _(Pii:li upa:)a kosalla) I 

the adjectival form upaya ku~a a (Pa 1 upaya kusaia , and ----
upaya by itself where this has a technical mean.Tng. 

19 
A search among the Pali texts for traces of the dif~

ferent meaning of the expression discovered in the Astasahasrika 
would be interesting, but it would be very difficult.and certain
ly out of the question for this essay. Most authors do not 
even acknowledge the existence of this particular meaning. 



8 

Iastly, it should be mentioned that although.,the placing 

of the Pali literature first indicates its chronological priority, 

all other ordering of texts is for convenience of presenta~ion, 

and has no other significance. 



I 

-'SKILL IN MEANS' IN PALI TEXTS 

The Idea of 'Teachin2• in the P~li Canon 

The Pall Canon is often portrayed as propounding a 

religious system grounded 1n a spirit of self-reliance. such 

a characterization would need to be qualified, but there are 

several points which can be made in its favour. One might mentions 

for example, the view taken of the law of karma ( P.ali lg:mma) o 

Act1~n and retribution are seen as belonging to the doer of 

the act: in the final analysis, each creature is responsible for 

his own destiny. In this spirit it is said that, "By oneself, 

indeed$ is· evil done; by oneself is one injured. By oneself is 

evil left undone; by oneself is one. purified. Purity and impurity 
1 

helong to oneself. No one purifies another.,. Clearly, there 

are held to be definite limitations to the ability of one man 

to help another. 

Coupled with thts, is the insistence that the kind of 

'action• which is really liberating is internal. To be sure, 

external circumstances are related to inner states and may help 

or harm the aspirant (and hence the proper environment should 

be fostered through rules of discipline and so on); all such 

1 
attana va kataih papam attana saflkilissati etc. Dh.(H), 

_p.114. 

9 
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externals, however, a.re meaningless 1f the inner state is not 

in fact changed. The nature of inner activity varies with such 

factors as temperament and ste.ges of progress, but whether it is 

the faith ( saddh~ or uasada) of th~ 19.yman circumambu1at1ng·: a 

shrine or the powerful event of knowledge and sight which 

accompanies the attainment of Arahatshlp, it is this internal 

experience which counts. such experiences can be, in part, ·,·, · · ·-

evoked by a reliable teacher, but they cannot be transferred. 

The truths which are soterlologically essential must-be mad~ part 

of personal experi.ence before they can be 11 berating, and hefl:Ce 

they cannot simply be •told' and •understood' after the m~nner 

of everyday dialogue. As A._:J(. Warder says with regard to the 

Four Noble Truths: 

This •science' of Buddhism be.gins with the knowledge of unhapptness 
and leads via self-possession ~nd concentration to enlightenment. 
But enlightenment also is 'discovery•, or at lea.st 'understanding 
in their true nature•, of the truths. The difference evidently 
is that when one has the Buddha or his doctrine as teacher one 
begins by being informed of the truths as something to be known. 
Whether one immediately understands them fully depends on one's 
individual experience. The way is intended to prepRre the trainee 
for this full understanding, which may come orlly·-lang afterwai"d.s ,~ 
after much exercise in detachment and self-possession,- much medita
tion and exercise of the understfanclin.g faculty• What was f 1rst 
picked up as·a piece of infonna.tion will not be fully understood 2 
until the trainee sees its truth himself, chrough his ow~ experience~ 

It is seen once again, therefore, that there are striking limita

tions to the capacity of any ~ne man to help another. 

And yet the person who asks resignedly: "what then can 

2 
Indian Buddhism, p.102. 
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one man do for another?" and ·,who •decides -to keep his knowledge 

to himself, is roundly condemned in the Digha Nikaya as holding 
3 

a ''wicked view". For;·.-'.in short, it is believed that despite the 

difficulties involved; it is possible for people to help one: 

another. One way such assistance can be given is through the 

simple preaching or relating of the various 'standard' truths and 
4 

exhortations. Another way is that of person-to-person teaching. 

Now of course such teaching may involve the standard formulations, 

but lt also goes beyond them: it requir~s the teacher's tailoring 

of his wocrds arid ·method of. presentation·. to· sutt~.the-.occasion. · 

He must take into account the capacities of the hearer and deftly 

lead.him through· the requisite experiences towards the final goal. 

In general, it ls preci~ely such limits and restrictions as 

have been mentioned above which make this 'deftness• or 'skill' 

!1.~cessary. 

3 
papaka.Ifl:dittnigataltl.. DN.I, 224 and passim in the Lohicca 

sutta. Note that for.the Digha Nikaya we have used Kashyap's 
DevanagarI edition but have adhered to the pagination of the 
Pall 'I'ext society's edition since Kashyap includes this. All 
English quotations from the Dtgha are, unless otherwise indicated, 
from Qlalogues of the Buddha, Parts I-III: (which again includes 
this pagination), translated by the Rhys Davids. Specific re~· 
ference is made to the latter only when it.is a matter of the 
translator's comments• 

4 
such as, e•g., found in the list or m~trka at DN.II, 

120 (see Warder's comments ln Indian Buddhis~, pp:I0-11, 81-83). 
such groups as the Four Noble Truths would also fall into the 
categ·ory of 'standard' truths. 

http:For;�.-'.in
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This type of skilful teaching will be of central eonoera 

1n the present chap~er {up to the J~takas; where a different 

approach will be necessary) because it parallels in important 

respects that a bill ty which many Mahayana Siitras· indicate by the 

term 'skill in means' (up~ya kau~alya). It will be found that 

the texts lay a varying amount of stress on the importance of the 

skilful teacher. Sometimes there is more insistence upon the 

•standard formulations'; sometimes there is such a high degree 

of self-reliance and independence advocated that there appears 

to be little scope for the talents of the teacher. Occasionally, 

interesting combinations of these elements occur. In what follows, 

it will be of interest to note the extent to which this kind of 

skilfulness is recognized, and how it is characterized. 

sutta-Ni-pata 

Fausboll, in the Introduction to his translation of the 

Sutta-Nlpata, says: 

- I In the contents of the sutta._nipata we have, !think, an important 
I 

contribution to the right understanding of Primitive Buddhism, 
for we see here a picture not of life in monasteries, but of the 
life of hermits in its first stage. 5 

The picture suggested here, of wandering 'hermits' devoted to 

forest-life, is accurate of ~uch of the sutta-Nipata; it ls 

mo,' stikingly displayed in the famous Khaggavisao.a sutta where 

it is repeatedly urged that one "wander alone like a rhinoceros 0 • 

5 
Sn. (F), p.x11. 
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such verses as the following are typical of this sutta and indeed 

of the whole text: 

2. In him who has intercourse (with others) affections arise, 
(and then) the pain which ~ollows affection; considering the 
misery that originates in affection let one wander alone like 
a rhinoceros. (35) 
3. He who bas compassion on his friends and confidential (com
panions)' loses (his own) advantage, having a fettered mind; 
seeing this danger in friendship let qne wander alone like a. 
rhinoceros. (36) 6 

In this hermit-like atmosphere we might wonder what place discussion, 

t~aching and other social activities would be alotted. 'Discussion' 

in the general sense would almost certainly be rejected, the 

Atthakav8g~a in particular looking upon all debate as fruitless -·· 
contention arising from passion and ~ttachment. · We f1nd such 

verses as these: 

1. Ab1d.ing by their own views, some -(people), having got into 
conflictt assert themselves to be the (only) expert (saying), 
'(He) who understands this, he knows the Dhawma; he who reviles 
this, he is not perfec~.· (878) 
2. so h8-V1ng got int·:> contest they dispute: 'The opponent (1s) 
a fool, and. 1gnora..Yl t (person) • , so they say. Which one of these 
these, pray, is the true doctrine (vada)' for all these assert 
themselves (to be the only) expert \S79) 7 

12. He is full of his own overbearing (philosophical) view 
~£.!.~~hi ~' mad with ~ride. thinking himself perfect, he ls in 
his own opinion anointed with the spirit (of genius), for his 
(philosophical) view is quite complete. (889) 8 

For ·the true sage there ls no room for discussion: he ls 

6 
sn.(F), p.6. 

7 
sn.(F), pp.167,168. 

8 
Sn. ( F) t . p. 16 9. 
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self-reliant: 

1. The opinions that have arisen amongst people, all these the 
wise man does not embrace; he is independent. Should he who ls 
not pleased with what has been seen and heard resort to depend
ency? ( ? ) ( 897) 9 

8. But he who ls independent undergoes censure amongst the Dhammas; 
with what (name) and how should one name him who is independent? 
For by him there is nothing grasped or rejected, he has in this 
world shaken off every (philosophical) view. (787) 10 

In the midst of such self-reliance we might expect that 'teach

ing• or 'leading' in any significant sense would also be question

ed. Indeed, we find it said that, "The harshness of the 

(philosophical) views I have overcome, I have acquired self-. .. 
command, I have attained t~ the way (leading to perfection), 

I am in possession of knowledge, and not to be led by others; 
11 

so.speaking, let one wander alone like a rhinoceros." Ob-

v1ously, however, it would be 1mposslble for one to learn the 

Dhamma at all (and thus become truly independent) unless one 

heard it from someone, hence it is admitted that one should, 

at least at the beginning of his career, "cultivate {the society 

of) a friend who is learned and keeps the Dham~a, who 1s magnani

mous and wise: knowing the meaning (of things and) subduing 

9 
sn.(F), p.171. 

10 
Sn.(F), p.150. 

11 
Sn. (F), p.B. 
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12 
his doubts." It is clear that there is room for some sort of 

teaching, and it remains only for us to determine how important 

skilful teaching is considered to be. 

The most relevant section of the SUtta~N1pata for 

answering this general question is the N~v~ sutta of the Cu~~

vagga. This sutta 1~ sufficiently brief and suff1c1ently ~. 

important to be given in full: 

1. A man should worship him from whom he learns the Dha.mma as 
the gods {worship) Indai the .learned man being worshipped qnd 
pleased with him, m~kes the (highest) Dhamma manifest. (315) 
2.. Having heard and considered the Dhamma. that· is in accordance 
with the (highest) Dham~a, becomes learned, expert, and skilful, 
strenuously associating with such a (learned teacher). (316) 
). He who serves a low (teacher), a fool who has not understood 
the meaning, and who is envious, goes to death, not having over
come doubt, and not having understood the Dhamma. (317) 
4 .. As a man, !'..lfter descending into a river, a turgid water with 
a rapid current, is borne along following the current, -- how 
wll.l he be able to put others across? ( 318) 
5. Even so how will a man, not hqving understood the Dhamma, and· 
not attending to the .explanation of the learned and not knowing 
it himself, not having overcome doubt, be able to make others 
understand it? (319) 
6. As one, having gone on board a. stronp: ship, provided with oars 
and rudder, carries across in it many others, knowing the way 
to do it, and being expert and thoughtful 
?. So also he who is accomplished, of a cultivated ro1nd, learned, 
intrepid, makes others endowed with attention and assiduity 
understand it, knowing (it himself). 321 
8. Therefore indeed one should cultivate (the society of) a good 
man, who is intelligent and learned; he who leads a regular life, 
having understood what is good and penetrated the Dhamma, will 
obtain happiness. (322) 13 

This sutta is important as containing, among other 

12 
sn.(F), p.9. 

13 
sn.{F), pp.52-5). 
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things, the sought-for phrase "skilled 1n ·.mearis." .. That· 'Which 

Fausboll translates (in the sixth verse) as "knowing the way to 
14 

do it, and being expert" is '!upayan~g kusalo". It must be 

admitted that this is not, strictly speaking, a genuine occurrence 

of "skilled in means" (Pali upaya kusala), but rather .. knowing 

the means" (upaya~~u; Skt. up~yajrta) and "skilled" (kusalo) and 

hence the phrase "skilled and knowing the means" or, as Hare 
15 

translates it, "skilful knower of the means". The expression, 

nevertheless, is sufficiently remarkable considering the con~ 
16 

text. 

The main points which may be gathered from this sutta 

concerning the teaching relationship· are:: 

(1) A man must himself have understood the Dhamma before 

he can successfully teach it to others. It ls not certa1n 

what is meant here by 'understanding the Dhamma'. The main 

terms used_ to describe the teacher are vedagq., bh~v1t~tto, 

bahussuto, avedh9..dham:mo, medh~vinan meaning respectively 0 one 

who has attained to highest knowledge", 11 self composed", "very 
17 

learned", "unshakeable" and "w1 se". It may perhaps be assumed 

14 
Sn.(C), p.76. 

15 
Sn.(H), p.47. 

16 
The image of the enlightened leader who ferries beings 

across to the 'other shore' wlth his great skill 1n means fits 
very well with the Bodhisattva ideal of the Mah;yina. 

17 
PTS D1cj;. 
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-that such a leader was supposed to have attained the goal of 

Arahatship and Nibbana; 1t is possible, however, that .this degree . 
of attainment was not a requirement. The general idea being 

conveyed here 1s of course sensible and rather obvious, viz. 

that a man must have first~hand knowledge of the place toward 

which he ls leading others. It will be interesting, however, to 

observe the degree to'which this is 1nsist~d upon in other texts. 

(2) One who has understood the Dhamma not only ~ be 

but !.ill be skilful in·· leading others to this understanding. 

This is not ma.de~! expllc1 t in the Sutta; a.11 we mean to suggest 

1s that the understanding would seem to include the ability to 

be a skilful teacher. This is related to the first point, for 

it will be seen that whether or not understanding includes this 

kind of skilfulness depends largely on what is meant by 'under-
18 

standing'. 

(3) The third point which may be gathered from. this 

passage 1s.11ke·the .previous two in that it appears obvious and 

trivial here but becomes of considerable importance in the later 

Mahayan1c scheme of the skill ln means of the teach~r. It ls 

suggested. that no teacher can be effective with a pupil of wrong 

disposition or low capa-0ity. ("So also he ••• makes others 

endowed with attention and assiduiti understand it" -- verse 7.) 
• 

This sets a restriction upon the power of the teacher which is 

18 
See, e~g., below R:>· 126-128. 
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essentially maintained throughout the literature we shall examine. 

Having dealt with this sutta, which illumines the .. 

attitude toward the releti~nship between teacher and student of 

the Dhamma, there remains but one t0pic to be dealt with. This 

concerns the stance taken toward Gotama the teacher by his 

followers. The most interesting passages in this connection are 

found in the ParB'.yanav~~§l, -. chiefly Hin· the .. Para.yana -·sutta.. 

The brahmin Bavari',sends his sixteen disciples to ask 

questions of Gotama. Their humble approach sounds strange after 

the spirit of self-reliance encountered previously. Up~s!va 

says, "Alone, O sa..kka, and without assistance I shall not be 
20 

able to cross the great stream."; Jatukann1n says, "tell the 
•• 

Dhamma to me· who has (only) little understanding, 0 thou of great 

understanding Cbhuripafina _7, so that I may ascertain how to 
21 

leave in this world of birth and decay." Dhote.ka' s supplication 

is even more· 1nteresting1 

In thy compassion ~karu~! _7 teach me, Brahm, 
Dharma's aloof state I would know, 
so, trusting naught r-~sito _7, I here may fare, 
Unclouded as the spacious sky. 22 

19 
Teachers, it will be seen, can purify and exalt the 

inclinations of their hearers (in fact this is one of the main· 
functions of their skill ln means) but there is always an element 
of the pupil's character which is dictated by his own karma and 
ls not under control of the teacher. See below, pP.33-34. 

20' ., . 
sn.(F), p.197. 

21 
sn.(C), n.260; sn.(F), p.204~ (quoted from Fausboll, 

w1th Pali from Chalmers~. 

22 
sn.(C), p.250; .Sn.(H), p.153 (quoted from Hare, with 

Pali from Chalmers). 

19 

http:Dhote.ka
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Here 1t is suggested that Gotama's compassion (karuna) is the --·-
motive for his teaching;. furthermore, the.goal of the aspirant 

is seen to be precisely the opposite of the dependence he now 

acknowldges, i.e. he wishes to be independent (asita). Both·of 

these e_lemnets "!ill. become signif leant later 1n this study of 

skill in means. Most interesting of all, however, is the P~ra

yana SUtta where the bra.hmin Pingiya' s praises of Gotama. are set 

forth: 

9. 1 Well! I will preise the be~utlful voice of (Buddha), who 1s 
with0ut stain and folly, and who has. left behind arrogance and 
hypocrisy. (1131) 
10. 'The darkness-dispelling Bucdha, the all-seeing, who thoroughly 
·understands the world, has overcome all existences, is free 
from passion, h9.s left behind all pain, is rightly called (Bud1ha) _, 
he O Brahmana., ha.s come to me. (1132) .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . 
13. 'There ls only one abiding dispelling darkness, th~t is the 
high-born, the lumi~ous, Gotama of great understanding, Gotama 
of great wisdom. (1135) 
14. 'Who taug~t me the DhaPL~a, the instantaneous, the immediate, 
the destruction of desire, freedom from distress, whose likeness 
ls nowhere. • ( 1136) . . . . . . . . . . . - . . . . . . ~ ·- . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
17. Pingiya: 'I do not stay away from him even for a moment, O 
Brahma-o.a, night and day; worshipping I spend the night ••• 
20. 'Belief a~d joy, ~ind and thought incline me towards the 
doctrine of Gotama; whichever way the very wise man goes, the 
very same I am i~clined to. (?) (1142) 
21 •. 'Therefore, as I sm worn out and feeble, my body does not 
go there, but in my thoughts I. ~lways go there, for my mind, O 
Brahma.?a, is jo1~ed to him. (1143) 

22. 'Lying in the F-ud (of lusts) wriggling, I jumped from island 
to island; then I saw the perfectly Enlightened, who has crossed 
the stream, and is free from passion.' (1144) 
23. Bhag.~vat: 'As Vakkali l'Ias delivered by faith, (as well as) 
Bhadravudha and Al~vi-Got~ma, so thou shqlt let faith deliver 
thee, and thou s~alt go, 0 Pi6g1ya, to the further shore of the 
realm 0f death.' (1145} 
24. Pi~glya: 'I am highly pleased at he~rlng Muni's words; . 
Sarnbuddha hr:rn remov~rJ the veil, he is free from harshness, a.nd 
wise. ( 1146) 
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25. 'Having penetrated (all things) concer~lng the gods, he knows 
every thing of every description; the Master wlll put and end 
to all questions of the doubtful that (will) admit (him). (1147) 
26. 'To the insuper~ble, the unchangeable.(Nibb§na), whose like
ness is nowhere, l sh~ll certainly go • • • 23 

Piflgiys. • s dependence upon Gotama is obvi·:>Us from the 

above verses and requires no further :proof. The terms in which 

this is expressed, however, 1.e. the epithets applied to Gotama, 

reveal a. pattern which will be of considerable importance later. 

Gotama' s titles m9.y be di vlded into two groups: those referring 

to his own per.fected development, and those referring to his role 

as a. skilled teacher. Among the former group are found "-all 

seeing0 
( samantacak~!!~), "of great understanding" (J2!:!.urln~:.inf1.B.), 

"of great wisdon" (bharlmedh~sa), "perf~ctly Enlightened" (sambuddh~), 
24 

"he knows everything of every description" (sabbath vedi parovarsnb). 
25 

Among the latter are found "Master" (sattha), "da.rkness-dispellingit 

(tamonuda.}; he has "removed·the veil" (vivatacch9.da), he will 

"put an end to all questions of the doubtful". It ls possible 

that this two-fold pattern is here merely the spontaneous praise 

of the man G0tama who happens to have such qualities; in the 

D!gha Nikaya (especially 1"1 the ~n9.dana gutta) this bec..,mes 

23 
sn.(F), pp.210-213. 

24 
Lita, tthe knows everything high and low". PTS. Diet. 

25 
Usually translated as "Teacher". 

http:vivatacch9.da
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26 
a formal scheme applying to all Buddhas. This ls an indication, 

then, of a possible historical development of the concept of the 

skilful teaching of the Buddhas. 

Dhammapada 

There is relatively little to be said with regard to ~he 

Dhamm9.pada. Since the text is not cast in dialogue form there 

is no opportunity to see Gotama in action as a teacher, and since 

very little space is devoted to describing him it is difficult 

to tell what view was taken of his skilfulness. The text seems 
27 

to be largely·a collection of aphorisms which attempt to give 

the fundamentals of the Buddhist path and some advice on how to 

act with regard to them. 

Much of this advice, as in the sutta-Nioata, is concerned 
28 

· with showing the value of remaining aloof fro:n society. A 

26 
Some scholars f'eel that the sutt8;-Ni2ata, reuresentlng 

an early stage of Buddhism, uses the term buddha as a "title open 
to all bhikkhus of highest 'comprehension' or •enlighteninent'u 
sn.(C), p.xix. See also Dialogu~s of the Bu~, II,2; III,6. 

27 
Warder refers to it as an "anthology" 0f verses, most 

of which are drawn from the sutta-P1~aka. Indian Buddhism,
4 

pp.204,279. 

28 
Dayal speaks of a 0 tendency toward spiritual selfish

ness" and says: "1\he DhamBapada exalts self-contr·:>l, meditation, 
and absence of h9tred, but it also exhibits ~n attitude of con
tempt for the common people and remoteness from their interests." 
The B0dhlsattva Doc+-Tine of Buddhist Sanskrit Literature, p.3. 
There is, to be sure, a total 18ck of •missiong.ry zeql' --in this 
text; nevertheless, it may be misleading to speak 0f self-reliance_ 
born of a certain view of the law of karma as 'selfishness'. 

http:�missiong.ry
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typ1-cal verse urges: "Let one sit alone, sleep· alone, a.ct·; alone 

without being indolent, subdue his self:-=by,:me-ana of his self alone: 
29 

he would find delight in the extinction of desires." As in the 

sutta-Nio~ta, the only exception to the rule is .in the case of 
30 

a wise friend. . There is little question but that this attitude 

ls linked with a belief in karma ··as indi vldualistlc and lnexor-
31 

able, the latter being a constant theme herein. It ls obvious 

that this sets rigorous limits on the amount of assistance one 

ma...~ can render another; this is most clear in verse 165, already 

quoted: "By 0neself, indeed, is evil done; by oneself is one 

injured. By oneself ls evil left undone; by oneself is one · -

purified. Purity and i~purity belong to oneself. No one pur1-
32 

fies another." Another verse emphe.sizing this 'anti-social' 

stance says: "Let no one neglect his own task L,attha _7 .for 

the sake of another's, however great; let him, a.fter he ha.s 

::::·~;. 29 
· .. · -·;. Dh~ (B),: v;, :305. 

30 
"·Therefore, even as the moon fol lows the Eath of the 

cons tella~1ons one should follow the wise ~dhira~·/, the in
telligent /.p8nna~ _7, the le~rned ~b~hussutam_7, the much en
during, the dutiful, the nobl~: such a godd and wise man (one 
should follow)." Dh,(R), v.208. 

31 
E.g., vv. 66-69, 71, 119-127, 137-140, Z20, 247, 248, 

311, 312, 314. 

32 
Dh.(R), p.1140 
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33' 
discerned his own task, devote himself to his task." Occasion-

ally we find passag~s which actually appear to represent:.reactlons 

against 'dependence' tendencies within Buddhism, perhaps of .the 

klnd noted previously in the Parayana sutta. For example: "You 
34· 

The Blessed Ones are (only) preachers•~ yourself must striv~. 

The term translated as "preachers",. akkhqtaro, means "one who 
35 

relates, a speaker, preacher, story-teller" ; the term sattha 
36 

("teacher, master") which was used of Gotama in the P'qrayana 

sutta. is not found at all in the Dhamnapada. Indeed, there is 

little expression here of the idea of the •teacher' who takes 

into account the dispositions of his hearers and deftly le~ds 

theiµ. 

One must be careful, however, not to over-emphasize 

the 1nd1 vidualism of the Dharmnapa.da. I.n fact, it ls prob.s.ble 

that most of the vers·es are essentially concerned with making 

the se.me point made in the Nava sutta, namely th~t while one 

should indeed teach, it is imperative that he first understand 

the Dha:m!!la h1mself. Hence 1 t 1 s said: "Let'., each >man first 

.. ~ -~ 33 
Dh~{R), v.166. Attha is an e9.rly term for the Goal 

of the Buddhist training, i.e. Nibbana. See Pande, Studies in 
the Origins 9·f :Buddhism, pp.36, 454. 

v.276. 

J'-1· 
· tmnhe hi kiccam ats.ppeun, akkhatsro tathagata. Dh. (R), 

.35 
PTS Diet. 

36 
Ibid. 

http:Dharmnapa.da
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establish himself in what is proper, then let ·him teach others. 

(If he do this) the wise man will not suffer." .. If a man shapes 

his life as he directs others, then, subduing himself well, he 

might indeed subdue (others), since the self is indeed difficult 
37 

to subdue." 

There is also some recogni t_.ion tna.t one of the ma.in 

functions of a Buddha is his teaching of the Dham11a ("Blessed 

is the birth of the awakened; blessed is the tea.ching of the 
' 38 

true law") but there is no mention of the skilfulness such 

te aclnlng might require. 

In general, it is found that the emphasis in the Dha~~a-

p_ada ls on the Dhamma 9-nd on the •standard truths' conta.ined 

therein rather than on the teacher whose. job it is to com.r:un1.cate 

these truths. 

filgha Nikaxa 

The following examination .of_ the D!gha. Nikaya will , 

prove fruitful, hence it is desirable to organize our approach 

somewhat more completely than previously. The material will be 

presented as follows: first, several comnents relevant to the 

teaching process in general, 1.e. to relationships involving 

teachers other than Buddhas, will be dealt with; next, passages 

37 
Dh.(R), vv.158, 159. 

38 
sukho buddhanam uppado, sukha saddhammadesanao Dh.(R), 



dealing specifically with Gotama's skilful teaching will be 

quoted and ~nalyzed; thirdly, it will be seen how qualities 

attributed to him were considered 9S not peculiarly his but as 

applicable in fact to all Buddhas; f lnally, it will be shown 

how, in the concept of the dhammata, these qualities were further.·· 

seen as constituting part of the very essence of Buddha-h0od, 

and part of 'the way things are'. These last three top1cs ffi9.y 

well represent progressive stages in the development of the 

doctrine of the skilfulness of the Buddhas and es such will be 

particularly interesting. The theme ?f 'dependence and independ

ence' will be seen to fall into place as one among many important 

elements connected'with the doctrine of skilful teaching. 
39 

The Lohlcca sutta concerns itself with Gotama's opinions 

regarding the "three sorts of teachers (~ha) who are worthy 

of blame", the discussion being provoked by the Brahman Lohlcca's 

question "for 1-'rhat can one m9.n do for another?" The three types 

of teachers may be briefly described thus: 

The f 1rst is he "who has not himself attained to that 

aim of Samanaship (sama~nattho) for the sake of which he left • 

his home". His hearers p~y him no heed ~nd go their own way 

without having attained anything. 

The second case is that of the teacher who again hes 

not attained his own goal but whose hearers nevertheless take 

39 
DN.I, 224-234. The following description and 

quotations are from this sutta. 
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heed and "become stedfast ::.in heart by their understanding what 

is said"; they also~go their own way apart from their teacher. 

The third teacher has attained his goal but his hearers, 

because of his ineffectiveness as a teacher, go their 0wn way 

without having accomplished anything. 

Now in each of these cases the teacher is considered 

worthy of rebuke, each discussion ending with the comment "for 

what, then, can one man do for another?" The· following points 

are therefore clear. In the first instance the teacher is to 

be'bla.med for hls hearer's failure; he has no right even to 

attempt instructing others while he has not yet attained his own 

goal. In the second case the hearers deserve the credit for their 

success rather than the teacher: the latter is "like a man who, 

neglecting_.- his own field, should. take thought to weed out his 

nelghbour' s f1eld 0
.:" In the third instance the interesting pos~ -. · 

s1b111ty is suggested that a man may have accomplished his own 

task and yet be a failure as a teacher. It is made clear tha.t 

the hearers' lack of success is not entirely their ovm fault: 

as in the previous two cases the teacher is worthy of blame, 

being ~like a man who, having broken through an old bond, should 

entangle himself in a new one". 

Now of the var1ous '•aims• ,()f _.samanashtp, ·. ·on-e· ·would ·tnii1k .. 
that Arahatship and Nibbana would be that most relevant to this 

40 
discourse; indeed, attha was def1n1te-ly used in this sense. 

40 
See above, p.2J, n.33. 
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Hence 1 t is tempting to make the gene.ral conclusions that 

(1) a man cannot be a good teacher of the Dhamma until he has 

attained Arahatshlp; (2) self-effort is extremely important, some 

men being able to make progress even without a proper teacher; 

(3) Arahatship does. not necessarily entail the ab111ty to teach 

others. In light of what we have seen in the sutta-Nip~ta and 

the Dhamm~pad~, the only one of these statements which is sur

prising is the last one: this does not seem typical of the 
41 

attitude encountered previously nor indeed of the Digha. It 

seems prob~ble that at the time 0f the composition of this sutta 

-there was no formal theory on the subject. Many reasons could 

be given, uslng certain schemes, fl)r the failure of an Ara.hat 
42 

to teach successfully, at least as compared with the Buddhas, 

but the relation between 'Arahats' and 'Buddhas' is by no means 

41 
See, for exqmple, the P9.·sadika-suttant:.·l: "Yet senior 

bhlkkhus of mine are there, Cunda, who are discipl~s, wise and 
well trained, ready and learned, who have won the peace of the 
Araha.nt, who are able to propagate the good Noni, who when others 
start opposed doctrine, easy t0 confute by the truth, will be 
able ·in confuti!lg it to tea.ch the Norm and its saving grace." 
DN.III,125. This pass~ge is typical of the attitude generally 
encountered in that, while it does not explicitly say thst 
Arahatship is a sufficient condition for the teaching ability, 
it seems to assume it. 

42 
E.g.,. the Buddhas, but not the Arahats, have the ten 

balas; also, it seems that Arahats did not necessarily even· · 
have to acquire all :the abhinlfias, at least one of which (know~·~ 
·ledge o~ the tho1:1ghts of .othe_rs .-- ceto:pari~~1i.~) would _be·· 
of .. considerable importance to the· teaching process. ·se_e - "e 

DB.I,92,n.1. ·. · 
. -' ' ~· . ' 

http:Araha.nt
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clear for most of the Digha. 

There is but one further pass~ge of interest on the 

subject of the requirements of ~teaching' in general. In the 
' ~ 

Mah.a ~~inibbana Suttanta Gotama says to Mara: 

11 Ishall not pass away, 0 Evil One! until not only the brethren 
and sisters of the Order, but also the lay-disciples of either 
sex shall have become true hearers, ·wi.se and well-trained, ready 
and learned, earring the doctrinal books in their memory, masters 
of the lesser corrollaries that follow from the larger doctrine, 
correct in life, walking according to the precepts -- until they, 
having thus themselves learned the doctrine, shall· be able.to 
tell others of it, preach it, make it ·known, establish it, open 
it, minutely explain it and make it clear -- until they, when 
others start vain doctrine easy to be refuted by the truth, 
shall be able in refuting it to spread the wonder-workine truth 
abroad! I shall not die tmtil this pure religion of mine shall 
have become successful, prosperous, wide-spread, and popu~ar 
in all its full extent -- unti~, in a word, it shall nave been 
well proclaimed among men!" 43 

It is said that all the hearers (savakas}, even the lay-disciples, 

are expected to be capable of this skilful-teaching of the~ 
44 

Dhamma. It is clear that these hearers we~e not Arahats so 

it may be that the 'missionary zeal' noticeable in the above 

passage was connected with a lowering of the requirements for 

a teacher of the Dhamma. At any rate the tone here is remarkably 

different from that of, for example, the Dhammapada. 

It would now be interesting to consider the teaching 

of the Buddhas. At one point in the Digha, Sakka, the king of 

43 
DN. II, 113. 

44 
See, for example, DN.II,251-251;.DN.III,1250 
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the gods,. says of Gotama: 

"Now what think ye,~my lords gods Three-and-Thirty? Inasmuch 
as the Exa.1 ted 0!:'1.e h,q s so wrought for the good of the many, for 
the happin~ss 0f the many, for the advantage, the good,>hapj)iness 
of gods and men, out ~f conpa.sslon for the world - a teacher 
~satth~ _7 of this kind, of this character, we find not, whether 
we survey the past or whether we survey the present- save only 
the Exalted One. 45 

In order to see what qualities of Gotama provoke such praise, 

a passage describing ·his mode of speech may be examined: 

In season he speaks, in accordance with the facts, words full of 
meaning, on religion, on the discipline of the Order. He speaks, 
and at the right time, words worthy to be +aid up in one's heart, 
fitly illustrated,· clearly divided, to the point. 46 

It is insisted.here that the Buddha speaks what ls true (bhiita) 
47 

and what is useful ·or salutary (~thRs~mh1tam). The attempt 
48 

to hold on to these two factors simultaneously seems to be 

45 
DN.II,222. 

46-
' • •• k9lavadI bhutavadI atthavadI dh8mmav~dI 

vinayavadI nidh9navqtim vica~ bhasita kalena sapadesa~ p~riyanta
vat1m atthasa~..hit.sm' ti. DN.I,4-5. 

47 
The PTS Diet. gives "connected with·good, bringing 

good, profitable, useful, salut9.ry" for atthasamh1.ta and "one 
who speaks good, i.e. whose words are doing good or who speaks 
only useful speech ••• " for atthgvidin. It would seem that 
attha shr:>uld be taken as "profitu or "gain" rather than as 
''meaning". 

48 
K3.lav.~da is also important but for our purposes may 

be seen ~s constitutive of atthqsa~hlta for, as we shall see, 
his words cannot be c0mpletely useful unless they are spoken 
at the right time. 

http:atthasamh1.ta
http:salut9.ry
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49 

constant in the Pali Canon; this will later develop into one 

of the central probiems connected with the doctrine of the skill 
50 

in means of· a teacher. 

Now it is clear that before Gotama's speech can be truly 

effective (before it can be atthasamhlta) he must be able to .-
adjust his manner of discourse to fit_the temperament of:the~in-

51 
dividual with whom he is talking. This involves a clear percep~-

tion of the different capacities of men. It is interesting in 

this connection to note the following passage which occurs near 

the beginning of the DI~ha_Nik~ya: 

'How wonderful a thing it is, brethren, and how strange that the 
Blessed One, he who ltno1·rs a.nd sees, the Arahat, the Buddha Supreme, 
should so clearly have perceived how various are the inclinations 
of men! 52 

This quotation is important, for the ability of the Buddha to 

perceive the various dispositions (Skt.- adhimukti} of beings 

becomes essential to the doctrine of skill in means as found 

1n the Saddharmapundarika ~d the V-imalak!rti N1rde§a. It 1s . . 
unclear whether or n0t the present passage hints at an ability 

49 
See Jf:ayatllleke' s discussion of Maj .i hiTI!~ Nikaza "I, 

~ly Buddhist Theory of ·~!1£Wlede;e, pp.351-352. 

50 
see below, pp.131-136. 

51 
It will be seen that a three-fold adjustment is 

necessary, viz. adjustment of the method of teaching, adjustment 
of the doctrine, and adjustment of the teacher himself {1.e. his 
appearance). 
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on the part of Gotama to actually discern the dispositions 

(Pali adh1muttl) of_ creatures. such a discernment is of course 

accredited to him throughout the Digha as a natural ability (as 

can be seen from practically every dialogue); what we are 

qu·est1on1ng is the ascription of a supernatural (or 'para.normal') 
53 

ability such as was certainly ascribed to him in later passages. 

All that the above passage says ls that the 'many-dispositioned

ness' (nanadhimuttikata) of beings is known by the Blessed Oneo 

In the context 1t seems likely that this merely means that he 

realizes and takes into account the variety of 1ncl1nations among 
54 

creatures t not; that he can p3.ranormally.-: •read' these incl lnat ions. 

At any rate, it is clear that in parts of the Digha it 1s assumed 

that the Buddhas have powers which are, for our purposes, 

essentially identical with this one, and it ls further clear that 
55 

these are connected w1 th their ab111 ty to teach beings. · 

53 
One of the ten b~las or powers ascribed to Buddhas ls 

"'the ability to c~mprehend the predilections of beings' (sattanam 
nan.9.dh1mutt1kata~_ yath~bhutam P:t.ianati, M. I, 70)". Jayatilleke, 
~rly Buddhist The,.,ry of Kno~rledge, p.406. · 

54 
One is tempted to su~gest that passages such as the 

present one may have been the basis for later theories involving 
the paranormal a bill ties. J-9..yatilleke, however, says that.: 
"Despite the apparent progress from three to six and six to ten, 
it is difficult to say that there is genuine change ift the con
ception of the intellectual powers of the Buddha. The seven 
powers ~which include the present one _7 added to the list of 
three are commonly att:r"ibuted to th~ Buddha throughout the 
Nikiyas and it 19 difficult t~ s~y that the transltion from 
three to ten represents a chqnge in stratum.u Ibid., p.470. 

55 
See below, p • 55; these are, _of course, powers above 

· and beyond the six ~f'lfia.§.. 
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Further enl1ghteriment on the Buddha's teaching methods 

may be gained fr~m a passage which occasionally occurs after the 

ma.in discourse,- showing Gotama bringing things to -a successful 

conclusion. In this case it is the.brahmin Pokkharasadi who is 

the hearer: : 

Th9n to him thus se~ted the Blessed One discoursed 1n due order; 
that is to say, he sp~ke to him of generosity, of right conduct, 
of hesven, of the danger, the vanity, and the defilement ~f lusts,; 
of the advantages of renunciation. And when the Blessed One saw 
that Pokkharasadi, the Brahman, had become prepared, softened, 
unprejudicPd, upraised and believing in heart, then he proclaimed 
the doctrine that Buddhas alone have won; that is to say, the 
doctrine of sorrow, of its origin, of its cessation, and of the 
Path. And just as a clean cloth from w·hich all stain has been 
~ashed away will readily take the dye, just even did Pokkharasadi, 
the Brahman, obtain, even while sitting there, the pure and spot
less Eye for the Truth, and he knew:: 'Whe.tsoever has a beginning 
in that is inherent also the necessity of dissolution.' 56 

Here we see many of the characteristics of Gotama's teaching thus 

far noted put into action. The speech is obviously atthasa~hita 

("useful", "ed.lfy1ng") since it results in Pokkharasadl's attain-

ment of the understanding of impermanence. Note, however, thst· 

this usefulness or ef~~ctiveness can be seen as of two types: 

(1) The discourse on giving (dana),morality (sila)and so on is 

effective in preparing, softening ~nd unprejudicing him; (2) the 

discourse on the peculiarly Buddhist truths (dukkha~etc.) is 

effective in causing the arising of the 'dhamma-eye' ( dhe:m.':la-

CB.kkhu -- translated by Rhys Davids as "Eye for the Truth11
). 

This can be analyzed by utilizing the concept of 1 incl1nat1~n' 

56 
DN.I,109-110. 
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(adhlmutt1) which, though ·it is not explicitly mentioned here, 
57 

1s clearly involved. Thus the initial truths are given so as 
58 

to accomodate the hearer's low disposition a.nd to subsequently 

raise and purify this disposition, inclining him fr~m some 

things (e.g. lusts) and toward other things (e.g. renunciation). 

·When his disposition has been purified ,'•just as a clean cloth 

from which all stain has been washed away", the Buddha (who .is 

kalavadin) perceives that the time ls ripe and reveals the truths 

of dukkha, its origin, its.cess~tion and of the Path. They 

result in insight, experience , and personal verification • 
. 

. All of this h~s been brought about by the grest skilful-

ness of Gotama; nevertheless, it should· not be forgotten that 

there is a restriction upon this skilfulness imposed by the f~ct 

that, by the law of kanna, an individual's present disposition 

is the result of his former actions. Since these former act1ons 

are not under the teacher's control it may happen that the 

hearer is hopelessly intractable. This is by no means considered 

a merely 'theoretical' restriction: in the present instance 

Pokkharasadi ~ttains insight but in the Sama~~a-Phala SUtta 

the infamous king Ajatasattu fails to attain this same·1nslght 

57 
The whole speech is considered as truthful, for the 

Buddha· is bhutavadin;·the initial advice m~y not be peculiarly 
Buddhist but it invo Ives no falsehood (.i.e. lusts really are 
defiling, etc.). 

58 
Of which the Sanskrit is hin3dh1mukt1, a very 

important term in the S~ddharmapundarik~. 
• • 
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because of. a previous evil deed. 

34 

We have said that the result of the present discourse 

1s insight and verification. This is clearly relevant to the 

theme of 'dependence and independence•. It is evident that 

during the conversation the hearer is dependent upon the Buddha; 

it ls equally evident that· he wins independence as he verifies · 

the truth of impermanence for himself. This is shown strikingly 

by the words which immediately follow the last passage -quoted: 

And then the Brahman Pokkarasadi, a.s one who had seen the Truth, 
had mastered it, understood lt, dived deep down into it, who had 
passed beyond doubt and put away perplexitY: and gained full 
confidence, who had b~come dependent on no other man for his 
knowleda,e of the teaching of the !"!aster raparappaccayo satthu
sasane_/ , addressed the Blessed One •• -. 60 

This confirms what has been noted previously, namely that de-

pendence upon the teacher is supposed to result in true independence. 

On this subject Rahula says: "It is always a question of knowing 

and seeing, and not that of believing. The teaching of the Buddha 

is qualified as ehi-passika, inviting you to 'come and see', 
61 

but not to come and believe." One could accuse Rahula of over-

s1mpl1f1cat1on, since, as was seen in the Parayana sutt_!!, faith 

59 
"'This king;~ brethren, was deeply affected, h-3 wa.s · 

touched in heart. If, brethren, the king h9d not put his 
father to death, that righteous man, and right~ous king, then 
Would the Clear and spotless eye for the truth rdhamma-C8kkhU _7 
have arisen 1n him, even as he sat there.'" DN7I,86o 

60 
DN.I,110. 

61 
What the Buddha Taught, p.9. 
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62 
can be an important tool 1n the attempt to gain freedom; never-

theless, even Pitgiya can scarcely be said to h9:ve remained in 
.. 

a state of 'blind faith'. He describes Gotama as the "darkness-

dispelling Buddhan who "has removed the veil" so that he can ~~(=! 

for himself. Even .faith, then ,leads the hearer to the experience 

of personal verification. This point is of very great importance, 

for it sets a goal and a limit to the skill in means of. a teacher. 

The hearer may be deftly led by many devices but when he sees 

it as it ls (yathabhutam) he not only does not need to be led, 

he cannot be led. 

Since it is easy to over-simplify the situation, this 

problem should be scrutinized-a bit more closely. The last 

passage from the Digha continues.as-follows: 

'Most excellent, oh Gotama (are the words of thy mouth), most 
excellent! Just ~s if a man were to set up that which h3s been. 
throvm down, or wera to reveal that·which has been hidden away, 
or were to point out the right road to him who has gone astray, 
or were to bring a light into the darkness so that those who 
had eyes could see external forms, ---· just even. so, Lord, has 
the truth been made known to me, in many a figure, by the 
venerable Gotama. And I1 oh Gotama, with my sons, and my wtfe, 
and my people, and my companions, betake myself to the venerable 
Gotama as my guide,.to the truth, and to the Ordero May the 

62 
'As Vakkali was delivered by faith (a.s well as) 

Bhadravudha and aiavi-Gotama, so thou shalt let faith deliver 
thee, and thou sh9.lt go, 0 Pinglya, to the further shore of the 
realm of death.' 

Yatha 9.hU Vakkali muttasadd.ho 
Bha.dr.~vudho Jq_;ivl-Gotama ca, 
evam eva. tvam pi pamurtcassu saddhalTl. 
gamissasl tva~, Pinglya maccudheyyapara~ 

sn.(C) 1 p.272; sn.(P), p.213. 'fhe English 1s Fausboll's, the 
Pill is from Chalmers. 

http:muttasadd.ho
http:guide,.to
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venerable Gotama accept me as a disciple, as one who, from this 
day forth, as long as life endures, has taken him as his guideo 63 

The first part of this passage is e9.sily understandable and merely 

reinforces our contention th3t the hearer was dependent upon 

Gotama's great skilfulness during the discourse. It is more 

difficult, howev·er, to comprehend the subsequent sentences which 

proclaim Pokkharasad1 as taking Gotama "as his guide" (or "refuge"--

sarana). If he is now independent, what need has he for a refuge? 
~.-

Two points should be made to clarify this issue. First, the 
64 

passage just quoted is an extremely CO!lli~on 'stock finish' 

·occuring, for example, in the sutta-Nipata as well as in the 
65 

present text. It usually sign1f1es merely that a man wishes 

. to become a lay-disciple (upasaka) and it ends accordingly with 

the declaration of 'taking refuge' in Gotama, the Dha~ma, and 

the Sa~gha. It has no particular connection with the previous 
66 

discourse and in fact usually occurs without it. Secondly, 

the arising of the dham~a-cakkhu marks only the first step along 

63 
DN.I,110. 

64 
See Dialogue§ of the Buddha II,144, n.1. 

65 
E.g., sn.(F), pp.79,so,94. 

66 
E.g., in the Saman~a-Phala sutta and the Kassapa

Sihanada sutta. In the Kutadanta sutta the two passages occur 
but in the opposite order:-
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the path to Arahatship. When one attains to this, he knows this 

particular aspect of reqllty (impermanence) as it really is, and 

he has no need to depend upon anyone, including the Buddha, for 

this knowledge. But he still has a long way to go before 

reaching the ~um bonum and during this time he may require 

assistance, i.e. he may need to be led by Gotama. or·by another 

qualified teacher. Finally, however, when he destroys the 

asa~, he ls free and knows he ls free: 

He knows as they really are: "These are the Deadly Floods" 
ff.me asava ti yathabhutam pajanati_7. He knows SS it re~lly ls: 

. "This is the origin of .the Deadly Floods". He knows as it really 
iS: "This is the cessa..tlon of the Deadly Floods." He knows as 
it ·really ls: "This ls the"Path that leads .to the cessation of 
the Deadly Floods." ·To him, thus knowing, thus seeing L evaltl. 
janato eva~ passato .J', the heart ls set free from the Deadly 
Taint of Lusts, ls set free from the Deadly Taint of Becom1n~s, 
is set free from the Deadly T91nt of Ignorance. In him, thus 
set free,· there arises the knowledge of his emancipation rvi1'.'1Utta
sm1m· V1muttamit1 nanam hot1 7 and he knows: "Rebirth h9.s been 
destroyed. The higher life has been fulfilled. What has to 
be done has been accomplished. After this present life there 
will be no beyond!" 68 

At this point there is no question of his be1ng led by anyone; 

Arahatship is therefore the goal and the limit 0f the skill in 
69 

means of a teacher 1n the Pal1 Canon. 

67 
See Dia.lofilles_of the Buddha I,95,n.1. This event 1s 

to be distinguished from becoming an U..E,asaka, which latter does 
not necessarily entail 'entering the path' at all. See ~._, I, 
190-192. 

68 
DN. I ,84. 

69 
The fact that lt 1s the goal and the fact that 1t 

ls the limit must be seen as two different facts; Arahatshlp 
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It was mentioned earlier that Gotama's skilfulness could 

be seen in the manner of adjustment of his teaching to the 

1ncl1nat1ons of hi~ hearers, and it was further noted that this 

adjustment could be seen as of three types: adjustment of method, 

adjustment of doctrine, adjustment of the teacher's own appearance. 

Most easy to underst~nd ~nd t~ illustrate is the f 1rst kind of 

adjustment. Numerous dialogues furni_sh a"'Tlple evidence 

of the Buddha's talent for shifting from one mode of expression 

to another 1n accordance with his hearer's disposition. One 
70 

might refer, for example, to the Ambattha sutta. Here the young -·· 
brahmin Ambattha is seen as extremely proud of his birth and • • 
breeding, so much so that he refuses to-sit down and hold con-

versation with Gotama, whom he considers of ·1nfer1or caste. The 

latter proceeds to tell a story revealing Ambattha's own lineage. 
• • 

The results of this are so devastating for Ambattha, his reputation 
• • 

being crushed.in the presence of his friends, that Gotama tells 

a second story which has the effec~ ~f res torlng some measure· of 

h1s self-respect. Having thus tamed the brahmln's disposition 

he engages him in dialogue~ Many further examples of such adjust

ment of method might be given; we shall choose rather to quote 

does not merely represent th~ point after which leading is not 
needed, it represents also the point after which leading is not 
possible, for the Ar~hat is not 0nly free but also independent. 

70 
DN.I,87-110. 

http:crushed.in
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Rhys Davids' very apt comments on the subject: 

When speaking on sacrifice to a sacrificial priest, on 
union with God to ah adherent of the current theology, on Brahman 
claims to superior social ra~k to a proud Brahman, on mystic 
insight to a man who trusts·1n·1t,-on the soul to one who believes 
in the soul theory, the method followed 1s always the same. 
Gotama puts himself as far as·possible in the mental position 
of the questioner.· He attacks none of his cherished conv1ctions •. 
He accepts as the starting-point of his own exposition the desira
bility of the act or condition prized by his opponent ••• He 
even adopts the very phraseology of his questioner. And the·n, 
partly by putting a new and (from the Buddhist point of view) 
a higher meaning into the words; p~rtly by an appeal to such 
ethical conceptions as are common ground between them; he grad
ually leads his opponent up to his conclusion. This 19·, of course, 
always Arahatshlp. • • 

. There is both courtesy a.nd dignity in the method employed. 
But no little dialectical skill, and a~ easy mastery of the 
ethical points involved, are required to bring about the result. 
• • • • • • • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . 

However this may bA~ the ·method followed ln all these 
dialogues has one disadvantage.~. In accepting the position of the 
adversary, and adopting his language, the authors compel us,. in 
order to follo+hat they give us as Gotama's view, to re~d a 
good deal between the lines. The arguroentum e,d hamlnem can 
never be the same as a statement of opinion given without 
reference to any particular person. 71 

What Rhys Davids calls the ~rgumentum ad homin~~ ls 

precisely that adjustment of 'method' to the adhimutti of the 

individual which we have mentioned •. Rhys Davids finds lt a 

"disadvantage" thB-t this very flexible method makes it hard.for 

us to determine what Gotama's real opinions were on various 

subjects.(e.g. asceticism}. This difficulty is very real but 

is comparatively minor as long as the discourse follows a fairly 

stable pattern, reaching a consummation with the preaching of· 

71 
D1a.logue s of the Buddha I, 206-207. see also Warder, .. 

Indle_n Buddhism, p.:64. 
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the goal ·of Araha.tsh1p. The problem bec~mes very ser10us, 

however, where no such consummation is seen to take. plac,e ,. 1. e·. 

where the discourse ls found to end without mention of the highest, 

most important items. Here, not only the 'me-3.lls• of teaching 

but even the 'end' of ·teaching seems flexible, unstable.. In this 

case it would seem not to be a matter of different means at all 

but simply of different doctrines. We have, consequently, labelled 

this 'adjustment of doctrine•. Examples of this kind (')f radical 

adjustment in the Dlgha are rare: the Tevijja su~ is the msot 

striking. Rhys Davids perceptively remarke of the Tev!jJ?~ 

'I'his is the only suttanta, am.on~ the thirteen translated. 1n this 
volume, in which the discourse does not lead up to Arahatship. 
It le~ds up only to the so-called Brahma Vlharas -- the suprene 
conditions -- four states of mind held to result, after deatht 
in a rebirth, in the heavenly worlds of Brahma. Why is it -
the Buddhist ideal being Arahatship, which leads to no rebirth 
at all -- that this lower ideal ls suddenly introduced? 72 

This question may be answered quite slmply by applying the term.s 

already discussed. That is, the brahmlns being taught did not 

develop the proper d1sposlti0n to enable them to derive benefit 

from the 'higher' truths, hence there was no point in revealing 

them. After pra.ct1c1sing the Brah!la Viharas they would eventually 

(either in the present life or in a future existence) be 1n a 

position to comprehend the essence of the Dhamm.a, and so~e teacher, 

perceiving that the time was ripe, would communicate it. This 

AXplanation really says that there is no 'adjustment of doctrine' 

72 
Dialo~ues ~f the Buddha I,298. 
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ultimately, but that the seeming VRriety of"doctr1nes is really 

just an extension of 'adjustment of method' aimed at bringing 

everyone finally to·a comprehension of the one Dhamma. Hence, 

for example, even if the Buddha appears to preach a diff~rent 

and lower doctrine to laymen than to monks, this is merely- a-

temporary measure directed tow~rds bringing these same laymen 

to the point where, finally-, they will be able to understand· the 
73 

doctrine they are now denied. However this may be, this type 

of adjustment 1s sufficiently different from the usual 'adjustment 

of method', and opens the door to so many new poss1bil1ties, 

that we prefer to retain a separate lAbel for it. For, once 

the precedent has been set, this 'adjustment of doctrine', whether 

final or temporary, allows one to maintain that in any given 

discourse of the Buddha the doctrine which he expounds, even at 

the conclusion of his speech, may not contain his highest truths. 

What, then, is to stop someone from claiming that none of the 

.doctrines found in the sUtr!1.s, inc1·ud1ng those involving Arahs.t

ship, are the Buddha's final teachings? Perh~ps they are all 

73 
'*Evidently, then, the teaching should not be indis

criminate but should be restricted to what the person spoken to 
could be expected to und.erstand. Hence the stress on virtue and 
heaven when addressing'laymer:i-, even Buddhist-laymen, despite· 
the fact that all this is still a m~tter of involvement in the 
world, in tra.nsmigratl')n, is only relatively good, as contrasted 
with evil and purg~tory, ls far from the supreme good 0f non
attachment ~nd nirva~~· At best, the practice of this relative 
good was a preparation which brought the understanding of the 
supreme good nearer, so that a virtuous layman might eventually 
be ready to benefit from hearing the whole of the doctrine." 
Warder, Indian Budd~lsm, p.194. 
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simply 'lower' truths (analagous to dana, srJa, sagga; etc.) 

designed by the Buddha in h1s great skilfulness to purify the 

capac1t1e~o that eventu-;illy the 'higher' ?r ultimate truths 

may be revealed. This is, in fact, precisely what the Saddhanua-

~~~ar1ka claims and it uses the concept of the Buddh~'s 'skill 

in means' to justify the claim. This is why we have insisted· 

on pointing out this 'adjustment of doctrine' as a separate 1 

type. 

It remains only to determine whether or not the. Di$7,ha 

cont~ins instances of the 'adjustment of the appearance of the 

teacher'. No doubt some such.adjustment could be m8de n9turally 

(1.e. Gotama could to some degree change his 'image' to suit 

his hearer); what w·Juld be interesting to find, however, would 

be a paranormal ability such as becomes of great importance 

to the Mahayanic conception of 'skill in means' as fou!'l.d, for 

example, in the Vimalakirti Nirdesa. There is one such case 

found in the M9.ha Parin1bb9-".'l.9. Sutt~, as follm~s: 

'Now I call to mind, Ananda, how when I used t0 enter 1nto an 
assembly of many hundred n".Jbles, before I had seated myself 
there1or talked to them or started a conversation with them, I 
used to become in c~lour like unto their colour, and in voice 
like unto their voice. Then with religious discourse I used to 
instruct and incite, and quicken them, and fill them with glad
ness. But they knew me not when I spoke a.nd would say: -- "Who 
may this' be who thus spesks? -:t man or a god?" 'l'hen having 
instructed, incited, quickened, ~nd gladdened them with religious 
discourse, I would vanish away. But they knew me not ev~n when 
I vanished BWay: and would say: -- "Who may this be who h9.s thus 
vrulished away? a man. or a god?" . 

. /:And in the same words the Exlated One sp~ke of how 
he had been used to enter into assemblies of each df .. the ·othe·r 
,;r- -.'- •••• - • • : t . ..., 
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of the eight kinds, and of how he ha.d not been made known to 
them either in speaking or ln vanishing away._7 74 (Hhys Davids' 
brackets) 

.. s. Dutt speaks of this power of manifestation as being 

an ability of a· "yogin"·, and he c.onnects it with Gotama's ex-
75 

periments with asceticism prior to his enlightenment. It seems 

unnecessary to seek for such an explanation; it ls probably 

~xpl~cable as the fruit of the power of Iddhi available to all 
76 

.aspirants td Arah9tsh1p. 

The next step ls to see how the qualities _of skilfulness 

attributed to Gotama were attributed to 'Buddhas• in general. 

It is possible that this represents a historical development!"9-

attr1butes of the man Gotama being universalized and for!!lalized 

?4 
DN.II,109. The seven other kinds of asse~blies are 

"brahmins, householders and wanderers, 9:nd of the angel hosts 
of the Guardian Kings, of the Great Th1rty-rhree, of -the Maras, 
and of the Brahmas." (See the passage just preceding the one 
quoted.} 

75· 
The Bud1ha and Five After Centuries, pp.37-38. 

?6 
"He enjoys the wondrous gift Liddh1_7 in its various 

modes -- being one he becomes many, or having become m~ny becomes 
one ag~in; he bec·')r!les visible or lnv1sible ••• he reaches in 
the body even up to the heaven of Brahma. 

Just, O king, as a clever potter or his apprentice could' 
make, could succeed in getting out of properly prepared clay any 
sha~e of vessel he wanted to have -- or an ivory carver out of 
ivory, or a goldsmith out of gold." DN.I,78. This occurs not 
only ln the Sama~na-Phal~ 5"utta but also in succeeding Dialogues. 
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. 77 
increasingly as an elaborate Buddhology evolved. 

The view d~velops that there have been several Buddhas 

(seven, including Gotama, according to the Mahapadana). and these 

are seen as having almost exactly parallel careers; hence 1t . 

becomes possible to def 1ne what •Buddhahood" entails. Thus far 

it has been seen how important is Gotama's role ~s a teacher 

(satthi) and how explicitly ls recognlz&d his talent for leading 

men, taming and purifying their dispositions so that they can 

penetrate the Dhamma. A comrn~n recurring passgge, which speaks 

about ~Buddha' and 'Tathagata' as a trpe ~f being rather than 

as a particular individual, shows how this role was accepted as 

part of the formal definition of a 'Buddha'; 

•suppose, O king, there appears in the world one who has won the 
truth, an Arahat, a fully awakened one, abounding in wisdom and 
goodness, happy, who knows all worlds, ~gsurpassed as a guide ~.2 
mortals willins to be led 1 .a teacher for_gods :::md men, a Bl~~~-P~d 
One, a Buddha. He, by himself, thoronizhly knows 9.nd sees, A.s 
it were, face to face this universe,-- including the worlds above 
of the gods, the Brahmas, and the Maras, and the world below with 
its recluses and Brahl'l'l.ans, its princes and peoples, -- 'rnd h'1vlng 
know~ 1t, he makes his knowledge known to others. The truth, 
!9.Vely in its or1g1n 1 lovely in its Erogress, lovely in 1ts con
SUTI"ri1ation~-~1'i he proclq_im, both tn the spirit 9nd_ in th~ J.ett~J:., 
the hi~her llfe doth he make known, in all 1.ts fulness and in 
all its puritL. 78 

77 
Thuss. Dutt s~ys: "So it is that·the'human1ty of the 

Lord, known ln all accounts of him 1n tradition, is consistently 
subdued in the legends'·-c,to the colours of Bud,.ihahood. It is the 
implicit, but prevailing tendency of the legends." The Buddha 
and .Five After Centuries, p.87. 

, 78 
ldha, mah;rija, tathigato loke uppqjjati arahq~, 

sammasambuddho, vijjacarattasampanno, ~ugato, lokavidut anu·ttaro, 
. ~ 
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This quotation may be rather neatly d1v1ded into two 

.parts, which we hav~ indic~ted by underlining. Those sections 

which are unenphasized refer to the qualities ·of the Tathagatas' 

own attainments; those emphasized refer to the fact that they 

share these attainments with oth~rs by a.ssumtng the role of· 

_teacher. (sattha). Their deftness 1n leading ignorant· and in

tractable men along the path is suggeste.d chiefly by the te·rm 

purisadammas~rathi. Rhys Davids translates it as "a guide to 

mortals willing to be led" but the tmplication·s of the express1on 

qre captured better by the phrases:· ''a man..:.trainer", "fl coachman 
79 

of the driving anlmal called man", "the_tralner·of the human 
80 

steer". It ls ev1dent, then, that this skilful leading and 

tecahing is recognized as an important element of 'Buddhahood•. 

Th_1s process of formalization and solldif ica.tlon is 

carried further through the _concept of the dhamrn~ta. Both s. 

Dutt and T.W. Rhys Davids look upon this doctrine as an historical 

development by rieans of which characteristics of the person and 

care.er of Gotama became universalized a.nd hypostas1zed as p9.rt 

pur1sadammasarath1, sattha devamanuss~na~, buddho bh~g~va. so 
1ma1'1 lok~=uh sg_dev3.ka1'1 sam9-rakam sabrahmakqm sassAmanabrahrrt!3Q.i!t 
p~.jan'l s!ldevsmanussafn sayam abhinfi~ sg,cchikatva pavedetl. so 
dh~~m~m deset1 adikaly3Q~m mqjjhek~ly~~a~ pariyos~n9k8lyqna~ 
sltha~ sqby~nj~naili, kevalapar1punna~ parlsuddha~ brahmqc9~lya~ 

k~ 1 6 .. p~ ~seti. DN.I, 2. 

79 
PTS Diet. under s~rath1o 

80 
PTS Diet. under damma. 
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of the very "nature of things". Dutt' s com..me·nts regarding the 

dhammat~ are worth ?oting: 

The theory of Dhamm~t§ 1s of the Theravada school, re
presenting the earliAst atteMpt to re-orient the legends t0 the 
changed Buddha-concept. Appearing for the first time in the 
Jv~ahSip~qJ!n~-~~!tan~a, 1 t ls taken up in. the M~hayana developr.ient 
of Buddhism snd·enl~rged upon (v1de La~kavatara sutra). The theory 
draws upon the old legends, in which a human sat th~ 1 s posited,. 
to build up the frame-work for a Buddha, superhuman gnd imnutable. 

The inner logic of the theory is that since the Buddha, 
re-conceived as an 'eternal Being', 1s not bound by time, the 
manner of his earthly manlfestati~n Must also be timeless: it 
must be a patterr., not a career. Every incident of this pattern 
must psrtake of the quality of eternity, not fleeting and 
fugitive but cap~ble.of recurrence and renewal. What, therefore, 
the legends relate of the Lord's life. ~nd career from his blrth 
~t Lumb1n! t0 his a~ath at Kusinara is not personal history ~t 
all: these events grew not out of an indlvidu~l life, but only 
followed an etern~l order of phenomena in the spiritual world. 82 

For the present purposes, only that part 1'f the "Sublime ·story" 

d~al1ng with the Buddha Vipassi's decision to teach the Dhamma 
83 

ls relevant. 

Vlpa.s·s 1 first gains his 'enlightenment', which in this 

81 
Rhys Davids says of the M.qhapada.na sutta.nta: 

"We have legends of six forerunners of the""""historical 
Buddha, each constructed with wearisome iteration, in imitation 
of the then accepted beliefs as to the life of Got9~ma. So 
exactly do these six legends follow one ·pattern that it has been 
poss1ble, .without the omissiop of any detail, to arrange them in 
parallel columns. 

"The main motive of this pqra.llelism is reve9.led ln the 
constantly repeated refrain Aya.m ettha dhammata: ' 1rhqt, 1n such 
a case, is the rule,• the Norm, the nA.tural order of things,. 
according to the reign of l~w ln the moral and physical world." . 
Dialogues of the Buddha II,1. 

82 
The Buddha and Flye Aft~£enturies, pp.224-225. 

83 
The pattern which V1pass1's career displays ls assumed 

to hold for all the succeeding Buddhas, i~cluding Gotama. 

http:M.qhapada.na
http:cap~ble.of
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case is seen as coming about with the destruction of the assvas. 

He then reflects upon how difficult the Dhamma ls to penetrate, 

particularly for "a race devoting itself to the things to which 
85 

it clings." There follows a period during which he almost 

84 

decides not to try to teach, feeling th~t the ~ask would be 

fruitless. One of the "Great Brahmas", however'· t·ries to per

suade him to make the effort, urging that, "There are beings whose 

eyes are hardly dimmed by dust, they are perishing from not hear

ing the Truth .C-:dham~a _7·; they will come to' be knowers of the 
86 . 

Truth.".··· . .rl.fter the thlrd such entreaty the· following important 

events occur: 

'Then, brethren, when Vipassi the Exalted One, Arah~nt, Buddha 
Supreme, became aware of the entreaty of the Brahma, because of 
his pitifulness t~wards ~11 beings, he looked down over th~ world 
with a Buddha's Eye. And so-looking, brethren, he saw be1n~s 
whose eyes were ne~rly free from dust, and beings whose eyes 
were much dimmed with dust, beings sharp of sense and blunted in 
sense, beings of good and of evil disposition, beings docile and 
indt)clle, some among t1r-iem discerning the danger in rebirth and 
in other worlds, and the danger in ~ron~ doing. As in a pond 
of blue, or red, or white lotuses, so~e lotus-plants b~rn in the 
W9.ter grow up in the wa.ter, do not emerge from the water, but 
thrive sunken beneath; and other lotus-plqnts, b~rn in the water 
and grown up in the wate~, reqch to the level; while other 

84 
DN.II,35. See Rhys Davids' comment in Di~logues of 

the Buddha II,28,n.2. 

85 
· DN. II, 36. 

86 
DN.II,37. 
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lotus-plants born ln the water and gr0wn up in the w~ter, stand 
thrusting.themselves qbove the water, undrenched by it ••• 87 

Vfpa'ssi then decides t0 teach t'he Dharnm.a. 

One of the main things to be noted about this pqss~ge 

is that Vipassi's decision to teach ls g.rounded upon his com
. ss· 

passion (karuna}. s. Dutt tends to see this compassion as a --·-
cult1c·1nvention belonging t':> the Sattha-sammasambuddha qspect 

-a7· 
atha kho, bhlkkh9ve, vip~ssI bha~ava araham· samm~sarn

buddho brahmnno ca ajjh~~anai viditv; sattesu ca kirMu~~Btg~ 
pat1cca buddhacakkhun~ lok~m v?lokes1. adrsa kho, bhlkkhave, 
vipassI bhg_gava .arah9.m sammasambuddho buddhacakkhun~ lok9m 
volokento satte ~ppqrajqkkhe ~ghir8jqkke tikkhindr1ye mudtndriye 
sv~klre dv;k;re suvinn~p~ye duvlnn~paye appekqcce pqr3lOka-
vaj jabhayqd9 ssavino v1h8r8.nte, 9.pp~kacce n9. paralOkavajja.bhaya 
dassavino viharante. etc. DN.II,38. 

88 
Warder says: "'Then the Buddha, on account of his com

passion for beings, _(a s1gnif1c.9.nt I!1.Qtlf), surveys the world with 
his Buddha's ihslght gnd sees the varying quslities and faculties 
of beings, some of whom may be able t~ understand the doctrin~~~ 
(Indian· Buddhism, p. 50) This cmY1me~t _ 1 s made of Ma jjhima N lkaya 
I,16Bff. but describes equally well the present discourse. 
WardF!r ag9.inpicks up the theme of compassion 9. few p9.ges la.ter,. 
saying: "Howev·err- the element of compassion must not be over
looked, T~ough L .§.!..£ _7 nbt domln~nt it would seem to be 
e~sentlal. It is presented as the motive for all the Buddha's 
teaching qnd organizing, it inspires the mor3l teachin~ a]t,hough 
the latter is also intellectually ground~d: compassion-and concern 
for the welfare of all 11 vin.g beings is frequently spoken ofu. 
(illS_., pp.63-64~) Besides the present pi::issHge, he is n., doubt 
thinking of such utterqncAs ~s "Inasmuch as the Ex~lted One hqs 
so wrought for the good of the many • ~ • out of compassion 
.C-:~nuk9m~ _7 for the world -- a teacher ~sattha _7 of this 
kind, of this ch3racter, we f1nd not ••• " DN.II,222. The 
present examination of the Mah§oad§na shows, of course, thqt 
this scheme is not peculiar to Got9ma but is part of the 
dh3.inT'1~ta. and the ref ore appl le s to all Buddhas. 

http:s1gnif1c.9.nt
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89 
as opposed to the Buddha aspect of the Lord. It m~y, however, 

be questioned whether this div1slon between Buddha and S~m~§sam

buddha. is developed to any extent ln the D!gha; _and it is doubt-
90 

ful that the concept of k9run~ is qn artificial addition. The _____....... ~ -

ascription of ~~a to the Buddha is ~ulte consistent wlth his 

im~ge as presented throughout the DI~h~ and is explicitly given 

.i:ls a motive for his teaching in the very ancient· J;9.raia.navStgga 
91 

of the sutta-Nip~ta. 

89 
E.g.·: "When the Lord is described as Sgtthq in the 

legends,- 1 t hi ts off an aspect. of his person~li ty -- the ~~:.i~
saT!lbuddha, as distinguished from the Buddha 8-spect, -- qnd 
though his te~ching function may be ultimately derived from the 
human tradition of him that remained in the inseparable back~round 
of the legends, the cult conceived this functi0n to -be the expression 
of his KSt.runa (compqssion for mankind) attribute." The Buddha 
fil!d Five-After Centurles, p.84. 

90 
Spec1f1c~lly, we would question Dutt's account of the 

Buddha's decision to teach (1b1d., pp.20~-205) on two points. 
(His Bccount is supposed to 9pply to the Mah~n9d~na as wall as 
to the Lalitavistara and the Mah§vag~a.) First, the present 
t~xt says th~t he looked down upon the world with hls Buddha-eye 
because~of his CO~Eassion c~nd this is substantiated by W9rder's 
de_scription above n.8~ This casts doubt on Dutt's .comment th9.tt 
"K~ru~a, we have to take note, comes not with but aft~r thA 
Buddhahood, not evolved from the Lord's inner n~ture, but comin~ 
to him in response t~ the experience of his 'Buddha-eye'" (ibid.t 
pp.204-205). Secondly, it is worth not1n~ that V1p9.ss1 is called 
samm~sambuddha irnIYtediately after his 'enlightenment' 8.0d before 
his decision to te8.Cho (DN.II,35). This weskens Dutt's argument 
that the legend 11 marks the attribution by Buddhist faith of an 
additional chRracteristic, viz., K9runa, to the Enlightened, 
rounding off the concept of his·· per87)nali ty, -- a Buddhs who is 
also a Saflmasa~buddha" (ibid., p.204). Our second point is also 
made by lihys Davids -- D~gues 0f the Buddha II,2. 

91 
see above, pp.18-19~ 
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Another item worth mentioning is that the Buddha's· 

decision to teach rests also upon h1s ability to discern the 

capacities of men. - We have already discussed this element of 

Gotama' s teaching and.it will be seen th-St.t 1 t is fundamental to 

"skill in means~ in.both the Lotus and.the Vimal~k!rti. 

Vipassi then teaches two men -whom he perceives "qre-

learned, open-minded ~nd wise, and for l0ng h~ve had but little 
92 

dust in their eyes~. He delivers to them the discourse begin-

ning with dana. and Ails. and ending with their attRimT'lent of 1n

s1~ht thr0ugh the arising of the dhgmma-cakkhu. They then praise 

h1s great skill in te~ching in a stereoptyped passage already 
~ 93 

referred to. They are ordained and, with further guidance from 

him, soon ~ccompll~h the destruction of the isavas. -Vipassi 

repeats the procedure wtth a gr0up ~f eighty-four thousa~d qnd 

continues from· there, sending forth hordes of bhikkhus to spread 

the Dhamma. In this manner the Sangh~ and, in effect, the Dhamma 
• 

are established in the world. 

What is important here ls that this scheme, whereby the 

Buddhas -- motivated by their compassion and_ aided by their dis

cernment of the capacities of beings -- skilfully teach the 

Dham:rri.a to the world, ls established as part of the dh9.m~ata, 

part of the "way things are". It will be found· that the 

92 
DN.II,40. 

93 
See ~bove, pp. }$-)6. 
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SaddharmapU!J-~arika repeats the above.episode, with several 

important i~ovati9ns, and that it uses the term 0 skill in 

means" ( upaya ~ul3al_ya) to refer to that deftness which is left 
- 94 

unnamed in the Digha. 

The Jatakas 

Thus far, this paper has been concerned with .the 

concept of skilful teaching. This has been done in anticipation 

of the conqept of 'skill in means' found in Mahay~na literature 

and in the absence of the actual tel'l}l upaya kausalya, which 

latter is. apparently very seldom encountered in the Pali Canon. 

When one turns, however, to that mass of Pali material commonly 

called the Jatakas the situation is quite different. Here one 

finds a minimum of explicit doctrine, particularly in the 

actual birth stories (the _1_ Tales of the Past' ) , and hence little 

can be gathered with regard to_ the_ theme _:of skilful teaching; 
95 

at the same ti~e, the term itself is met with fairly frequently • 

. 94 
The term -µpaya kosallalfl occurs only once in the Digha 

as far as we are aware. This occurrence, at DN.III,220, is 
insignificant for our purposes since it sheds no light on the 
accepted meaning of the term and does not· tell us whether or 
not it.was considered important. 

95 
By 'the term' we mean upaya kosalla:and the correspond

ing_ adjective upaya kusala. These have been found to occur 
approximately 3Ttimes in Fausboll' s edition of the Jatalms. 
The term up~a. occurs on its own with very great frequency but 
it is vnciear whether this is significant or not. This would 
have to be d·iterm.ined through a comparison with other contem~ . ·. 
poraneous Indj_an literature. 
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Before examining the particulars of the situation, something 

should be said about the rather complicated chronological problems 

connected with the Jatakas. 

· · _, What is often called 1 the Jataka '. is actually a comment-

ary the Jatakat-thavalJ:lJana ("elucidation of the meaning of 
96 --

the Jatakas") -- which is based upon a collection no longer 
97 

extant. Of the present conglomeration only the verses or 

gathas are now accepted as canonical and it is possible that 
98 

even many of these were not originally part of the canon. In 

general, it may be said that the ~athas are the earliest element 

of 'the Jatakas• insofar as their present form is concerned, 

for while the accompanying prose narratives may in essence be 

just as ancient, their form was less stable and hence was more 

subject to development and alteration. As Winternitz says: 

Nevertheless we may certainly say that·, on the. whole, the Gathas 
have a stronger claiin to be regarded as canonical than have 
the prose portions of the Jatakas. At all events the prose 
was more exposed to changes. In many cases it is nothing but 
the miserable performance of a very late period. It contains 
allusions to.Ceyloni and not infrequently it is at absolute 
variance with the Gatnas. Moreover, the language of the Gathas 
is more ~rchaic t~an tbat of the prose. ~9 

96 
Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, Vol.II, 

116. This is what comprises Fausboll's P~li edition. The English 
translation called The Jataka, done under the editorship of E. 
B. Cowell, is the same except that it excludes the Veyyakara~a. 

97 
For a description of it, see ibid., II, 115~1160 

98 
See ibid., II, 117-119. 

99 
Ibid • , I I , 11 9 • 
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Since, therefore, much of what one sees in the Jatakas bears 

the stamp of .laten~ss, the question naturally arises whether 

this literature should even be included in the present discussion 

of 'early' Buddhist texts. We have dectded to include it, for 

it is found that even in its present confused state it can be 

made to shed some light on the development of the concept of 

skill in means; at the ve.,:y .. leas~,-it-raises some vital questions 

about this development. 

Some facts of interest relating to the context of the 

term's occurrance will now be mentioned • 

(1) Skill in means is virtually always accredited to the 

Buddha or the Bodhisatta .. ·in the Tales- of the Present, but in 

the Tales of the Past there is no such preference and it is 
100 

used to describe any crafty creatureo 

(2) There is, in general, no connection between skill 
101 

in means and virtue~ The ten paramis are often mentioned but 

are not associated with skill in means. 

100 
Specifically, the term is used 12 times in connection 

with the Bodhisatta and 9 times in connection with divers other 
beings,,in the Tales of the Past. -This is perfectly natural in 
view of the fact tbat the Bodhisatta is generally the most 
crafty being in the story. 

101 
For example: "Men surely are cruelly mined and versed 

in expedients f:_,upaya kusala J. . . u .... Ja. V, 357. "This teacher 
is fertile in-resource Z upa akusalo.J; 'tis a wonderful plan 

.to kill the king. 11 Ja.VI,424. Note that the quotations from 
the Jatakas are from the English translation edited by Cowel1-
but that the pagination of Fausboll's Pali edition is followed. 
The.English versio~ includes this pagination. in brackets.) 
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(3) Up~ya kosalla has the general meaning of 'skill 

in devices' or 'resourcefulness'; it may be used for any kind 
* 

o~ resourcefulness and has no technical meaning, much less a 

Buddhistic technical meaning~ Of particular interest and 

importance is the fact that there is no connection seen between 

this resourcefulness and the teaching, leading and saving of 
102 

beings. 

(4) The term occurs in close association with 'wisdom' 

(panna) altogether at least fifteeen times, i.e. about half 

the time. Within the Tales of the Present,, moreover, skill in 
.. 

means is associated with the 'perfection of wisdom' {pailliaparami) 

about half of the .time.· 

One is now faced._with the task of making sense out of 

this collection of facts. It may fir~t be noted that of the 

Mahayana literature to be examined, the !~-~asahasri.ka Prajna

paramita Sutra comes closer to the Jatakas in its use of skill 

in means than do any of the other texts. Although the Astasaha--·. 
srika gives the term a very subtle and distinctive set of 

102 
Although this is clear in virtually every instance, 

Jataka 402 might be cited as particularly striking~ In the 
Tale of the Past the Bodhisatta is praised as a ·wonderful 
teacher and preacher and is also described as skilled in means, 
and yet there is no connection seen between these two facts •. 
His skill in means is tied in with his wisdom and reasoning 
powers but not with his teaching ability. 

· There is a sole exception to this rule, and that is in 
the Tale of the Present for J~taka 478. Here the •teaching' 
m~aning is explicitly mentioned and several excellent examples 
of this type of skill in means are referred to. Oddly, however, 
the Tales of the Present which contain these examples do not 
themselves mention the term 'skill in means• at all, nor does 
the Tale of the Past for Jataka 478 which is supposedly being 
introduced. 

http:asahasri.ka
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implications which are lacking in the Jatakas, the use of skill 

in means in contexts other than the teaching and leading of 

creatures, and the connection of it with wisdom and especially 

the perfection of wisdom,. are curiously similar elements. This 

might lead one to posit some sort of historical relationship 

between the Jatakas and the early Prajnaparamita literature. 

Before much is made of this line,·however, it would be well to 

ascertain something of the chronology of the occurrences of 

skill in means iri the Jatakas -- whether t.hey belong to the most 

ancient strata or the latest· srata or somewhere in between. 

It should be remarked at the outset that there ia 

nothing the slightest bit artificial about the presence of 

'skill in mean·s' in the stories themselves (the Tales· of the 

Past)o The Bodhisatta is very frequently identified with the 

clever and wise hero popular in folk-tales and i~ accordingly 
103 

described continually as pandito and pannava. Surely it is -··-
only natural that certain expressions referring to the deftness 

· and resourcefulness of such a hero would develop and recur. 

In this vein Winternitz, having described one of the tales, 

remarks: 

This anecdote belongs to a class of narratives, which · 
are just as popular in the narrative literature of all peoples, 
as those of foolish tricks, namely the narratives of ultra 
cleverness or skill, which finds expre·ssion in clever answers, 

103 
Indeed, the PTS Dictionary defines 'Jataka' as 

11 ••• the story of a previous birth of the Buddha as a wise man 
Of old'!• 
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especially answers to riddles, or in the skilful accomplishment 
of difficult tasks, or in wise judgments or in the accomplishmment 
o-f wonderful works of art. We find numerous narratives of this 
kind in the Jataka book, and many of them belong to universal 
literature. 104 

So much, then, for 'skill in means' in the Tales of 

the Past. As for the quite numerous occurrences of the expression 

in the Tales of the Present, one could simply say that the 

resourcefulness of the Bodhisatta as portrayed in the Tale of 

the Past was recognized and a suitable introduction was given 

stressing this same quality. This naturally led to an emphasis 

on the most. appropriate perfection ( parami), namely the perfection 

of wisdom. 

What all of this amounts to is that upaya kosalla may 

well have belonged to many of the Jataka tales in their most 

ancient forms, several centuries before Christ. If this were 

accepted, the next step would be to suggest that the concept 

of skill in means found in Mahayana. may have originated in the 

Jataka tradition -- not.necessarily in the Pali Jataka tradition 

but at least in this general body of literature which was 

fertilized and exploited by all streams of Buddhism. There 

are, however, problems with the above argument. 

There are several facts .. which, when taken together, 

sugeest that contrary to what has been implied thus fa~ the 

expression 'skill in means' is not native to the Pali Jatakas 

in their earliest form. 

104 
Winternitz, A History of Indian Literature, Vol.II, 1)6. 
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First, of the thirty-three occasions where the term 

is used, not one ?:s in the gathas. Thts does not merely mean 

that none of these occurrences is in canonical text, it probably 

also means that the expression was originally lacking from the 

tales. For, as has already been mentioned: while the prose 

na~ratives may in many cases be essentially as old as the verse 

portions, the latter are generally older in their present form. 

It is likely, therefore, that upaya kosalla became included 

in the stories as time went on. 

This hypothesis is strength~~ed when comparisons are 

made between the version of a tale encolliltered in the Jataka-

tthavannana and a version of the same tale encountered elsewhere. .. ··-
Jataka 1 in th~ Pali collection, _for example, is found in 

Digha Nikaya II,342-346. The version in the Digha is shorter 

and is not identified as a Jataka (a birth-story of the Buddha), 

but is in most respects quite close to the other. In the D!gha, 

the .first caravan leader is described as 11 silly11 (bala) and 

the second leader is described as 11 wise 0 (~i;~ita); in the 

Jataka~thava~ana these terms are kept but two other ones 

are also found -- anupayakusala and upa~a kosalla -- referring 
105 . 

respectively to the first and second caravan leaders. It· is 

difficult to avoid the feeling that this is one of the several 

105 
This is not easy to guess from the English translation, 

which uses the expressions 0 lacking resource" and "ready witn. 
J a • I , 9 8 , 1 02 ._ 
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respects in which the latter accom1t represents a later 

elaboration of an early tale. 

Again, this issue might be investigated by comparing 

the Pa.li Jataka collection with the collection found in the· 

Manavastu. Although we cannot claim to have conducted a rigorous 

examt.nation of the Mahavastu, a cursory inspection did not . 

turn up any cases of upaya kau~aly~ at all. Since it is most 

surprising to find the concept of skill in means flourishing 

in Pali literature while it is unheard of in the supposedly 

proto~MahB:'yanist Mahasamghika literature, it seems likely that 

the Pali Jataka tradition was left open·to oral recitation and 

gradual modification after._ the Mahavast.u had already been set 

down in a relatively stable form. An interesting case of the 

same tale occuTring in both·traditions would be that of JS:taka 

20 in the Jataka~~havaIJ!J.ana, which is represented by the story 

on pages 28-29 in Volume III of. Jones' -.t;:cansla ti on of :.the Maha 
. .. 106 

vastu. In neither instance does the sought-for expression 

occur in the Tale of the Past, but the Tale of the Present in 

·the Pali version concludes that the Bodhisatta· was 11 fertile in 
107·:-

resource" ( upaya kusala) - whereas the Mahlt'vastu does not men ti.on 

this. It appears as if both the Tales of the Past and the 

Tales of the Present in the Jatakattavannana use the term ·.:. 

106 

III, 29-30. 

107 

---··-··-

For the Sanskrit, see Le Mah.avastu,. ed. E. Senart, 

Ja.I, 172. 



where it is not absolutely necessary and where it may well 

have been absent from the earliest accounts. 

59 

In assessing these new facts, one tempting move would 

be to ascribe the origins of .the concept of skill in means to 

that body of literature which is definitely known to have con

sidered it of cental importance at an early date, namely early 

Mahayana,~and to explain all subsequent usages of the expression 

within Buddhism, as for example, in the Pali Jatakas, as due 

to such Mahayana influence. Such a view would receive support 

_from the points of similarity noted above between the use of 

'skill in means' in the Astasahasrika and in the Pali Jatakas, - .. 
f o·r the former is put among the most ancient of Mahayana 

texts. Could it not be the case that this emerging PTajnaparamita 

literature was largely responsible for the situation in-the 

_ Jatakas? Thi·s suggestion cannot be dismissed out of hand but 

it probably involves great oversimpl~fication. It will have 

been noticed from the account given earlier regarding the 

Jatakatthavannana that in most respects the use of 'skill in ---··--··-
means' therein is not in fact even particulariy Buddhistic~ 

The strong connection of skill in means with the Bodhisattvas 

{and Buddhas), the integration of the concept into a scheme of 

mQrality, and the development of various specific technical 

meanings for it within Buddhist doctrine are features of the 

idea of upaya ~~au~alya in all the Mahayana literature to be 

examined, ·and yet_ ~11 ~re lacki:;-ig ,.in the Jataka-t;~hava:r;.rJ:ana. This 

makes it .extremely difficult to_ argue for direct,,, Mahayana 

influence. 
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In reality the situation is probably much more complex 

than the above proposed solution recognizes. Of all the classes 

of Buddhist.literature, the Jataka is probably one of the 

most open to interaction and exchange among the various sects 

and one of the least bound within any~p~rticular doctrinal 

position. Hence it is next -to impossible to sort out the various 

streams of influence at work;. All that can be said in light 

of the preceding discussion is.that while the Jataka tradition 

remains one of the most logical birth-places for the concept 

. of skill in means the actual evidence for this is very scant. 
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1 SKILL IN MEANS' IN TWO EARLY MAHAYANA TEXTS 

Astasahasrika Prajnaparamtta -.. 
The Astasaha.sr1ka belongs to the group of Mahayana texts ........................... ~~ 

known as the PrajnaparaMita llterature. It 1s generally believod 

to be the oldest and most 'baslo' text of the collection, form

ing the essential foundation for l~ter extensions and contractions 
1 

into SUtras of various sizes. 

Of this body ,,r literature in general, Murt1 com1'.len.tnr. 

With the Pra.~na£aram1tas an entirely new phase of Buddhism be
gins. A severe type of Absolutism established bv the dialectic, 
by the negation { sunyata) of all cmp1.rical not ions and specu.la .... 
t1ve theories, replaces the plurB.lism and dogmatism of the 
earlier Buddhism. The Prajnaparamlta~ revolutionised Buddhism, 
in all aspects of its philosophy and religion, by the basic 
concept of §unyata. _ 2 

This emphasis on • emptiness I ( stlnyata) as the essential d.octrlne 

1 
see Conze, The Prajn~para"!'!lita Literature, pp .. 9ff; see 

also Murti, The Central PhilO.§.£P-hY .. of Buddhism, pp.83-84.. This 
1s not to suggest, of course, that the As·tas~hasrlk!l is itself 
the work of one author or that 1t is from·one-rifstor1cal period. 
Conze believes that several different strata may be distinguishedo* 
see, e.g., "The Development of PrajPia.par.3.mita Thoughtn <I!tir_.ty -
~ars. of 13ud;.~'11.?t studi~, l)p.123-147) and "The Composition of 
the A~!'~-ssthasrika Praji1ap1!ram1ta 11 (J...Rl~~, pp.168-184). 

The two primary texts used for this section are M1tra's 
Sanskrit edition and C".>nze' s trangl~_tion. Referen.oe is made to 
M1tra•s pagination, which Conze includes in brackets. 

2 
!he Central_fhilosophy_ of Buddhism, p.83. 
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3 
of the PraJtia-e§.ramlt~ texts 1s quite often encountered. Wh1le 

this doctrine is, to be sure, extremely important to the A~~~

s~hasr1k~, it is interesting to note that this text considers 

the concept of the· 'skill in means' {upaya kausalya) of the 

Bodhisattva as a mo.re so11d criterion than stinzavada ror d1s

t1ngutsh1ng its own particular concerns from those of other. 
4 

texts. This makes it obvious that 'skill 1n means• is at the 

heart of the Astasahasrika's concerns. The s~gnif1cance of the -.. 
term upaya.kausalya is further emphasized by the frequency of 

3 
Hence suzuk1 says: "The PraJnapara"!l1ta is generally 

regarded as exclusively teaching the philosophy of Emptiness 
(~unyata). Most people, including scholars of Buddhism, sub
scribe to this v1ew •• •" "The Philosophy and neliglon of 
the Prajriiiparam1 ta~•' On In.di an Maha:vana Buddhism (Conze, ed.), 
p.44. Suzuki himself holds that uthe teaching of the frajn~
parami ta conststs in defining the essence of Bodhisattvahood 
fBodhisattvacR.ryitJ ." Th1s, he feels, can be best understood 
fhrough the co~ept of praj~. tbid., p.33. 

c 
4 
E.g.:: -~urthermore, Mara. the Evil One will come to 

where Bodhisattvas teach, etc. this perfection of wisdom, and 
he will bring along the very deep sutras which are associa.ted 
with the level of Disci·ples and Pratyekabuddhas. He will ad
vise them that they should 'tra:1.n 1n this, write, expound, and 
repeat this, for from it all-knowledge will be created.• But 
a Bodhisattva who is skilled in means should not long for those 
sut.r9.s. For although they t~~.ch E!'t!nt1ness, th~ S1~1ess and 
the Wishless, nevertheless they d.o not announce the skill 1n 
means of the Bodh1sattvas. A Bodhisattva remains without the 
higher knowledge of the distinc.tlon of the cognition of skill 
1n means if he spurns this deep perfection of wisdom, and seeks 
instead for skill 1n means ln the sutras associated with the 
level of D1sc1.ples and Pratyekabuddhas. '.' APP., pp.242-243. 
see also APP., pp.310-312, 371-379. The above passage speaks, 
of coursef not only of 'emptiness' but also of 'the signless' 
(a.n1m1 tta) and. the w1shless (~ra:ttihlta). These are the the 
three fd.Oors to del1 verance • { vfmol{~'3.-mu.l{hani); •emptiness• 

-~~.. M"--
OCOUl"'S most com..mon.ly in the Astasahasrika as a member of this -··-----group. 



5 
its occurrence and by the fact that it is extremely closely . 6 
associated with the perfection of wisdom. Skill in means 1s, 

. 
in faot, absolutely essential to the Bodhisattvacarya; without 

it one is bound to fall to the level of the Sravaka or the Prat-· 
7 

yekabuddha. It 1s,·1ndeed, found that none of the practices of 
8 

a Bodhisattva can be fruitful unless he is skilled in means. 

There is little question, then, of the importance of the term 

upaya kausalya to the present sutra; 1t is now necessary, how

ever, to establish i t_s meaning. 

This brings us immediately into difficult straits. For 

the comments of most authors regarding the subject of 'skill 

in means' are mos~hn1llum1nat1ng when applied to the Asta.saha--·. 
srlka. Dayal, for example, says that uEaya kausalYa "may be 

5 
It is found about 93 times 1n Conze's translation, and 

even more times, of course, 1n the repetitive sanskrit. 

6 
It is virtually always connected. w1 th ".R,raj?f~p~r.?m1 ta 11 

in the text and is literally conjoined with this term in over 
half of its occurrences. Skill in means ls variously said to 
issue from the perfection of wisdom (APP., p.75), to be on an 
independent and equal footing (see the simile • .APP., p.291), 
and to be id.entical with it (APP., p.42?)~ . 

. 7 
· . See, eg., f_PP., pp.2J8,287-291,310-J12,J56,373,390. 
For the rf::la.tion beween ~a kau.s~ll!. and the 1rrevers1ble 
(av1n1var~-~p.Ila) Bodhisattva; SeeAPP., pp.379 1 469-470. 

8 
E~g:,without skill in means (and the perfection of 

wisdom) one cd,nnot successfully train in the p~r~m1t§:s (APP., 
pp. 100-101,172,310,348-350,412-413); without sk111 in means 
one cannot conduct a useful 'dedication of merit' (Ear~~amana) 
(APP., pp.lJS-168). 
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explained as 'skilfulness or wisdom in the choice and adoption 

of the means or expedients for converting others or helping 

them•. It is especially related to a bodhisattva•s work as-a 
9 

preacher and teacher." He then goes on to give a ra.ther de-

tailed analysis of the factors involved in a Bodhisattva's teach-

ing and preaching, without re-examining his 1n1t1al assumption 

that this is in fact what the term signifies. Curiously, while 

the term invariably has this meaning in the Lotus and usually 

has it in the V1malakirt1, 1t almost neve~ means this in the 
10 

Astasahasrlka. -··-------
suzuk1, like Dayal, repeatedly speaks of upaya ka~salza 

as if it involved only the ability to deftly teach and save 

9 

p.248. 
The Bodhisattva Doctrine in Buddhist Sanskrit Literature, 

10 
The possible exceptions are 3,,viz. APP.pp.58. 75, and 

483. The first passage is not at all clear wtth regard to this 
problem, particularly in the Sanskrit; the second pessage seems 
to imply this meaning of "teaching and preaching" but ls also 
analysable on the b9sis of the meaning which w~ shall suggest. 
The third instance seems quite definitely to be parallel to the 
usage found_ in the Vimal~kirt1 and the Lotus, 1.e. it involves 
the meaning of the term suggested by Dayal. It is found, however,· 
in the "S.si.di,Erarud1B!" section, wh1ch Conze feels to be "later 
than the remainder of the Asta, both on external and internal 
grounds." ("The Compo sit 1on •of the Asta.sahasrlka Pra.1¥..aparami ta" 
1n ~l.1!!:.!:.L Y~ars of BudQJ}~tu.11~§, J>: 169.) · 

http:Bud9J:!~tu.11
http:APP.pp.58


11 
beings. 

Conze also .. quite of.ten seems to be of the opinion that 
12 

this is the sole meaning of the term, but he 1s obviously 

aware at times of the difficulty involved in making this 1n-
13 

terpretation fit with the Astas§hasrika. and consequently is -·. 

11 
Se~, e.g., Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism, pp.64, 298-

299; Th~ Lankavatara sutra, pp.xiii, :x:1 v: "The Philosophy and 
Religion of the Prajflaparamita" in On Indian Mahayana Buddhism, 
pp.?4-78. 

This characterization of 'skill in means' may be accurate 
of the Lankavatara (see, e.g., pp.69; 104, 128 of that text -
though see also p.138), but it is scarcely sufficient with 
reference to the Praj~aparamita. Of course Suzuki is speaking 
also of the Mah~prajnaparam1ta, but we have reason to believe 
that even ln the larger and: later expansions of the Astasaha-. 
srika the 'non-teaching• meaning of the term which we.shall 
examine presently was retained as at least one of the connotations. 
(see below, pp.7-5-76.) 

12 
See, e.g., Buddhi~m: Its Essence and Development, 

pp.16-1?, 128, 144; A short History of Buddhism, pp.JJ-34: 
Buddhist Thou~ht in India, pp.203, 236, 265; "Mahayana Buddhism" 
1n Thirty Years of Buddhist studies, pp.72-76. 

13 
He says: "This leaves the seventh, and by far the 

most difficult problem • "skill in means" ••• It 1s well known 
from the Da~abhmnika that skill in means is a virtue even more 
exalted than perfect wisdom, and its explanation will therefore 
be correspondingly even more difficult. Apart from some occa
sional remarks the Asta devotes its twentieth chapter to .this 

·subject. The three-similes of pp.371-375 (=· ~ xx 2-10) are 
quite ,easy to follow, but the :i:·t~m.ainder of the chapter is rather 
obscure, and R._g~ sums it up in two brief verses (xx 1,21) and 
shows its conviction that the problem should be clarified by 
metaphor rather than abstract reasoning •• •" "The Development 
of Prajnaparamita Thought" in 1l1h1rty Years of Buddhist studies, 
p.133. 

It seems likely that much of the confusion and d1ff 1culty 
which he encounters here is the result of his beginning with the 
assumption that 'skill in means' should have something to do 
with preaching and teaching. 



forced ·to express his views on 'skill in means' in the 
r ·,.:'· - . -··· 

Prajneparami t~ 11 te.rature somewhat differently. These new 

descriptions which he hesitantly offers are exactly in line 
14 

with the 1nterpreta.t1on which we shall suggest. 

Now, with a minimum of aid from writers dealing with 

this subject, we must proceed. To initiate this attempt to 

come to grips with the problem of 'skill in means• 1n the 

!t.~asahasrika, we may look at a typical parable: 

66 

A stupid man would launch into the wa.ter, a seafaring vessel 
which was not caulked or repaired, and had been tried £:'sic _7 
to moorings for a long time, would overload it with goods, and 
mount on it. His ship is doomed-to collapse before it has 
conveyed the goods across the water. When his ship has burst 
asunder, the.t stu121d merchant, who is Ui.11sk1lled in mea11s 
£.anupayaku§alo _/, w111 have lost a huge fortune, a great source 
of wealth. Just so.a Bodhisattva who has all the qualities 
enumerated above, but-who la~ks in perfect wisdom and skill in 
means ·L,sa ca ra nap8_rg,:m1tayo 9 aka:ulalyena (sic) .21LJ1rahlto 
bhavatl ,without having gair1ed the wee.1th of all-knowledge 
he is bound to collapse midway, to incur a fall; he has lost a 
grea+. deal of his own wealth, and he has also lost a great 
deal of the wealth of others, because he has lost all-knowledge, 
which is like a huge fortune and a great source of wealth; not 
to mention his collapse in the middle of the bad road, his fall 
unto the level of Disciple or Pratyekabuddha. An intelligent 
merchant, on the other hand would construct a solid ship, would 
launch it with proper care into the water, load it with goods 
and distribute them evenly, and with a favourable wind his vessel 
would gradually sail to the country which ls the goal of his 
voyage. His ship will not collapse in the water, it will go 
where it is meant to go, and the merchant w111 win great wealth, 
in the shape of worldly jewels. Likewise, a Bodhisattva who has 
faith, and the other qualities enumerated above, and who 1n 
addition has been taken hold of by perfect wisdom and does not 
lack in skil! in means C,sa ca .,P;:~_1~aparamib;1,ya parigthita upa:va
kau~all_ena cav1rahi to bhavat?.1 _7 11 it is certain that he will 
not.collapse in the middle of a bad road, that he will not incur 
a fall, that he wlll stand in supreme enlightenment. For it is 

14 
see below, PP• 75-76; 78-79, n.JB. 
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a fact that 1f a Bodhisattva has faith, and the other qualities 
enumerated above, and 1f, 1n addition,· these dharmas of his 
have been taken hold of by perfect wisdom, and are not lacking 
in skill 1n means, then they w111 not hasten towards the level 
of a Disciple or Pr3.tyekabuddha f.:ete casya dharmm~ praJilaEara
~1 ta.ya Earigrhi ta up3.yakau§alyena. caviratil,!a na §rav9kabh11m}! 
na pretyekabuddhabhumi~ v~ pratipatsyante .:_.7, but on the contrary 
these dh~rm.as will face in the direction of all-knowledge, and 
they will set out for it, and they will conduce to the winning 
or full enlightenment. 15 

This parable is obviously reminiscent of the Jata~~' 

where the picture of the wise Bodhisattva {~~~~, pannav~) 

who is ~resourceful' or 'skilled 1n means' (unay~ kus~tlo) and 

thus carries all of his ventures to a suc~essful conclusion, 1s 
16 

eo!Illnonly met w1th. The Astas~hasrika and the Jataltes agree' that -··-----
(1) the Bodh1satt(v)a, while at times a 'leader• who assists 

beings 1n d1stress, virtually always uses 'skill 1n mea..~s• to 

bring himself to a certain goal; (2) wh11e instruction or 

•teaching• might presumably be one of many valid fields for the 

exercise 'Of his •resourcefulness', it is almost never mentioned 

1n this connection: (3) 'skill in means' ls a close partner of 

· wisdom (pe~na)·and of the perfection or wisdom (Ea~naJ;?arsmi~). 

More spec1f1cally, with regard to the first two poin·ts, 

it may be said that the !etas~hasrik~ views •skill in means' as 

a tool with which the Bodhisattva brings himself to the goal. 

15 
APP., pp.288-290. 

16 
See, e.g., J~taka No. 463, where the clev~r supparaka 

(identified as the B odhlsatta) · deftly brings hlms~lf and his 
ctew thrbugh the·perllous oceanst wlns great treasure, and·: 
distributes it to the benefit of all. He is described as 

. .l!!ZlJ-9-il.2. and !dll~lmsalo and the ·story is introduced with a Pre
t·ace pra1slng the perfection of wisdom (12annap~ramil!l.). 

http:dh~rm.as
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(Buddhahood, full-enlightenment, and all-knowledge), so that 
17 

he ~ may instruct and save beings. 

The idea of 'skill in means' as an ability aimed at the 

self-perfection of the ·Bodhisattva appears to be a little-ex

plored theme. Lamotte, however,basing himself on the Bodhisattva 

Bhilmi, recognizes two main roles or functions of tU~lt.yakq_u~allf!, 

the first of which corresponds generally to this one' He says: 

L'upay_g,kau6alya rempl1t un double role: 1.1 realise le bien propre 
du.Bodhisattva et le bien d'qutru1 (svapararthasadhana). Il ya 
donc 1 lieu de distlnguer, avec la Bodh. bhum1, p.261-272, un 
double upayak?:u~alya: 

1. Upa;raltAu~alya p·our soi, v1sant A. l'aquis1t1on des 
attributs d" Buddha (buddhadha.rmasamnda5ama): 1. sol11citude 
compatissante p')Ui:' touSles~ etres (~asattv~~U karu}d.~S~ha.;,. - · 
~at!l'.pek$ii), 2. conna1ssance exacte de tousles cond1tionea 
sarvasams~~~u yathabhuta.-2a~i,1nRnai:n), 3. desir de ce savo1r 

par excellence Vi'est la supreme et pa.rfa1te illumination 
(anuttarasam~aksa~bodhij~ane ~r!'.ill), 4. voyage non-sou1lle ~ 
travers la transmigration (~111lli~~a sa.lils?!rasaw..§.rllo), 5· energie· · 
ardente (uttaptaviryata). 

. 2, ~au~alia. pour autru1, pour faire murir les etres 
(sattvanaripaka}, constitue par les quatre moyens de oaptat1on 
enumeres a la note precedente. Par leur emplo1, le Bodhlsattva1 
1. assure un fruit immense aux petites racines d.e b1en des 
etres (sattvrul_!Ill~u~alamillany a.Erarnatl'?~h~latayam : 
UEanayat~), 2. fait acquerir par un petlt effort d 1 immenses 
racines de bi en,. ( alpakrcc hretJ.anrama,tian1 Oii ku§a.l.9JD;Q.l at1t . sama- ... 
!,!!lalati), 3~ ecarte les obstacles empachant 1es etres dTaccepter 
la doct:ine bouddhique (buddhasasanapratihat~ul~ sa~tv~n~~ 
-prat1.ghat9.m. a0a11a:v3.t1) t 4. f9.1t traverser ceux qui sont encore 
a mi-Chemin (madh asth8n av~taravat1) 9 5. fait mur1r ceux qui 
ont deja traverse avat1rnan parj?lICayati), 6. delivre ceux 

17 
E.g., "When he is thus endowed with the thought of 

enlightenment and with the desire for enlightenment and with 
skill in means, then he does not m1dway realize the reality-
11m1t. Moreover, ••• he should in his m1nd form the following 
aspiration: 'For a long time those beings, because they have 
the notion of existence, course in the apprehension of a basis. 
After I ha.ve won full enlightenment I shall demonstrate dharma to 
those beings so that they may for~e the erroneous views about 
a basis'"· APP. p.376. 

http:a0a11a:v3.t1
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qui sont deja murs (par1pakv~n vimocayati). 
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When attempting to utilize the above scheme it should 

be kept in mind that the Bodhisattva Bhiim.1 is a considerably 
t 19 

-_later sutratthan the A~~asihasriki. Indeed, neither the present 
I 

text nor the Vimalaklrt1 nor the &!-ddharma12}.!tl:~ar!ka shows any 

awareness of thls rather elaborate and comprehensive class1f lca

t1on, each text using the term upaya kausalya with remarkable 
- ~. 20 

internal consistency and with a single basic meaning. It is 

possible that the author of the Bodhisattva ~hum1 drew up his 

scheme partly as an attempt to tle together the various differ

ing usages of the term in texts preceding his own. At any rate, 

1t is clear tha.t we must be wary of assuming that the Astasaha.sr1ka -··-----..----
reveals a conscious attempt to deal with only one aspect of 

'skill 1n means'. Furthermo~, 1t will be seen th~t even Lamotte•s 

outline of the first type or role of upaya kau6~Jy9, which 

corresponds generally to that found in the Astasahasrika, ls -··-----
actually of little use in helping to del1n1ate the more specif le 

and subtle co~notations of the term in this text. 

18 
Vkn. (L), pp.116-117, n.68. 

19 
Dayal places it in the fourt:h century A.D. The Bodhi

sattva -Doctrine in Buddhist sanskr1t Literature, p.50. 

20 
The A~~a.s~hasrika refers at one point to a plurality 

of 'skills in means' ( 0 all the varieties of skill 1n means" ... 
sarvopayakau6aly8...~i --APP. p.472). This idea is not, however, 
developed further in the text. 
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Let us now turn again to the siitra itself and attempt 

to discover and an~lyse these "specific and subtle connotations". 

The f 1rst few occurrences of the term in the Astasahasrika. are -.. 
quite illuminating in this respect: 

Sariputra:Well ao you expound this SUbhuti, you whom the Lord 
Has dec1:ared to be the foremost of those who dwell in peace • • • 
In this very perfection of wisdom should one endowed wtth skill 
in means exert himself, with the aim of procuring all the 
dharmas which constitute a Bodhisattva. In just this perfection 
of wisdom all the dharmas, which constitute a Bodhisattva, and 
in which he should be trained and exert himself, are indicated 
1n full detail. He who wants to train for full enlightenment 
should also listen, etc., to this perfection of wisdom. One 
who is endowed with skill in means should exert himself in just 
this perfection of wisdom, with the aim of procuring all the 

·dharm.as which constitute a Buddha. 21 

This passage certainly sounds reminiscent of Lamotte's 

first type Of skill in means, 1.e. Upaya kau~alya "visant a 
l'acqu1s1t1on des attributs de Buddha~. It is found, however, 

that SUbhuti, who is in this text the proper expounder of the 

Prai.na;Qaram1ta, is unimpressed by Sir1putra's suggestions. He 

replies devastatingly: 

I who do not find anything to correspond to the word 'Bodhisattva•, 
or to the words 'perfect wisdom•, - wh1ch Bodhisattva should I 
then instruct and admonish in which perfect wisdom? 22 

After further elaboration he goes on: 

He courses in a sign when he courses in form, etc., or in the 
sign of form, etc., or in the idea that 'form is a s1gn', or in 
the production of form, or in the stopping or destruction of 
form, or in the idea that 'form is empty', or 'I course', or 
'I am a Bodhisattva•. For he actually courses in the idea. 'I 

21 
APP. pp.6-?. 

22 
APP. p.7. 
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am a Bodhisattva' as a basis. Or, when it occurs to him 'he 
who courses thus, courses in perfect wisdom and develops it', 
he courses ~nly ln a sign. such a Bodhisattva should be known 
as unskilled 1n me~ns. 23 

We might be tempted to conclude from this passage that the 

Bodhisattva who ls skilled in means will be he who has pene

trated the truth of the 'signless' (animitta) as well, presumably, 

as the 'empty• (siinya), and the 1 w1shless' (aEra~1h1ta). There 

are many passages, furthermore, which would seem to corroborate 

this hypothesis. Yet such a conclusion would be quite mistaken. 

We would, for example, find it impossible to explain the chapter 

. which is explicitly devoted to the sybject of skill in means. 

For in the latter section, 1t is precisely the man who devotes 

himself exclusively to the •three doors of deliverance' who 

is named unskilled in means; on the other hand, "upheld by 
24 

skill in means, he increases his pure dharmas more and more". 

This seems to go directly counter to what would have been expected 

after a reading of the passage quoted above. At this point, 

then, ~n~ is apt to be c~mpletely confused. 

The only way to cast light on the situation is to begln 

by acknowledging the very strange soteriology of this text, 

and, more generally, of the Prajn~p~ram1ta 11te1·ature as a 

whole. First.of all, these texts recognize that there exists 

a well-developed system of salutary actions to which the Bodh1-

23 
APP. pp.11-12. 

24 
APP. p.376. 
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sattva ought to dedicate himself. These are, for example, the 
25 26 

turning over of merit, the practice of the six perfections, 
27 

and the vowing to save all beings. And there is, of course, 

the positive goal toward which the Bodhisattva progresses, 

namely Buddhahood, ·all-knowledge (sarvajnajrtana), full enlight-
28 

enment. In general, the Astasahasrika encourages rather than -·· 
rejects the plethora of positive activities associated in most 

Mahayana Buddhism with the ~odhisattvacarya. And yet, lt is 

inevitable that one who t:ra1ns in the three doors to deliverance 

in the extremely radical way advocated by this sutra will run 

headlong into difficulties with regard to each of these activities. 

Consider the following typical passage: 

The Lord: • • • by means of this great vehicle no one goes 
forth, no one has gone forth, .no one will go forth. 

25 
See, e.g., APP. p.135. 

26 
See, e.g., APP. p.292. The Prajnaparamita texts are 

even referred to as "these sutras associated with the six 
perfections" (APP., p.225). 

27 
E.g.: "We will become a shelter for the world, a 

refuge, the place of rest, the final relief, islands, lights, 
and leaders of the world. We will w1n full enlightenment, · 
and become the resort of the world" (APP. p.293). 

28 
see, e.g., the above note. 

_/ 
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Because neither Of these dharmas, -- he Who WOUld go forth, and 
that by which he would go forth -- exist, nor can they be got 
at. Since all-dha+mas do not exist, what dharma could go forth 
by what dharma? 29 

SUbhuti: ••• Thus in each and every way I do not get at any 
of the dharm.as wich constitute a Bodhisattva* I do not see 
that dhanna which the word 'bodhisattva• denotes. Perfect 
wisdom also I n~ither see nor get at. All-knowledge also I 
neither see nor get at. Since in each and every way I neither 
apprehend nor see that dha.rma, - - what dharma should I ins_truct 
and admonish through whR.t dharrn.a in what dh~.nna? 'Buddha', 
'Bodhisattva•, •perfect w1sdom 0 , all these are mere words. 30 

To all appearances, the radically negative ontological view

point seems to cut down the entire positive sot"er1olog1oal 

structure. Herein lies the fundamentally paradoxical nature 

ot the teaching of the Astasahasrika, from which issue -·. 
numerous individual paradoxes. The Bodhisattva must progress 

to Buddhahood -- yet there is no Bodhisa.ttva and there ls no 

Buddhahood. He must save all beings -- yet there are no. 

beings to be saved, It 1s most striking thatthls Batra fully 

29 
n~pi kascittena mahayanena n1ryyato napi n1ryvasyat1 

napl n1ryyat1. tat kasya hetoh? yasca n1ryyayat yena ca 
nlryyayat ubh9.vetau dharmmau ni vidyete nopalabhyete. evam
avldyaman~§U sa.rvvadha.rmm.e~u ka.tamo dha.rmmaQ. katamena dharmm.ena 
n1ryyasyat1. APP._, pp.2J-24. 

30 
evam bhagavan sarvvena sarvva~ sarvatha sarvvalh 

bodhisattvadharmmamanupalabhamano naha~ bhagavan tam dharmmam 
samanupa§yami yasyaitannamadheya~ yaduta bodhisattva 1t1. 
prajn3.param1 ta.map! n9. sam9.nupasy?imi nopalebhe sarvvajnatamap1 
na. samanupasyami nopale bhe. soham bhagavan sarvvena sarvvatti 
sarvvath~sarvvarh tam dharmmamanupalabham~o• samanupasyan 
katamam dharmma.m kate.mena dharm11ena katamasm1n dharrome' 
vavad1GYP4nyanusas1~yami? ouddha 1t1 bhagavannamadheyamatrametat 
bodhisattva 1 ti bhagavannamadheyamatrametat prajn.aparaml ta 
bhagavannamadheya.matrametat. APP. p.25. 

http:dharm.as


recognizes this difficulty (and, indeed, repeatedly brings 

it into focus}, ye€ staunchly refuses to offer an intellectual 

'solution' to it. Many Bodhisattvas will be thrown into con-

fuston and fear, the text says, upon hearing these paradoxical 
31 . 

expositions; one must be very advanced to hear them without 
32 

trembling. The ideal is obviously to proceed courageously and 

wisely without choosing either of the apparently conflicting 

alternatives -- in fact, only one who proceeds thus can advance 

securely to the winning of full enlightenment. Hence, it is 

.finally misleading to portray this paradoxical stance as a 

conflict of soteriology and ontology: both the vow to save 

beings (for example} and the insight into the unreality of 

beings are soteriologlcally essential. 

74 

Standing outside the actual process of Bodhi~~i~Y~~arx!, 

and approaching it in a supposedly objective manner, one can 

penetrate only very slightly 1nttJ thfs dootrlne. Yet even from 

the outside we might at least guess that a Bodhisattva would 

need all the 'wisdom' and •resourcefulness' he could muster to 

engage 1n this difficult pursuit. It ls not unreasonable, 

31 
see, e.g., APP., pp.5,10. 

32 
See, e.g., the continuation of SUbhiltl's reproof of 

~aripu tra quo~e(i above ( p.16). Havlng put forth one of the 
paradoxes to sariput:ra he goes on: "A Bodhisattva who does 
not.become af:raid when this deep and perfect wisdom ls being 
taught, · ·;ir:ould be recognized as not lacking ln perfect wisdom, 
as standing at the 1rreverslble stage of ~ Bodhisattva £ sthlto' 
v1n1varttanryayam bodhisatvabhumau _7 , standing firmly, in con
sequence of not taking his stand firmly anywht~re. 1

• (A.PP. pp. 7-8). 
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then, that this is in fact the role which resourcefulness 

(or rsk111 in mean~• -- up§ya kau~alya), coupled wlth~perfect 

wisdom (or the 'perfect10n of wisdom' -- praj~aQ~~l~!) plays 

1n the Asta~§hasrika. It appears, that is to say, that upa!! -.. -
kau~alta denotes in this text the indescribable yet essential 

ability of the Bodhisattva to be engaged equally in the fulfil-

ment of both sides of this paradoxical teaching. 

At this point it would be most interesting to look at 

a passage wherein Conze discusses some developments Which took 

place in the later and larger Praj~aua~am~~~ texts. It will be 

found thst his comments largely bear out our interpretation 

of the meaning of upaxa kau~aly~. 

Finally a substantial section was added to the Large 
siit:ra which deals almost exclusively with one of the facets of 
"Skill in·means". Why, if everything ls one vast emptiness, 
if there is no person, no object, no thought, no go~l~ no any
thing, should one strive for perfect enlightenment through a 
practice of virtue and a knowledge of dharmas? Hundreds of 
times SU.bhutt is made to ask the self-same question, and 
hundreds of times the Buddha. answers it. 'l'he problem was 
obv-1ously felt to be a. most intra.ctable one, and in the 
Satasahasrika 41) leaves are devoted to it. The apparPnt oon
l'IIct Ee twe::?n the ontology of the Prajnapa1"a.mAta a.nd the prao
t1cal needs of the struggle for enlightenment presented a 
serious difficulty because experience shows that. the ~jn~ · · ·· 
par~lflt~ teachings are liable to degenerate into a complete 
nihilism as far as the practical side of the sp1r1tual life 
ls concerned. 33 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . - . ~ . . . -. . . . . . . . 

It has thus often been thought that 1n attempting to 
safeguard the spiritual intent of all religious striving, the 
f!:_ajfi.~~~11..~ takes away the motive for doing any strl v1ng 
at all. Appal"ently 1 t was not easy to prove these nih111stic 
conclus1.ons to be unjust if led. If the paradox could have been 

33 
Conze here gives three examples of such degeneration. 
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resolved by a few cogent arguments, they would have been given. 
By 1avishing so ma~y words on lt, the authors of the Pra1qanar~.:: 
mlta showed by 1mp11cation that no verbal answer 1s possible. 
The11v111g rhythm. of the spiritus.l life, lived from day to day, 
alone can teach what words fail to convey. 34 

Conze's description of the kind of problem which the 

Large slitra relegates to 'skill in means' fits in perfectly 

with the latter concept as we have found it in the Astasiha~rlk~. -··-
Conze speaks of 'one of the facets• of skill in means, thereby 

leaving room for other roles (and especially the more common 

Mahayanic role, which corresponds to Lal!lotte's second category 

- (above, p.68 ) -- "Upayakau~alya pour autrui, pour faire mftrlr 

les etres"). It may be that the term UE~Ya kau,alza does in 

fact play such other and var1ed roles in the larger and9 presum

ably, later EraJnaparam1ta texts;_ as has already been mentioned, 

however, the meaning d1scussed above 1s virtually the only one 

found 1n the Astasahasr1k§ and wo have no basis for assuming -·. 
that its authors were aquainted with.any others. 

It is qu1ekly found th~t the text we are considering is, 

as Conze suggests, very concerned with the poss1b111ty of the 

ontological viewpoint taking away the motive for religious 

striving. It is said, in fact, that this 'nih111st1c' stance 
35 

makes one a SrAvaka or a Pratyekabuddha. A true Bodhisattva 1s 

34 
From "The Development of Prajnaparamita Thought" ·1n 

,!blrty Years of Buddhist Studies, pp.139-140. 

35 
See below, pp. 79-80 9.nd passim ln Chapter 20 of APP. 



36 
one who can ma1nta.1n his activity undaunted, and it is pre-

. 
c1sely his .filU..11 1n means which enables him to do this. In 

order to establish this point more firmly, let us look at a few 

more passages from the text. 

Of all the 1nd1v1dual paradoxes that this soter1ology 

embraces, perhaps the most striking, and at the same time among 

the most cruc~al, is that involving the saving of beings by 
r . _._ 

' - .. {~ 

the Bodhisattva. This paradox is.stated boldly 1n the Asta--··-
sahasrika in terms such as the following: · 

The Lord: Here the Bodhisattva, the great being, thinks thus: 
•countless beings I should lead to N1:rvana ·and--yet there a.re"· 
none who lead to Nirvana, or who should be led t~ it.• How
ever many beings he may lead to Nirvana, yet there is not any 
being that has been led to Nirvana, nor that has led others to 
it. For such is the true nature of dharmas, seeing that their 
nature ls.illusory. 37 

' 36 
suzuk1 expresses this well: "The Bodhisattva. lives 

this mystery, which is regarded in the Prajnapara.m1ta as 
§scary~~, gs m~rvel~us. His eye turns 1n two opposite direc
tions, inwardly and outwardly; so does his life proceed in two 
opposite dlrect1ons of SUnyata and in the direction of Sqrvasattva 
(all beings). He does not immerse himself in the ocean of 
eternal tranqullli ty; if he does, he is no more a Bod.hisattva; 
he somehow keeps h1mself on the wavy surface ·of the ocean, 
allowing himself to suffer the fate of an aspen leaf on the 
turbulent waters. (From "'l'he Phllosophy and Religion of the 
Prajiiapara.ni1t.att 1n On Indian Na.ba.~ana_Buddhism, pp.95-96.) 
suzukl, however, does not refer to this ability of the Bodhi
sattva a.s "skU .. l in means .. : he appears to cone el ve of the latter 
as involving only the saving of creatures. 

37 
Bhagavanaha: 1ha subhute bodhlsattvasya mahasatva-

syai vambhavatL. aprameya maya satvah parlnirvv.9.payltavya lti. 
asankhyeya maya satvah par1n1vvapay1tavya 1t1. na ca te sant1 ... . - ...... .... ... 
ya1rye par1n1rvvapayitavya 1t1. sa tamstavatah satvan pari-
n1rvvapayat1. na ca sa ka~c1tsatvo ya~ parinirvrto yena ca 

' . 

http:ma1nta.1n
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It is easy to see how one could, upon hearing and accepting 

such a statement as this, develop a 'n1h111st1c' attitude which 

would negate all sp1r1tual endeavour and, specifically, lead 

one to abandon:'.'be1ngs 1 to their own fate. And such an attitude, 

we might imagine, would be further reinforced by the meditations 

or concentrations (samadh1) concerning the three doors to 

deliverance; for surely these would 1nterior1ze and give con-

viction to these beliefs. Even further, would not these concen

trations cancel out others which are aimed at the development 

of socla.l feelings -- for example t the Brahma-vlh;,ras? It is 

precisely such problems as these to which chapter 20 of this 

satra, "Discussion of Skill in Means" (Upayakau~alyamima~sa

_EE!r1varrt~), addresses itself. This chapter ls extremely 

difficult in many ways, but it 1s relatively easy to show that 

sk111 1n means fulfils:the role indicated previously: it signifies 

the ability of the Bodhisattva. to enter into·~ kinds of con

centration, to train in the emptiness of beings while vowing 
38 

out of compassion to save them. i'wo quotations should be 

pari.n1rvvapito bhavati. tat kasya hetoh? dharmmata1sa subhiite 
d.harmmat1~1'1 may~dharmmatamupadaya syat. ·APP. pp.20-21: 

)8 
One of the most accurate comments on this chapter 

which we ha.ve found is that of Conze, which was partly quoted 
aboYe ( p. 65 ) • The lines which are relevant here are as 

·follows: "I1hls leaves the seventh, e.nd by far the most difficult 
problem -- "skill in means". How can a Bodhisattva tone dow11, 
without at the same time losing, his gnostic 1ns1ght and his 
translc exaltation to such an extent that he maintains contact 
with the world as· it falsely appears to be and with the 
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~dequate to make this clear: 

The Lord: Just so,~SUbhuti, with a Bodhisattva who is full of 
plty and concerned with the welfare of all beings, who dwells 
ln f~iendliness, compassion, sympathetic joy and evenmindedness, 
who has been taken hold of by skill in means and perfect wisdom., 
w~o has correctly turned over his wholesome roots, employing 
the kind of transformation which has the Buddha's sanction. 
il.~h-9ugh he enters into the concentrations which are the doors 
to geliverance, 1.e. the concentrations on emptiness, the si~n
le~~ and the wishless ~- he nevertheless just does not realize 
the ~eality.-11-mit, i.e. n.either on the level of a Disciple, nor 
Qn that of a Pratyekabuddha. For he has at his disposal very 
~t~ong and powerful helpers, in perfect wisdom and skill 1n means. 
Btnce he has not abandoned all beings, he is thus able to ·win 
fuil enlightenment, safely and securely. J9 

;:z:t.-&:f'.!\A!T-::P s::::t .. !f'S!'!!: ·~--- * , z .. -~ 

~~~entially 1llusory be1ngs whom he is pledged to save?t" 
~here is little to quibble with her~ but it is sometimes 

4iff1cuit to avoid the feeling that Conze still believes that 
s~i11 in means must be directly connected with the saving of 
pej.ngs. It must be stressed, therefore, that although Cha.p
t'r 20 might give this impression, the bulk of occurrences 
pf the term in thts sutra show that there need be no such 
09Rn~ction. 

ji1or a description of this same chapter, .see also D.T. 
m.umlt1, "The Philosophy and iieligion of the Prajnap~ram.i t~", 
in ~n~an Mahaiana Budhh1sm, pp.82~8?. 

:39 
.~ evamukte bhagav~nayusmanta1'l subhut imetadavoeat: 

ev~meva subhfi.te bodhisattvo ma.hasatvati se.rvv9.sa.tvah1 tanuka.mpI 
Jna,.t;rivih9.rI karutiavih9.rI mud1 t?iviharI upek~e.viharI upayakau§al- · 
yep.a p;rajnapC.ramitaya ca parigrhits.h ku~alamulan1 samvakbuddha
nu:jtiataya pa.r1Q~.manay9. pari:rJ.l:.Cmya kiftc~p1 sunya:tgm~n1m1 ttam
Apranihi tarica samad.hivimok~a.mukhanyavatarati na tveva bhut9.kotim 
fi~k~dtkaroti yad.uta sr.8.va.kabhuma.u Va pratyekbuddh8.bhumau Va. • 
tJ'.tt lcasya hetoh? tatha hye.sya b3.lavattama .dfQ.hs_tam~sca parl
g:r·ahaka. yF-1.dut~ • pra jnapar9.m1 ta upayakause.lyaiica. teriasyapar1 .. 
tyaktao sarvvasatvastenqi~a pratibalab svastina ksemen~nuttar~~ 

~ . . 
~arnya.J;csa.mbodhimabhisamboddum. APP. Pt 37 3. 

The 'friendliness, ·compassion, sympathetic joy and 
evenmlndedness• alluded to here constitute, of course, the 
Brahma-vihara.s • 
..r:~-. -

http:jnapar9.m1
http:karutiavih9.rI
http:Jna,.t;rivih9.rI
http:subhfi.te
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The Lord: SO 1t 1s, Subhuti. For the Bodhisattva has not 
abandoned all beings. He has made the special vows to set free 
all those beings. ·rr the mind of a Bodhisattva forms the 
aspiration no·t; to abandon all beings but to set them free, ana 
if in addi t1on he a.spires for the concentration on empt1ness., 
the Signless, the Wishless, i.e. for the three doors to de-; . · 
llverance, then that Bodhisattva should be known as one who 1s 
endowed with sk·ill. 1n means, and he will not realize the reality-
11m1 t midway, before his Buddha-dharmas have become complete. 
For it is this skill in means which protects him. 40 

I.t may now be understood why skl.11 1.r1 means was seen 

above (p. 62) to-be a more solid criterion for d1st1nguishing 

the·~raJnaEaramita texts than the concept of ~linzata. For the 

latter may be characteristic of the training of ~ravakas and 

Pratyeka.buddh!3.s who by such practices get rid of the a.sravas 
41 --

and realize the 'reality-limit' (£hu_!~~1); such people 

thereby make an end of 'becomirig' and vanish without atta.1ning 

Buddha-hood and without acting for the welfare of others. Skill 

in means 5 on the other hand, 1ncludes by 1mpl1cat1on the train-

ing in emptiness, but it includes also the safeguard against 

the dangAr of 1 n1h111sm'. 

40 
evamukte bhB.gavan.ayu~manta.1'1 subhiitimetadavocat: evB..l--n

etat subhute evametat ••• tath~ h1 subhut~ bodh1sattvasya 
m.El.hisatvs.sya sarvvasatva ap3.rl tyR.ktastasyeme eva1'1rupah pranidhana-

- - • 0 vlses;=3. bh~vant i maya1 te sa.ra.sarvat- pa.rimocay1 tavyr<, 1t1.. ya.da 
bodhis.attvo mahasatva ev-9m c1.tte_mabhin1rharat1 sarvasa.tva mama• 
pariyaktah maya1 te parlmoca.yi tavya: 1 ti. 'Sunyatanca_ sam~.d.h1 vimok~a-
mukhamabhinirhare.ti animittanca samadh1vimok~amukhamabhlnirha:t;1 # :· ~ 
aprati1h1 tahca §8.madh1 v1mokeamukha.magh1n1rharat1 e tad~ up~.ya-

. ka.usalyasam.cmvagato bodhisattva mahasatvo ved1 tav·yo nay,13..mantaro 
bhutakotifii. sak~atkar1syatyapar1piirna1rbuddhad.harmmaih. tat 
kasya·heto~?tatha hyasyopayakausaly.9.ft rak§aitl karot1. APP. p,375. 

41 
See, e.g., APP. pp.)71-374. 

http:hyasyopayakausaly.9.ft
http:mukhamabhinirhare.ti
http:sam~.d.h1
http:parlmoca.yi
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Before leaving this discussion of Chapter 20, one last 

comment of Conze's~should be examined. Speaking in the general 

context of the "New Wisdom School" he says: 

A Bodhisattva 1s a being compounded of the tw~ contrsdietcry 
forces of wisdom and compassion. In his wisdom, he sees no 
persons; in his compassion he is resolved to save them. His 
ability to combine these contradictory attitudes 1s the source 
.of his greatness, and of his ability to save himself and others.42 

It is tempting to suggest that this mysterious "ability" of 

which Conze speaks here, which allows the Bodhisattva to "combine

these contradictory attitudes", is, for the !§~asahasrika, just 

that 'skill in means• which we have been examining. And yet 

there are important reasons why the above scheme should not be 
43 

accepted as descriptive of this text. Most significant, perhaps, -

is the tact that there is portrayed no conflict between ~~! 

and praJ~a in the !~~asahasrika. There is, to be sure, a 

•contradictory' or 'paradoxical' element ln the stance of the 

Bodhisattva,. but th1s i!Lnot depicted in terms of karuna versus -·-
praj~a. Indeed, it would be more in line with this text to 

say that "1n his wisdom he sees no persons, yet ln his wisdom 

he ls determined to save them", For the perfection of wisdom, 

working hand in hand with skill in means and compassion, is what 

supports the Bodhisattva as he works for the welfare of beings, 

and hence it protects him from the 'nlh111sm' which would 

4~ 
Buddhism: I~s Essence and Development, p.130. 

This implies, of course, no criticism of Conze, since 
he does n2t claim this characterization as valid of this par
ticular sutra. 

http:others.42
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44 
result if he merely saw no persons~ Hence we may have reser-

vations when Suzuki tells us that "this antithesis £or "Pra.jna 

or sarva,liiata ·versus KarWj_a or ~Upaya" _7 is fundamental in the 

Pra.Jiiap2.ram1ta and also 1n a.11 the other teachings of Mah;yana 
45 

Buddhism." It oan·be confidently asserted (speaking strictly 

within the context of the Astasahasr1ka) that no such antithesis -.. 
is in fact articulated. 

What should be abundantly clear from the above discussion 

of the •paradoxical' nature of Bodhisattvahood and the role of 

skill in means 1n relation to it, is that the various •paradoxes', 

while perhaps finally resolvable at some experiential level 

(and hence not ultimately paradoxical or contradictory), cer

talnly cannot be resolved by simply choosing one of the two 

options over the other. To do so, if we ma.y repeat ourselves 

ad nauseam, would be to show oneself unskilled ln means and 

would involve falling to the level_ of the sravakas or Pratyeka

buddhas. 

If one bears this in mlnd, it will not be difficult 

to assess the following comment on this:SUtra by A.K. Warder: 

That there are no 'beings• 1s not new and the apparent 
paradox that a bodhisattva or buddha causes beings to attain 
extinction whilst no beings become extinct is merely the 

44 
See, e.g., the passage quoted-above, p. 79. 

45 
"The Philosophy and Rell.g1on of the Prajnaparamlta" 

in On Indian M!11_ayana Buddhism, p.87. 
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conjunction of tw0 statements, the first at the •concealing• 
everyday level and the second at the 'ultimate' philosophical 
level (cf. Pw150 above). In ~ase there should be any doubt 
about this the commentators explain statements us1ng these 
terms. 46 

47 
The doctrine of two truths and the doctrine of two types of 

48 
statement (which should be kept distinct) are d1ff1cult notions 

and entail all sorts of problems, but writers on Buddhism are 
49 

quite consistently enthusiastic about them. No attempt will be 

made here to analyze and describe them-- and yet, inasmuch as 

they are used by Warder to support an interpretation which 
. . 

opposes our own, one or two comments are in order. 

First, we may be excused for being sceptical of Warder's 

·statement that "in case there should be any doubt" about the 

applicability of this scheme to the !~~asllhasr1kll, "the com!:1en-

46 
Indl!£! Buddhism, p.368. 

47 
I.e. ~ra~r!._ha-saty-a and ~1!1.!ft1-~atya, usually 

tra.nsl~:t;ed as 'ul tima.te truth 1 and 'conYentiona.1 truth'., 

48 
I.e. n!tar~ and !!£.lart~, those of 'direct• and 'in

direct •meaning • ~hey are also called ~~!rtl:!r~ and ,!!~Yt~ 
but not necessarily in conjunction with satya [truth). 

-~ 

49 
Dayal. e.g., says: "The Bmldhist philosophers, ha"ling 

so vociff:lroui:-;ly asse:rted the non-exts'tt<:mc~ of all things, at 
last manage to iiideviate into sen.seH by the subtle thAOl"Y of 
"two klnd5 of 'I'ru.th§'·• 'l'he Bodhisattva Dontrlne ln Bmi<.ivtist 
sanskrl.t L1~.!~~r~, p.2li7. =-·· - • ----·---------
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tators explain the statements using these terms". This is 

scarcely a clincher. The commentator to whom he refers to 

support this, Haribhadra, lived at least sl.x centuries, and 

probably more, after the composition of the bulk of this siitra, 

and in that interval many Buddhist doctrines were being defined 
50 

and developed. 

Warder apparently views the two distinctions mentioned 

above as substantially the same, slnce he u,ses the expressions 
51 

1nterchangeably. He regards the param~rtha or nitartha type 

·.of statement as being in accord with "strict truth 11 , while the 

§1!.TP.!rtl or neyartha is in ''concealing language" or "conventional 

everyday terms" in accordance w!th nthe popula.r viewpoint"; it 

"requires to be restated to relate it to the ph1losophlcal 
52 

stan~po1nt of ultimate truth~. This accords with Murti's 

opinion that "sa~vrt1 satya is Truth so called; truth as con-

50 
Warder tr1~s to establish th~ great antiquity of the 

•two level of statement' device, concluding on ~ather scanty 
evidence that it had likely "been clearly formulated within 
about a century after the 2arinir!!Q!~• He goes on to say 
that "To the Buddha the distinction probably seemed so obvious 
as to be taken fo~ granted". Indian Buddhism, p.151. Since 
he considers it to be v1rtuallY-1dent1cal with the •two truth' 
scheme, he gives the latter an aura of ancientness far greater 
than is probably warranted. The 'developed' doctrine is not 
found, for example, in any of the three Mahayana texts exgm1ned 
herein. 

51 
see, e.g.,~·· pp.368,479 

52 
~., pp.150-151. 
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5) 
vention~lly believed in common parlance". It would seem, then, 

that from the standpoint of the Bodhisattva, whose wisdom ls 

far above that of the ignorant common folk (bala Pftha.g-jang,), 

•.~~rll' does not refer to •truth'· at .all, but to untruth 

(asatya). And yet ·it has been seen above that the two sides of 

the •apparently paradoxical' stance of' the Bodhisattva are in

sisted upon with equal emphasis in the Astasahasrika and that -··-----
n1!lther one is preferred to the other. Both are necessary to 

the winning of Buddhahood. Nowhere is it said that a Bodhisattva 

1:s one who realizes that ultimately there are no beings, while 

s:Lmultaneously realizing that his title of saviour is merely a 

convenient 'popular' way of speaking which is ultimately false 

alld to be transcended. To speak thus, on the contrary, would 

bi' to exemplify perfectly the •solution• of the paradox charac-
. 54 

toristic of a Sravaka or Pratyekabuddha. In fact; the only way 

one could accept Warder's interpretation would be to acknowledge 

that this sUtra was interested in amusing, or even in mystifying 

arid confusing, those who heard lt rather than edifying them. 

Fc>r why else would it make such a fuss about the difficulty of 

54 
See the chapter on "Skill in Means" already discussed. 
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training in the paradoxical course of the Bodhisattva (i.e. why 

w·ould it make much of skill in means)? All that one would need 

to know, after all, would be the two-truth distinction. If the 

d.ecis1on is mg,de to take the text seriously, as attempting to 

incite, instruct and enlighten, this would seem to entail the 

rejection of Warder's suggestions. 

There ls one last passage in the !~~asahasrika which 

should be discussed. This is the one in the "Sadiurarudita" 
55 

s:ection, already referred to. It 1s worthy of note because 1t 

c~ontains the only instance of the term "skill in means" 1n this 

text which we feel to be clearly and definitely related to 'the 

teaching and saving of beings through deftness 1n devices•. In 

accordance with this meaning it is found that the concept is 

put to a certain use, is made to fill a particular role, which 

· tnay be characterized as the severing of the Apparent from the 

Real. What this argument involves, quite simply, 1s the claim 

that sol!lething which appears to be the case is not really the 

c.ase, but is merely a skilfully manifested guise or show - -

a. device - - intended to edify the hearer. As such 1 t is good 

a~d worthwhile but must eventually be seen for what it is and 

recognized as not constitutive of the real situation. This 

function of skill in means will be seen to be of very great 

1.mportance to the V1malakirt1 Nirdes~ and the Lotus Sutra. In 

55 
See above, p.64, n.10. 
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the present passage we find a warning to students of the Dhanna 

to be steadfast and to have faith in their teacher, even when 

he appears (due to his skill in means) not to be practicing what 

he 1s prea,ching: 

When you weigh up these advantages, you;are bound to treat that 
monk who preaches Dharm.a as the Teacher. You should not follow 
him with motives of worldly gain, but from desire for dharma, 
out of respect for dharma. You must also see through Mara's 
deeds. For there is always Mara, the Evil One, who may suggest 
that your teacher tends, enjoys and honours things that can 
be seen, heard, smelled, tasted or touched, when in actual fact 
he does so from skill in me9.ns, and. has really risen above them. 
You should therefore not lose confidence in him, but say to 
yourself: •I do not know that skill in means as he wisely knows 

·it. He tends, enjoys and honours those dharmas, in order to 
discipline beings, in order to win wholesome roots for them. 
For no attachment to objective supports exists in Bodhisattvas.• 56 

Before concluding this section, a few specific facts 

about the context of the occurrence of the term 'skill in means' 

in this text should be mentioned. 

First, this quality is accred.ited in virtually every 

instance to Bodhisattvas. It is perhaps not surprising that it 

is denied to Sravakas and Pratyekabuddhas, considering the 

general aim of the text to exalt the Bodhisattva-yana, but it 

is curious that it is not used more liberally 1n describing the 

Buddhas. The reason for this, however, is probably to be found 

ty considering the meaning of the term in this SUtra. For the 

Buddhas have completed their journey to absolute enlightenment 

and have no need of any such tool to self-progress. They are 

the teachezs par excellence but, since there is no connection 

56 
APP., p.483. 
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seen between this and being skilled in means, the latter is 
' 57 

not used to describe them. 

secondly, we might point out again the close association 

of upaya kau~alya with Erajnaparamlta. While this gives skill 

in means a sense of great importance (for the perfection of 

wisdom is without doubt the most central concept in the !~~~

sahasrika), it also keeps it barren of any particular independ-

ence or distinctiveness: one gets the 1mpress1on, generally, that 

it is merely an aspect of, or another name for, the perfection 

of wisdom. 

The term occurs several times in connection with the 

s1x paramitas. but not as though it were considered a member 

or near-member of the group, but rather as an element (along 

with the perfection of wisdom) essential for their corr~ct 

execution. 

Lastly, it should be noted that there is no strict 

connection portrayed between skill 1n means and compassion 

(karuna). These two are occasionally mentioned together, and -·-
are clearly seen to be complementary, but they are not bound 

57 
It is interesting to note that while a section of 

the text ls devoted to the subject of the Tathagata's know
ledge of the minds and inclinations of beings (APP., pp.256-
272) -- which is essential to skilful teaching -- there 1s 
no mention made here of skill in means. This contrasts 
sharply with what is found in, e.g., the Lotus sutra. 
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together in any formal scheme. This is interesting inasmuch 

59 
as some authors lead one to expect that they would be. 

V1malak!rt1 N1rde~a 

The chief sources utilized for this section are the 

89 

translations by Hokel Idzum.1 (into English) and Etienne Lamotte 

(into French). These works are based, in turn, upon a variety 

of translations of the original Sanskrit text (or texts), the 

latter being no longer extant. Idzumi has based himself largely 

upon Kumarajiva's translation, which has been the most popular 

in China; Lamotte has relied chiefly upon the translations 

of Dharmatasila (into Tibetan} and Hsilan-tsang (into Chinese}. 

These three versions differ significantly at certain 

points, and it has therefore been necessary to decide which 

one ought to be given pre-eminence. We have decided to con-

centrate, as far as possible, upon Kumarajiva's translation, 

58 
A good example of the informal but intimate association 

of prajna, }!Paya, and karu:rta characteristlc of this text ls 
the following: "In consequence of that he despises other 
Bodhisattvas who dwell in villages, but who are uncontaminated 
by mental activities associated with Disciples and Pratyeka
buddhas, who dwell in the dwelling of wisdom with its many 
devices, and with its great compassion." (aparisuddhakiya
vanmqnqckarmman~a eva ~a~statc•nyanapi bodhlsattvan mahasatvan 
gramantav1hari~o'sanktr~an sravakapratyek~buddhaprat1sa~yukta1r
m9.nas1k.~ra1t,1 prajnopayamahakarulj.avtharavih&rloo' vamatpsyate.) 
APP., p.392. This could be translated more simply as : " ••• 
who dwell in the dwelling of wisdom, devices, and great com
passion". 

59 
See especially Suzuki: "The Philosophy and Religion 

of the Prajnaparamita", ln On Indian Mahayana Buddhism, pp.74ff; 
Outlines of Mahayana Buddhism, p.298, n.1. 
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and this will involve relying heavily upon Idzum1. The 

reason for this 1.s simple: this paper is concerned with the 

concept of skill in means as it ls found in earlr Buddhist 

texts. The earlier a translation is, the better lt is suited 

to this purpose. · Later translations may reflect, through the 

medium of the translator himself, a later stage of Buddhism 
k 

than ls actually portrayed in the Sansrit original; they may 
60 

even be b~sed upon later Sanskrit 'originals'. The earliest 

extant translation of the Vimalakirtl Nirde~a is that of Ch1h 
61 

Ch'ien, accomplished early in the third century A.O.; this 

work has not, unfortunately, been translated into a modern 

European language. 
62 

This leaves Kum~rajiva's translation (done 

in 406 A.D.) as the earliest feasible version upon which to 
63 

base the present essay. 

The plan followed herein, therefore, ls as follows: 

60 
We have no guarantee, of course, .that a translation, 

simply because it ls 'late', ls based upon a late •original'o 
In the present case, for example, the Hsiian-tsang version is 
the most elaborate and detailed cf the above three 1=1.nd gives 
the impression of having a later and more developed Sanskrit 
prototype than the others: while this translation is in fqct 
later than Kum~.rajiva' s, however, it is two centuries earlier 
than that of the Dharmataslla. 

61 
See Vkn. (L), p.3. 

62 
See Vkn. (L), p.8. 

63 
HsUan-tsang's rendition is placed at 650 A.D. (Vkn. 

(L), p.11), and.Dharmatasila's in the early 9th century A.D. 
(Vkn. (L), p.14). 
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Idzumi•s text will be given most frequently, suppol'ted by the 

9hlne se of Kum~ra.j Iva (Taisho 47 5) where necessary. L~mott~' s 

translation will be referred to when the situation seems to 

warrant it. 

Lamotte gives an excellent description of the general 

mood of the Vim,sila:if!rti: 

Le Vimalakirtinlrdei!a est peut-etre le joyau d.e la 
11. tterat,1re bouridhique du Gra..'ld Vehiculc. Frem1ssant 1ie vie 
et :r.empli d'humour, 11 n•a n1 la prol:txlte des autres Maha
ya:naaUt1'a ni la techniclte des §astra bourldhiques dont 11 
parta~e cenendent l~ science et l'information. Loin de se 
perdre dans le desert des doctrines abstraites et irnpersonelles, 
son auteur reagit a tout coup devg,n.t la profondeur de la 
ho1 bouddhlque ~ laquelle il n'~pargne ni les critiques ni 
les sarcasmes. c•est ~~ virtucse du paradoxe qui pousge 1'1n
dependance d'esprit jusqu'a l'irreverence. 64 

Considering its relatively early date, the lively audac1ty of 

the Vlmalakirti is most striking. We find here neither the 

defensive attitude of the Astasahasrik~ nor the wily, con--.. 
c11a1tory stance of the Lotus. In its dialogue with other 

Buddhist groups, it is frank and confldent, at the same time 

managing to avoid giving the impression of haranguing. It is 

found th~t in both its straightforward presentation of the 

Dharma and in its discussions within the Buddhist body, the 

concept of 'skill in means' plays a central role and is used 

in a subtle and sophisticated fashion. We might first take 

note of some of the facts regarding the context of the 

64 
Vkn. ( L) , p. v. 
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occurrence of the term 'skill in means•. 

It is noticed that this particular ability is accredited 

in this text to both Bodhisattvas and Buddhas. This might warn 

us that we are dealing with a different quality from that en

countered in the Astas~hasrika.. For if it can belong to Buddhas -·. 
it is obviously not primarily an aid to self-attainment; it 

must, on the contrary, be an aid to the 'other'-directed aims 
65 

of the Tathagatas. This is exactly what will be found to be 

the case. 

Equally noteworthy ls the fact that skill in means ls 

given a very independent status in the Vimalakirti. It is 

not continually associated with, or made dependent upon, any 

other single item, as, for example, the perfection of wisdom. 

Where it ls connected with the latter, it is granted an equal 
66 67 

status. The term does occur fairly often, however, in close 

65 
This is not meant to imply that Bodhisattvas do not 

direct their efforts toward the betterment of others -- if they 
did not do so they would not be Bodhlsattvas -- 1t 1s meant to 
suggest, rather, th~t only the Buddhas have completed their 
course (£..~z!) and can thus,1mmediately and completely, give 
themselves to the effective saving of beings. 

66 
E.g.: "Pra.jf'i~p~rarnlt~ is the mother of the Bodhi

sattva; Upaya ls the father: all of the leaders of men are born 
of such ••• " (Vkn.{I). IV,51). See also Vkn.(I) III,238-240. 
Passages such as this ai·e very slgnif icant ln light of later 
Tantr1c developments -- see, for instance, Bharat1 1 s The Tantr1c 
Tradition, ch<lpter 8$ 

67 
By "the term• we shall mean both uEaya kau~al!~ and 
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proximity to the six perfections, and 1n some cases seems to 

be very near to admission into th1s scheme as a param1ta cf 
68 

full rank. Let us now turn to a consideration of the central 

meaning of 1 skill in means' 

It quickly becomes apparent that this term signifies, 

-in the Vim_&akirt1, the ablli ty to d·eftly lead, teach, and 

save beings. In hls pralse of the Bodh1manda, for example, ----··-
Vlmalakirt1 says: "The Necessary Means is the Bodhimandala 

69 •• 
Lw_7 as it teaches all beings". This is the constant con-

notation of the tem. in this text. • Since we are, then, deal

ing with skilful teaching and guiding, we may refer to some 

upa~_!! (where the latter is· used in the technical sense). The 
Chinese equivalents for these vary from version to version, 
showing greater precision and sophistication in 19.ter transla
tic;ms. Hence for example, Chih. Ch.~.~en usually has ,'f,rk or .:.f:, 
1~ , only occasionally using 75 /jf£., • Kumarajiva almost 
alwa~:.s ~as J_f ~~ and 4 ;k 1se- .• · H§iian-Tsang usually has 
7j t_'lJ " ' ::r. h , 

iC... -i;t ,I • • 

68 
See, e.g., Vkn. (I) III,55 9.nd IV,48-49. · In the 

former of these passages sk11 l in means ls 1n fact a par3m.1 t~ 
1n the correspondinp; lines 1n the versions of Dharm3.taslla -
and Hsil~n-Tsang, where a list of the full 10 perfections is 
given. (See Vkn.(L), p.99.) Both Chih Ch'ien and Kumarajiva 
list only 6 perfections here, and elsewhere 1n all versions 
there are only these 6 mentioned. 

69 > ~':'""" G> -~ ~ l.:'1 ~),, lt 
~ ._ J. Vkn.(I), III,226. 7J ~ te:_..._:_ .:.-~Pf)'...- 'I'· 

_, JE ''~-<> .T.475, p.542, c24. See also, e.g., Vkn.(I), III, 
64: "• •• with the. Necessary Means he br.1ngs all beings to 
perfection. • • " ( ~ $. -/] I)~- !40 M-· ~if .. -fJ<_ j:_ 0 

T.475. p.538, b29-c1.J 
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of the relevant comments made ln Chapter 1. It was suggested 

.there (p. 38) that after discernment of the hearers's capacities, 

the teacher might use a three-fold adjustment 1n order to 

adapt to them, viz. adjustment of the method of teaching, of 

the doctrine taught, and of the teacher himself. The Vim~lal-drt 1 

takes for granted the ability of the Buddhas and Bodhlsattvas 
70 

to penetrate the c~pacities or inclinatlons of beings, and 

it is made quite clear that this ability is essential to those 
71 ' 

who would be skilled in means. It 1s further said that 
72 

sravakas or 'Hinayanists• do not have th1s talent and hence 
' 73 

should not attempt to set forth the Dharm.a. The subsequent 

70 
"These Bodhisattvas ••• were acquainted with the 

capacity of.all beings; ••• they were acquainted with all the 
places occupied by all beings and their mental dispositions ••• " 
(Vkn.(I), III,55,56) "Capacity" and "mental disposition" probably 
stand for indr1ya. and asayl! respect! vely: see Vkn. ( L), pp. 99, 100. 

?1 
see below,_ pp.99, 109-110. 

72 
-i.. It ls probable that Kumarajiva uses the ex?ression 

~, !4!:::_ ('small vehicle') for the Sanskrit •§ravaka-yana'; it 
is not, that ls to say, apparent that the term 'Hinayana' is 
actually found in the or1gin~l Sanskrit. 

73 
Vimalakirt1 says: "How can they be taught and led 

by the doctrine of the Hinayana? I know that the Hinayana 
knowledge is, like the blind, limited, superficial, and can 
not d1scein different capacities of all things. 0 Pilrna adds . / . 
that "Since that tlme, I am convinced that no Sr~vakas, being 
incapable of understanding of /:)tl'}~_;r:s' facul~~es,,. O~ffeht .. ~o preach 
t_11e l~w." ~kti•\f1, III,147 •. v:.7'.~_r/J"'J i.J--,, 1~-"~~~'1-·:,·1::.. nP_;--~-.~ 
~ ;;z 0 :f\. 11Q.... Jj. ~ ~ .3- ~1t"~- ::-~:- )if) :f 1! i0 ;z. .. 
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~hree-fold adjustment 1s also found herein, though, of course, 

this division is not explicitly made. Of the three aspects, 

that which is probably most consciously and frequently associated 

with the term 'skill in means' is the adjustment of the teacher 

or leader himself. The Bodhisattvas, particularly, are often 

said to manlfest themselves in countless forms and guises· for 
. - 74 

the sake of beings. The nature of each .of these three adjust-

ments should become apparent as we proceed. Havin~ established 

the general meaning of the term, we should now examine some 

of the speclfic functl0ns of skill 1n means in the teaching 

of the V1malakirt1. 

The two particular roles which will be examined nay 

be classes under the general heading of what was referred to 
75 

earlier as the sche!'le of 'the Apparent and the Real'. In each 

instance, the purpose of the argument is to show the.t what ls 

really the case is very different indeed from what appears to 

_most people to be. the case. The first example involves a 

:q-: ts~ ~1- 111 - -'cfl ~- . !1~ 1f](J z ~ 1) 1 t, :> • :}\, ¢-: .#- J)rj -=f, 
~XL J_ ik_ -·+ 11~. '{;it_., 5lrr. 47 5, p. 541, a)-5, 1 o-1i. ''-" ~ 

74 
For eXa!D.ple: "Practice the mercy of the Necessary 

~e4;nsh~s _Jie ,<~ar:_¥e~s h)Jl~~l~v}\n :fl _th1.ngs • .,
4 

Vkn. (I), III, 
..1 ..;~ /d /J .~L 1~~ ·· k ,J ... -7.:..-J ~1'..- o T. 75, p.547, b28-29. 

75 
See above, p..S6. As in the earlier case, this 

function is t1ed to the •teaching and leading' meaning of 
'skill in mesns'. 
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Mahayanist critique of the 11Inayana or sravaka-yana. The second 

involves what appears to be an argument against some sort of 

~ahayAn1st •pure land• movement. 

There are many sides to the V1malakirt1's debate with 

the ~ravakas, some involving the question of conduct and 

d1sc1pl1ne, others centred on more purely doctrinal issues. 

Regarding the former, we would seem to be witnessing 

in part a reaction against 'monk1shness•: that is, against an 

over-emphasis on the value of external condi tlons of renuncie.t1on.5 

76 
poverty, celibacy, med1tat1ona.l exercise, and other similar 

things which were, by ~nd large, restricted to the sa~gha. 

The point is not that renunciation, poverty, and so on are 

not important, but that there is no necessary connection be

tween them and external circumstances. To see the kind of 

76 . 
Regarding • renunc1a.t1on •, see, e.g., Vimala.kirt 1 1 s 

conversation with Ra.hula, Vkn.(1) 1 III,150-151. ("Well, 0 Rahula, 
thou shoudst not preach to them the advantages of renunciati.'.on·-
And why? Not to have any advantages or merits -- th1s is 
renunciation".) 

Regarding •meditation', see the conversation with 
~ariputra, Vkn.(I), III,141-142. ("I remember one day I was 
quietly seated meditating under a tree in a forest; then 
Vlmalak1rti came to me and said: 'Well 0 Sariputra, to sit thus 
1s not necessarily a quiet sitting. To sit quietly mea..~s to 
withdraw both mind and body from the triple world. Not to 
rlse from the meditation of cessation (i.e. absolute tranquillity) 
an.d yet to exercise all manners of da1ly 11f e, -- this is to 
sit quietly. Following the manner of ordinary people without 
renouncing the righteous law, -- this is to sit quietly •• ·'" 
(cf. APP., pp.)91-394.) 

As for 'poverty' and 'cel1bacy• see the description 
of Vlmalakirt1, below pp.99-100. 

http:renunciati.'.on
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dialogue whlch takes place, we might look at the interesting 
, 

conversation whieh takes place between sariputra and the d~vr. 

After the latter has strewn flowers over the assembly, the 

following exchange occurs: 

Then the heavenly maiden asked Sarlputra: "Why art 
thou striving to remove the flowers?" He replied: "These 
flowers are unlawfuli therefore I must remove them." 

The heavenly maiden said: "Thou shoudst not deem these 
flowers unlawful. And why? These flowers discriminate not 
between one thing and another; it is thyself that does cherish 
the.thought of dlscrimin~tion. so far as the Law of Buddha 
is concerned, if any mendicant has discriminaEion in his mind 
he is said to be unl~wful: if there be -no discrimination nothin~ 
is unlawful ••• 77 (our emphasis) - . . .. 

The interesting thin~ about this passage is that Sar1putra•s 

refusal to accept the flowers ls 1n accordance with certain 
?8 

Vinaya prohibitions. ~nother passage which involves the V1naya, 

and shows the attitude of this text toward it, is that concerning 

, - -the Sravaka Upal1.· The following.sections will give some idea 

or 1ts message: 

I remember at one time there were two Bhikshus who had committed 
a breach of discipline • • • I preached to them the law accord
ing to the doctrine of dlsci~line. Then Vlmalakirti came to me and said: 'Well, 0 U~ali, thou shoudst not increase the 
burden. of those poor Bhikshus, rather shoud~t thou directly 
exterminate their pain of contrition instead of disturbing 
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their minds. And why? The nature of sin 1s neither wlth1n 
nor in the midst; as it is taught by the Buddha, all beings 
are unclean when their minds are unclean; all beings are pure 
when their minds are pure; the mind is neither within nor 
without nor in the midst, and so all things are as the mind 1s • 

• • • 0 Upali, a false idea is uncleanliness, being 
free from false ideas ls pureness; O Upa11, all things are 
transient; nothing remains unchanged; they are like a phantom 
or a flash of lightning; nothing waits for another; ·nothing 
continues in·a stay; all things are illusions; they are as· 
dreams, a mirage, the moon reflected in the water, reflections 
ln a mirror, caused only by false ideas. One who knows this 
ls sa1d to be obedient to discipline, and one who knows this 
is said to be learned.' 79 (our emphasis) 

It is not clear what Sravaka group or groups the V1malak!rt1 
. 80 -· 

has in mind 1n its criticisms, nor 1s 1t easy to say just 
81 

what the opinion of thls text is toward Vinaya 1n general; 

19 -
Vkn. (I),, III, 149-1.50. For ~he ~mphasized portion, 

Kumara,jiva has_: )~ j(a . Jib *~) .it_ ~ )t'- q'f ;;r- !jy )l:tl :):; 
kl. ~·"' _Y· IJ ) J 4 / 4 8 7 

1'-., .:"2 r-~-- nJ1- o • T. 7 5, P• 5 1 ·, b2 -29. 
Lamotte, for the same 11.ne, gives: "Ceux qui savent 

cela s~nt no~mes les vrais ggrdiens de la d1scipl1ne'(v1nava
dhara); ceux qui savent cela sont blen disciplines (suvinita)." 
Vkn.(L), p.176. 

80 
some schol~rs would doubt that it 1s the Theravad1ns, 

and would suggest instead, perhaps, the sarvastlvadlns and 
Sautrantikas. {See, e.g., Conze, Buddhist Thought 1n India, 
p.203 and :Murti, The Central Philosophy of Buddhism, p.69). 

81 
It could ~e argued, of course, that the V1malakirt1 

ls merely interested in promoting •true' Vinaya ('true' d1sipline 
and •true• purity), and yet in its devastation of the belief 
in external criteria for discipline and purity it may in fact 
destroy the basis for 'Vinaya' ln the usual sense (as involving 
formal verbal expression, observation, and enforcement.) 

.-:~ 

~.,,.~.-,' 

http:149-1.50
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what is certa1n, however, is that 1t connects the sravaka-yana 

With a stance Of strlct adherence to formal V1naya and connects 

this attitude, in turn, with rigid dogmatism which f~lls to 

penetrate to the essence of the Dharma. In conveying this 

message, the V1malakirt1 utilizes, as might be expected, the 

concept of sk111 in means; for this allows one to argue that 

what appear§ to be lawful (as, for example; §ariputra's rejection 

of the flowers) is really unlawful, and vice versa. 

A good 1llustrat1on of the way skill in means ls used 
. 

in the attack on th1s type of •monk1shness 1 is the presenta-

tlon of the layman Vimalakirt1 himself. He is introduced as 

follows: 

At that time there.dwelt, in the great clty of Va1s~l1, 
a wealthy householder named Vimalak!rti. Having done homage 
to the countless Buddhas of the past • • • walking.-1.!L the wa:x:_ 
of w!sdom, acqu~_inted w1tf!._!h~Jl~2.~~§.~l_1!~~!l[.i. fulfffilng th~ 
~~eat v~~~L comE~~h~~~in~ the past ~~ futu~~-2,f th~tentions 
.2!._al!_.being§.L~~:rs!andin.s_<!l~lh~i:r_~ggth and weakness 
of mind, ever pure and excPllent 1n the way of the Buddha, re
maining loyal to the MahayS!1a, • • • resldlng in ~~.salJ onlr 
f..or th~-~a.ke £Uh~. necessary_ mean~fo!: saving _£Feat:.,1:!_!:~, 
abundantly rlch, ever careful of the poor, pure in self
discipline, obedient to all precepts, removing all anger by 
the practlce of p.atience, removing all sloth by the practice 
of diligence, reMov1ng all distraction of mind by intent 
meditation, removing all ignor~nce by fullness of wisdom; 
though he is but a simple layman, yet observing the pure 
monastic discipline; though living at home, yet never desirous 
of anything: though posseslng a wife and children, always ex
ercislng pure virtues; though surrounded by his family, holding 
aloof from worldly pleasures; though using the jewelled orna-

r ments of the w~rl1, yet ~darned with the spiritual slendour; 
though eating and drinking, yet enjoying the flavour of the 
rapture of med.ita.tlon; though frequent1ng the gsi.mbl1ng house, 
yet leading the gamblers into the right path; ••• mRn1fest-
1ng to all the error 0f passion when in the house of debauchery; 
persuading all to seek the higher things, when at the shop 

http:th~-~a.ke
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of the wine dealer; • • • th~s b;y:_ .. f!uch countless means Vim!'.lla
!g.rt!..L_!~~~~t~l..Jl~useholder, renqered ben~ to all_beinf~· 
\ uur emphasi SJ 

V1malakrrt1 a.ppears to engage in all the norma.l practices that 

might be expecte.d of a wealthy layman, yet in reality he re-

mains ever unblemished, "observing the pure monastic discipline"; 

his residence in Va1sal1 and all of his actions there are 

merely skilful d~v1ces ( 7; ~'fl_ ) to enable him to save beings. 

In drawing such a picture, the Vimqlak!rti Nirde~a succeeds 

in championing the casue of the layman and in becoming the 

l~yman's text oar excellence. 

This same scheme is ult111zed in describing the general 

coriduc t. of Bodhi sa t.tvas i the fol lowlng verses, 1 t wi 11 be 

noticed, effect an ev-en more radical separation of the Apparent 
83 

from the Real than the above passage: 

17. Ils connaissent les oevres de Mara (marakarman) et se 
conforment (anupari.vartln) aux Nara. Mais c 'est parce qu' ils 

82 
Vkn.(I), III,138-140. The Chines~ corres9onding to 

the thre~e~~haslzed portiQns.1n the_s~me~or~er as abo~~ is: 
C 1 l -i ;) .-: -~ 1Jt o 1i!2.. .Q 7J' .1£. -;k_ n.~ r.rx.~ Jt9(J ~ er.I . ~s 
~ ]1. l~ ;Z_ PfrR.1:: c ~- ~~) )t _~ii 1J . -t~ ·fi€c *~'4 ;±~_; .. 

-~1,.,, T1 4~, f. 5JJ. h a11-1J. ( 11) ~~ J1_ ~ t~ j,.J,. -~ ,,,-IJ . ~ '>fl/ .M ~r-) Jf t3 «ttJJ.. ,, ~. \i5, P. ~ 3 9 , 1 a.15~ 16A .* < 111 > ,~ .. i 
~1ltf_ lf· -g:f.-i. -> 1.J. ~fl ~ ~ ~- -!t 7.5 ~~. ~·}t~ ~ -~ -~ u 

T.475.-p.539, b8-9. · . 

BJ 
Lamotte's translation will be given here, since he 

has access to the original Sanskrit of this passage through 
a quotation of the ~ik~~samuccaya. There are, for our purposes, 
no s1gn1f icant differences between this version and that of 
Kuam.3.raj!va -- the choice has been based on the greater smooth
ness and precision of the former. 
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ont atteint l'autre rive des moyens salvifiques (upa~~~ 
~atah~ qu'1ls m~n1festent de telles oeuvres. 

18. • • • Ils se font vleux ou mA.lades et se montrent morts, 
ma1s c'est pour faire murir les etres qu'ils jouent avec ces 
simulations. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' . ' . . . . . . . . . . ' . . . . . 
30. • • • !ls se 11vrent aux pla1sirs des sens tout com.me a 
l'extase d.es extatiquea; 1ls font la perte de Mara et ne lui 
donnent pas prise. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

).2. • • • Volonta1rement lls se font courtisanes pour att1rer 
les hommes; mals les ayant sedu1ts par le croo du desir, ils 
les etabl1ssent dans le savolr des Buddha. 
33 •••• Continuellement 1ls se font ma1tres de village, chefs 
de car.a.vane, chapelains, premiers ministres ou ministres, pour 
faire l~ b1en des ~tres. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 0 • • 

)9 • ••• Taus les moyens possibles pour qu•un etre aime la 
loi, ils les mettent tous en oevre car ils sont blen exerces 
en grands moyens salvifiques. 
40 •••• Inf1n1s sont leurs exercices; 1nfin1 aussi est leur 
dom.A.ine. · D"ues d • un savf)1r 1nfln1, ils deli vrent une inf lnl te 
d'etres vivants. 84 

While this description of the manifestation of the 

Bodhisattvas ls probably intended to shook ~ravaka standards 

of proper conduct, there ls also a challenge on the doctrinal 

level, particularly in verse 18. Here 1t 1s suggested that 

the Bodh1sattvas may appear as old, sick, or dead, but that 
85 

this is merely a "simulation" (mayadharma) used to bring 

84 
Vkn.(L), pp.295-296, 298-299. The Sanskrit for verse 

39 is as follows: 
yena yenaiva ca~gena satvo dharmarato bhavet, 
dar~ent1 hi krly9.l: sarvi mahopayasus1k~1taQ.. Vkn.(L), p".299~ 

85 
Vkn.(L}, p.296,.verse 18. 



creatures to ripeness or maturity in the Buddhist \.fay; 1t 

is, in other wor~s, an instance of upaya, There ls little 

doubt that this view is put forth in conscious opposition 

102 

to the belief of certain •Hinayana• schools that the Bodhi

sattvas and~ indeed, even the_ Buddhas, are really subject to 
86 

the above disasters. This raises t~e question, then, of the 

function of 'skill in mea"ls' in criticizing Sr§.vaka doctrine, 

rather than simply conduct and discipline. In terms of our 

previously discussed 'three-fold adjustment' we inove from a 

c~ncern chiefly with the adjustment of the teacher ('mgnifest

atlon• of the Bodhisattva in various guises) to a concern with 

adjustment of method and doctrine. 

The-. basic thrust o'f the Vlmalakirt1' s claim 1n this 

area is that certain teachings (especially those valued most 

by the §ravakas), though apparently Sakyamuni Buddha's author-

1tat1ve and final word on the doctrine, are not really so. It 

is argued that although they have indeed been preached by the 

Lord, they have been given with due regard for the circumstances 

86 
The Theravada, for example, would hold this to be the 

case. With reg~rd to the Bodhlsattvas, one need only lo~k at 
a few of the Jitaka tales. With regard to the Buddha (and to 
the other previous Buddhas as well, even though their lifetimes 
may hg,ve b;en longer) see, e.g., the Maha:ear~!!!.~ana suttanta. 
The Mahasamghikas differed radically on the subject of the 
Lord's supra-mundane (lok0ttara.) nature, but theirs were ob
viously not_representa.tlve ofSrava!fa opinions in the eyes of 
the Vlmalakirti. see, e.g~ Vimalaklrti's conversation with 
the fafilOUS'" S1::avaka (who ls merely a ~ravaka for this text), 
Ananda -- Vkn.(I), III,151-15). 
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in accordance with his great skill in means, and hence cannot 

be expected to be~ applicable at all times or in all plr~_ces. 

some of the most significant teach1ngs which meet with this 
87 

kind of 'relat1v1zat1on' are those mentioned by V1malakirt1 

as being among the "severe words" necessary to save creatures 

in this Saha world, "who are obstinate and difficult to sub-
88 

due". The following selection is representative in this 

respect: 

"Beings of this world are very self-willed and difficult to 
teach. Therefore, Buddha preaches to them 1n severe words in 
order to subdue them: the unhappy regions such as hell, the 
animal world, and the world of hungry spirits are the regions 
for the ignorant; evil deed is the result of evil deed; evil 
speech is the result of evil speech, evil thought 1s the re
sult of evil thought; ••• ignorance ls the result of ignorance; 
so with the initiation into disciplinary life, living d1~c1plln
ary life, violation of dis~1pl1nary life, what ought to be 
done, what ought not to be done, the obstacles, Bbsence ~f 
obstacles, guiltiness, purity ot impurity, passion or passion
lessness, right or wrong, the created or the uncreated, the 
world or N1rv~na -- with these divers doctrines he subdues 
the minds of ail beings and conquers them; because they are 
as difficult to subdue.as those of monkeys. • •• " 89 

It is made quite clear that the above tea.chlngs are not found 

in many other Buddha-ksetras, where instruction takes place 
• 

87 
We do not mean to imply that the truth-value of these 

utterances 1s seen as relative to their circumstances, but 
simply that their effectiveness is seen to be thus relative. 
The µroblem of •truth'and-sk111 1n means' wlll be dealt with 
later. 

88 
Vkn.(I), IV,188-189. 

89 
Vkn~(I), IV, 188-189. 
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90 
by quite .different means. It ls also explicitly said that 

t_h1s a.b111ty ti') adapt to the incl1n.qt1ons of the beings of a 
91 

particular world is none other thqn 'skll~ in means•. 

Now lt is not immediately apparent that qnythlng radically 

different is being said here from th9t which ~ne might encou~ter 

in; ~or example, the Pali Canon. F~r we saw previ~usly thqt 

ln the Digh~ ~ikaya the Buddha w~s represente~ ~s t3ll~r1ng 

his te~ching t~ suit his hearers' lnclina.tlons. He did not 

speak d1scrim1nstely o~ 'Nlrv~na', for instance, but preceded • 
such ·higher.truths wfth discourses on the value af givlrtg 

(dina), morall ty ( s!la.), heave!l ( gq(;l'ga) and so· on: .. · 1 f these .. 

dld not hqve the desired effect of µp11ft1ng the heqrer, 

'Nirvana• w~s not ~ent1oned at a.11. Furthe!Tlore, lf we may . . 

broaden our g!l.ze so as to 1nqlude the extra- C!3!1..,n1c~l .J!itqk.9. 

material, we flnd numerous 1nteresttng posslb111t1es suggested. 
92 

One outstanding C3se, for instance, shows how the Buddha was 

able to reco.gnlze, by me~ns of his special powers, the ut·ter 

uselessness of the theme of '1mpurlty' (mentioned ln the ~hove 
! 

llsy) for one particular man: this then p~ompted him t0 t~ke 

~ 90 
See, . e.g., Vkn. (I), IV, 188 and ~n. (I), IV, 350. 

91 
Vkn.(I), IV, 352. 

92 Ja. I, 182-184. 
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93' 
"t ----

a different tack. surely, then; the V1malak!rti 1s·not pro-

posing ~nyth1ng radically new -- at the most, it ls nerely 

extending the process observed ln the P~l1 llt~rature. 

It is qu1te true th3t the V1Mal~kirt1's sche~e is 

sl.mll~r to thqt found in the P~l1 material.. At the same time, 

however, 9 new arid very s1gn1f lcant eleT!lent can be found, n~TT\ely 

the conriept of the Buddha-field (buddhaksetra). In the eyes ·--
of the Vlrn~l9k!rt1 1t ls ~ot ~ simple mqtter of how qnd when 

t~ com~unicate to an i~div1du~l the v~rlous ele~ents ~f the 

more ~r less established body of doctrines much.of this sup~ 

posedly established doctrine ls in fRct peculiar t~ the Sah§

world (the Buddh~-f1eld of Sqkyamunl). This opens the door to 

an lnflnlte number or new tegchln~s, which mqy-~be ~s different 

from tho~e of this l-r.:>rld as 'd;ng, • ls from 'Nirvana'. ---·-
It should be evident from whgt hgs been sald thqt the 

/ - -critique ~f the Sravak~-ya~a, which e~brqces both conduct 8nd 

doctrine, ls radlc~l qnd m~kes slgn1f 1cqnt use of the concept 

of skill ln means. It would be interesting t~ see how the 
I 

Vimqla.kirtl utilizes the sal'!le .c..,ncept, in the /sg,me general 

Wqy c~s S9Ver1ng the Apparent fr~m the Real),_.to estqbllsh q 

p~sltlon seemingly taken in c~nscl~us opposition to some form 

93 
It may be noted thqt, interestl~gly enough, ~nother 

J~taka cites this one as exempllfy1ng the Buddha's skill in 
means. (J~. IV, 224) 
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of Mahayanist 'pure land' Buddhism. 

It would ,,be dan~er-ous to assume that arty one text was 

the target of this crlt1c1sm, but we have little choice but 

to base our surmises regarding the tenets of this hypothetical 

pure land movement chiefly on the larger Sukh~vatI-vynha. 

This became one of the chief Siitras. in the Amitabha-centred 

pure land school, and it is generally considered to be older, 

and hence more suited to our purposes, than its smaller 
94 

counterpart. 

In the larger SukhavatI-vyuha, passages such as the 

following are typical: 

And again, 0 Xnanda, 1n the ten quarters, and in ea.ch 
of them, in all the Budaha countries equal in number to the 

- sand of the i.r.attga, the blessed Buddhas equal in number to the 
sand o~ the Ga~ga glorify the name of the blessed Amitabha, 
the Tathagata, t~ preach his fame, they procl~lm his gl~ry, 
they extol his virtue. And why? Becquse all beings who hear 
the name of 'the blessed Am1t~bha, and having heard it, raise 
their thought with joyful longing, even for once only, will 
not turn away again- from the highest oerfect knowledge ~te 
sarve•vaivart1katayaru sa~1tyanuttarayah samyaksambodheb 7 95 . -. 
By the very fact that- Amit§bha's salvat1onal potency 1s as 

great as this, it seems to be implied that he is 1n some 

sense a greater Buddha than most. In accordance with this, 

94 
See, e.g., Nariman, Literary History of Sanskrit 

Buddhism, p.78. 

95 
.:£h!' Larger Sukhava.ti-Vyuha, trans. M. Muller, in 

"sacred Books of the Esat 0 , Vol.XLIX, PartII, pp.44-45. The 
Sanskrit is from Bon-zo-Wa.-E1-Gappek1-Jodosanbuk:[§, p.96. 
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he receives lavish praise from the other Buddhas, as shown 

in this passage. In fact, this Siitra is not at all hesitant 

in proclaiming the glory of Amltabha at the expense of his 

fellow Buddhas. It is said that the Dharmakara (Amltabha-to-be) 

~oncentrated on making his Buddha-f 1eld "eighty-one times 

more immeasurable, noble and excellent than the perfection of 

the eighty-one hundred thousand niyutas of kotis of Buddha 
• 

countries that had been told hlm by the Bhagavat Loke6vararaja, 
96 

the Tathagata". Amitabha's life ls 
97 

said to be lmmeasur~ble, 
98 

the number of his Bodhisattvas is immeasurable, and his personal 

splendour is so great that he illumines even the Buddha-f lelds 
99 

of many other Buddhas. In respect of both his own person 

and his field, therefore, he shows himself to be the foremost 

of the T~thagatas. This kind of exaltation of one particular 

Buddha would seem t9 be pasic to much if not all 'pure land' 

Buddhism; for, the whole point of trying to be -born in such a 

land is that 1t is pure, as opposed to one's own world (for 
, -

example, the Saha-world of Sakyamuni) which is more or less 

impure, and that it is not only more agreeable to live in but 

also more conductive to spiritual attainmento It ls, ln short, 

-------------------------------------------------------------
96 

The Larger SUkhavat!-vluha, p.11. 

97 
. Ibid., p • .32. --
98 

See, e.g., ~., pp.66-68. 

99 
Ibid., p.28. -
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a better land. and belongs to a Buddha who ls in some sense 

'better' than one~' s own. 

It is not difficult to see why this kind of exaltation 

would meet with resistance from some parts of the Buddhist 

·Qommunity. It would be opposed by those who were championing 

a rival ~pure land', by those (probably the majority) who re-

L- B mained loyal to Sakyamuni uddha and were unwilling to subscribe 

~o the view that he and his land were inferior, and, lastly, 

~y those who were opposed in principle to the elevation of 

any one Buddha over the others. The V1malakirt1 allies itself 

with the latter two groups, insisting on the equality of all 

Tathagatas and of their worlds, and spending considerable time 

1n a special defense of §akyamun1 and the Saha-loka. 

The essential argument of the Vlmalaktrtl can be seen 

in the following pa-ssages: 

"· •• Therefore, O Ratnakuta, when the Bodhisattva wishes to 
obtain a pure land. he should purify his mind, and as his mind 
is purified, purified is his Buddha-land." -

At that time Sar1putra, through the power of Buddha 
thought within himself thus: "If it be true that wheo the 
Bodhisattva is pure in mind, then his world is pure, why is 
thls Buddha-land of ours so impure as we see 1.t, which was 
established by the Buddha out of his pure mind when he was 
a Bodhisattva?" The Buddha knowlns his thought spoke to hlm 
and said: "What th1nkest thou, O Sar1putra, ls it the fault 
of the sun or the moon that the blind cannot see the brightness 
thereof?" §ar1putra replied: nNay, 0 lord, it is not the -
fa.ult of the sun or the moon, but it.is the fault of the bltnd." 
The Buddha. continued, "Then, 0 Sariputra, it is not the fault 
of ·the Tathagata th~t beings who, because of their sins, cannot 
see the pureness of this Buddha-land of ours. Re8.l_1li ,o 
~~1~1 P~L-~hi!_l~nd .~2urs is ever pure; ~E.-1.t 1 s thou that 

r,,...- ,l'' 
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canst not see it~ purity." . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -· . . . . . . . . . . . . 
At that time the Buddha touched the earth with his 

toes,- and lot all the three thousand gre8.t Chlllocosms were 
seen adorned with many a hundred-thousand precious jewels, 
as the Treasure-adorned land o~ the Treasure-adorned Buddha 
possessing countless qualities; the entire assembly finding 
each seated upon a jewelled lotus-flower praised the Buddha 
saying th~t such had never before been seen. The Buddha then 
spoke to Sariputra and said: "Now hast thou seen this world 
of ·ours pure and adorned?" §3.rlputra caid: "Well, 0 Blessed· 
One, it is what I have never seen the 11ke before, never even 
heard of such a wonder as this spendour now unfolded before -
us." The Buddha spoke to S~riputra: "This world of ours is 
ever oure as this;_Yet to sav~ belngs of inferior ca~cltiBs 
ls this wicked and imoure world shown. • • • " 100 (our 
emphasls)-

Bere it ls claimed that the Sah~~world is perfectly pure: it 

is because of the blindness of men that this purity ls not 

usually seen. It is evident, furthermore, that the world 

does not merely 'appear• as impure in a mechanical sort of 

~ay through the veil of ignorance -- it is.shown thus 

-through the deliberate action of· the Buddha. This means that 

the_ seeming impurity of our world is not merely "not the fault 

of the Tathagata• but is, on the contrary, a proof of his 

great wisdom and skilfulness. By this device. he saves beings 
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. 101 
or low 1ncllna.t1ons (hinadh1mukt1)".-

Th1s bas1c pos1t1on 1s reiterated and elaborated· 

throughout the Vlmalakirti. The defense of Srucyamuni and the 

Saha-world receives specla1 ~p~gs1s in a section describing 

the vlsit of the Bodhisattvas from the Buddha-field Sarva-

gbandasugandha. In this p9ssage, each major point of con

troversy ls dealt with. It.is again stated that the .. Saha

world .1s the equal of any Btlddha-ksetra -- all-worlds· are 
102 

perfectly pure and empty as-space -- and 7et, due ~o their 

great skill in means, the Buddhas manifest their lends dif-
103 

terently. S1m.1lar17, all Tath§gatas. are. equal: there ls no 

big~ or low, l~sser or greater. In an extended passage de-
. 104 

Yoted to this topic, the specific respec,ts in which :Buddhas 

~e equal are 11sted; they include not only such fundamental 

101 
See Vkn.(L), p.324. 

102 . 
See 9 e.g •. , Vkn. (I), IV,186,351 ~ Cf •. Vkn. (L), 

pp.326,343,344. 

10) 
•The necessary means of all Buddhas are so 1n

conce1 vable that they manifest in order to save all beings 
dtrrerent iand~:~f-c_cf,~d1pg rP t~ !!~e~ ~-t~11 be1~gs. ~- Vkn. (Jl• IV.J 3=52 • ~ ~~~i- ;if! f:1 7J. ('~ ::f, ;;p 10- eA o /(; /'k.,.. ~ Ji_ 
Ok o r~L_ ~ } Jj /ffl -;ll.J 14P ·1$1 ~ o T•LJ.15 t P• 554, 

bl-2. er. Vkn.(L), p.)46. _ . - . 

104 
-Vkn.(I), IV,351; Vkn.(L), pp.)44-345. 

\ 
1> 



·things as enlightenment and wisdom, but also such qualities· 

as duration of 11f~, and ab111ty tc teach beings. In other 

words, such distinctions as appear to set Amitabha apart in 

the larger SUkhavatr-vyuha are ruled out. 

111 

The next point made in this connection is that the 

Bodh1sattv·as of the Sa.ha-wor1d are at least as worthy, and-, it 

is hinted, perhaps more worthy, than the Bodhisattvas living 

in the sup'!)os~dly pure lands. Hence we find the following 

conversation taking place between the Bodhisattvas from Sarva

!andhasugandha and V1malaklrt1: 

Those Bodh1sattvas having heard these words praised him saying: 
•we have never heard the like before; Sakyamuni, the world
honoured one, concealing his infinite power of independence 
which is never restricted, and manifesting only those things 
desired by the poor delivers them f:from sufferlng_7, and also 
these Bodhisattvas of this world who are never wearied and 

·always ready to condescend to become poor, are born in this 
land of Buddha ~herlshlng 1n£1n1te great compassion." 

V1malaklrt1 said: "It ls even as you say that the 
Bodhisattvas of this world are f lrm in their great compassion 
towards all beings: and the happiness which is bestowed on all 
beings ·by them throughout their lives, is of greater worth than 
all the deeds wrought in-your land during hundredd of thousands 
of ¥alpas. 105 {Idzuml's brackets) 

This passage is very significant in that lt gives as the reason 

for the Bodhisattvas dwealing in the -Saha-world their "infinite 
106 

great compassion''. This foreshadows the words of a '-later 

105 
Vkn.(I), IV,189.· 
. 

. 106 }iE:, ~ .J- .,11, 
· -- ,.~ .. ~!J[ - 'A-- ~Ll. · T.475, p.553, a19. The Sanskrit 

is probably ac1ntyamahakaru..~! -- see Vkn.(L), p.331. 
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.. slitra, the Karuna;gUJ."l.dtarika: _..... ··---
"On account of the vows {pran1dhana-va~ena), bodhisattva 

take either- pure or impure buddhalanas. 
Bodhisattvas Mahasattvas take impure buddhalands, be,.. · 

cause they -8re. pr,,vided with great compassion (mah~karu:oa-sam
anvagatatvat). 

_ As·ror myself Csakyamun1_7 according to my own pra91-
dhana, I have appeared ln this degraded world -of five-fold de• 
fllements (pratlkaste paffca-kas~ye buddhaksetra upapannah)" 
(KP 51, 16-52, 5). ••107 • • • 

There is little doubt that this text was indeed reacting against 

pure land movements and attempting to restore the dignity of 
. 108 

Sakyamun1, and this lends support to our surmise that the 
109 

V1malakirt1 undertook a similar task.at an earlier date. 

107 
Yamada ed., ~~~pu~~ar!ka, I, 77-78. 

108 
Yamada says: 

/- The task of the Karu~apu~~artka 1s to explain the reason 
for Sakyam.Unl's choice of th1s impure Sah~ world and instruction 
of inferior beings ln religion, against the background of well
established Pure Land Buddhist theory • • • • It concludes 
that S§.kyamuni Buddha who has chosen the impure Saha world 
and the salvation of helpless beings is ultimately motivated 
by the highest compassion, in contrast to those who h~ve 
chosen the pure worlds and pure beings. Thus, in the Karun~
pundartka, Amitabha Buddha and Aksobhya Buddha, who have en
joyed great popularity from an· early period in Mah~yana Buddhism, 
a.s well as many other buddha.s in the pure buddhala.nds, are 
assigned no more than supporting roles in order to 1llurn1nate 
the unique position of Sakyamun1 Buddha. . 

In this way, the Karunapundarika succeeded in restoring 
Sakyamuni Buddha once more as.the.central object of worship. 
Ibid., I, 2,J. -

109 
It ought to be pointed out that difference£ are also 

noticeable between the approaches of these two Siltras. The 
!!_~~~pu~~arika, judging from Yamada's comments, would seem to 
hold that the Sah~-world is really more impure than others, and 
also, possibly, that Sakyamunl Buddha is more compassionate 
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There is one last element 1n the stance the Vimalakirt1 

takes on this subject which must be stressed. It concerns the 
. 

creatures of the Saha-world. Quite simply, what n·eoessitates 
110 

both the manifestation of this world as impure, and the mani-
111 

festation of §akyamunl in his mundane nature, is t~e low dis-
112 

position of these creatures. Their intractability is graphically 

described in terms such as the following: 

Just as severe pain which penetrates even to the bone is to be 
inflicted upon an elephant or ~ horse in order to bring lt to 
complete subjection as it is so obstin9.te .e.nd difficult to sub
due, even so severe words must be spoken to discipline those 
beings who are obstinate and difficult to ·subdue. 113 _ 

This is a striking expression of the lowness of creatures, which 

was paralleled in the Pali Canon by the title of the Buddhas 
114 

as· 'trainer of the human steer• (purlsadamrna.sarath1). The 

than other Buddhas. It has been seen that the Vlmalakirt1 
rejects the former view, and, while it admits of varying degrees 
of compassion among Bodh1sattvas, it explicitly states that 
the Buddhas are equal in this ;1s 1n countless other respects. 
See Vkn.(I), IV,351; Vkn.(L), pp.344-345. 

110 
See above, pp.109-110 

111 
_see, e.g.~ the concluding section of the discussion 

of V1malak1rt1 with ananda, Vkn.(I), III, 152-153. Lamotte's 
sources are much more explicit: see Vkn.(L), pp.187-188. 

112 
This is also, of course, what necessitates the peculiar

ly harsh doctrines to which S8.kyamun1 must resort: see above,p.103. 

113 
Vkn.(I), IV,189. 

114 
see above, p.45. 
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author of the Vimalaklrti obviously realizes that this theme 

ls essential to hf's argument: only the , 1 pig-headed 1 , 'mulish* 

unmanageability of the beings of the Saha-world can justify 

the strong measures and radical devices which ~akyamun1 ·1s 

portayed as using. It will be found that the Lotus siitra also 

has recourse to the concept of the mean aspirations of beings 

to justify the use of the extraordinary upaya of the Buddhas." 

We claimed earlier that the concept _of skill in means 

was a major tool in the above reaction of this sutra to 'pure 

land' pretensions. It should now be clear how this ls so, yet 

something further should be said about the actual occurrence 

of the relevant terms in the discussion. It·has already been 
115 

seen, that the versatile manifestation of the essentially pure 

Buddha-fields, which is the most important point in the argu

ment, ls given as an instance of skill ln means~ With the con

sequent derense of the Saha-world, ~akyamun1 is by implication 

also defended. And yet there are, of course, many r·espects 

besides this in which the Buddhas appear to be different, and 

hence other questions naturally a.ri.se: for example, 1f all 

Buddhas are to be considered equal in the great duration of 

their 11ves, why did Sakyamunl appear to grow old and die? 

One obvious answer would be that this was a further instance 

of his great skill in means -- an expedient necessary to ."· ·. '~-

115 
See above, p.110, n.103. 
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discipline ignorant creatures. This is, in fact, precisely 

-what is said in the Lotus siitra, but in the Vimalakifil th~ 

situation is somewhat more complex. In Vimalakirt1's dialogue 

with lnanda 1t is indeed said that Sakyamun1 conceals his supra

mundane (lokottar9.) n9.ture in order to d1sc·ipl1ne beings and 
116 

awaken them to emancipation, _and this plainly points .. to·sk111 

1n means, but the·termis not actually used.here. Interestl_ngly, 

however, it apparently is used in at least one variation of 

the text, as is learned from a quotation which Lamotte gives 
. ·117 

from an excerpt cited in the Upadesa •. In the Hsuan-tsang 

version, furthermore, it is unambiguously stated th~t Sakyamuni's 
118 

hiding of his wonderful qualities is a device (upaya). Kumara-

jiva, while omitting these references, ties.in the whole of 

the •sarva5andhasugandha' section (which contains every major 

point in the argument) with the happy utterance from the 

Bodh1sat tvas of. the · 'perfumed' land: "~ruryamun1 Buddha h.~s here 
11.9 

well exhibited his necessary means." This neat summ.9.tlon is 

116 
Vkn. (I), III, 152-153;. Vkn• (L), pp.187-188. 

117 
Vkn.(L), p.186-187, n.82. 

118 
Vkn.(L), pp.331-332. Here, as elsewhere, this version 

readily speaks of skill in means where it is merely implied in 
the other versions. 

119 ( ) & ?l ':fJ' f l\ ~? Vk:n I IV, 1t;5 The Chinese reads: -1~,r ~ !.} Jt:. .. 
~lf] v J3 ~1e;, frk-- ~t, ~_, f-1 -}J 1!t_, T.475, p.554, c25-26. 
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totally lacking in all other versions, so one ls left ln doubt 

~s to whether Kumarajiva's Sanskrit 'original' bore these words 

or whether it was his own rather daring, but very sensible, 

addition. At any rate, 1t seems unnecessary to cite further 

evidence to the effect that 'skill in means' played a vital 

role 1n the formation of this sophisticated rebuttal. 

It has been seen how this slitra uses 'skill in means' 

in two areas of dialogue within Buddhism. These examples have 

been chosen to illustrate the usual meaning of the term and to 

snow the importance and force of the role which the concept 

plays. As for the meaning of the term., by far the most common 

a.nd probably the only meaning found is that of teaching and 

leading beings by deftly e~ploylng devices adapted to their in-

clinations. This connotation appears to be a 'given' -- 1t ls 

not establ1shed by argument a.nd seems tr::> require no 1ntroductlon 

or clarification. The author seems quite used to the concept 

and 1s thus able to wield it with ease and effectiveness. The 

question that is no,., bound to arise 1s: what, ·then, is the 

~elation between 'skill in means' in the text and 'skill in 

means• in the !~~as~hasrika? Since the latter is generally 

supposed to be the earlier of these texts,· but is not thought 

to be a grea.'t deal more ancient, 1 t would be natural to seek 

for a line of devel~pment such that the concept as found in 

the V1malakfrtl would show strong lines of connectlon with 

that found in the Ast~sahsrika, but also some changes, perhaps -.. -------
even a considerable advance. Unfortunately, on the b~s1s of 
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these two works alone, 1t 1s doubtful whether a.ny such process 

can be discerned. By and large, 1 t seems that the Astasa'.ha.srllta ....... . ...,. ,~ 

uses the term in one sense, and the Vlmalakirti uses 1t in 

another. There is only one passg,ge 1n the latter where skill 

1.n means (or, more properly, 'means', sln.ee it is upaya wh.lch 

ls spoken of) comes close to having the implications it has ln 
120 

the former. This passage which stresses the interdependence 

of wisdom (prajna) and means (upai~), is very reminiscent of 

Chapter 20 of the Astasahasrika; again, the type of problem -·. 
discussed is -- how can one train in the three doors to deliver-

ance while still saving beings? It ls insisted once more that 

the Bodhisattva must be able to carry~.-out both of these activities, 

and it ls said that when he can do so he is a.dept in EJ"q.jna 

and up~ya. Thus far, there would seem to be full agreement 

with the Astas~ha.srika. And yet, if one analyses the utter--.. 
ances of the Vimalak!rti, it appears that there is a disjunction 

of praJn~ and upaya that is absent 1n the Astas~hasr1ka; In -.. -
the latter, these two are seen as so closely related that 1t 

would be cons1d~red meaningless to speak of one being practiced 

without the other; the Vlmalakirtl, on the other hand, goes 

out of its way to urge that both must be present, and it is 

willing to speak of the possibility of their being wisdom de-

· void of means and means devoid of wisdom. This separation seems 

120 
Vkn.(I), III,238-239; Vkn.(L), pp.233-235· The 

discussion is clearer in L~motte's version. 
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to correspond to a new d1stinct1.on in meaning. Spec1f1cally, 

Eraj~a signifies, in this passage, 'insight' (gained by training 

in the 'three doors' and so on) whlle R]§ya signifies, as else

where 1n the text, the devices whereby beings are saved. Hence 

skill in means noes n~t refer t~ the ability of the Bodh1sattv8 

to train in both sides of the paradox, it merely refers to 

the one altruistic side. The two passages compared -- if our 

analysis is correct -- are not identical, therefore, but contain 

important differences. 

The section of the Vlmalakirti just discussed 1s the 

only one which is strongly reminiscent of the Astas~hasrika -.. 
in 1ts treatment of skill in means. Possibly a detailed 

study of other PraJ!i~p!lra,mi t9: 11 terature, and other early 

Mahayana texts in general, would bring to light some stages 

in the development of the concept; the present study must find 

its worth in showing that there is at least a gap to be filled 

a~d a problem to be solved. 

http:d1stinct1.on


III 

'SKILL IN MEANS'<IN THE LOTUS sqri;J!'! AND SEVERAL 
... 
MISCELLANEOUS TEXTS 

The Lotus sUtra 

The §aqdharmapur:1a.rI~ is one of the most important of 

Ma.h.~iy!!tna Sutras, whether one judges in terms of hlstorical 

influence or doctrinal innovation. At the same time, it ls a 

text in which skill in means plays a central role. It would 

be sensible, therefore, to allot a good deal )f space to a 
. 

discussi.on of 1t. On the other hand, this 1s q_n·essay 3.bout 

skill 1.n means, not about the Lotus sti.tra.. Fortunately, it ls 

possible to describe the main functions of the concept briefly, 

without going into detail about every occurrence. This in what 

will be attempted here. Following this, some of the problems 

which arise, and some of the implications of skill in means, 

will be discussed. 

The sources utilized for this section are, almost 

exclusively, the English translation by Kern and the Sanskrit 

edition 0 1 f Vaidya. When tra.nslatlons other than Kern's have 

been utilized this has been indicated. 

It would be interesting to begin by noting some facts 
1 

a.bout the context of the term's occurrence. It ls fou1'."ld that 

~.--... ....... __._....__ • --.-...... ~ 1 ·~-----

1 
By 'the tenn • , we shall generally mean 'l-1Eay_g 1L~l~ll·'!' , 

t.ho.ugh occa.s:lonally 'unaya' by 1 tself where the latter 1s used 
in a specialized sense. 

119 

http:discussi.on
http:aqdharmapur:1a.rI
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when skill in means is discussed, this is usually the skill in 

means of the Buddhas. Indeed, almost ninety per cent of the 

times the term is mentioned 1t is the Buddhas who are accredited 

with this ability. The remaining few instances concern the 
2 

Bodh1sattvas. This ls str1k1ng inasmuch as the 'former two 

texts, particularly the !~~asahasrika, place B greater stress 

on the skill 1n means of the bodhisattvas than on that of the 

Buddhas. It will be seen that there are important reasons for 

this difference. 

Next, it ls found that the term has a great amount of 

1ndependence in the Lotus. It is not, for example, one of the 
3 

param1tas, and it is not habitually conjoined with any one 

tenn such as prajna or ka.ru.i;~ (though it is connected with the 

latter in an interesting passage to be examined shortly). 

2 
A few cases seem to involve Sravakas, but a closer 

look reveals that the a-pp13.rent Sravakas ere actually Bodh1sattvas 
who have forgotten their fonner vows. 

3 
The one exception to this is 1n Chapter XXV, at SP.(K), 

p.419; 3P.(V); p.258. Here is an 1nterest1ng list of seven 
par9~1tas -- the six usual ones mentioned throughout the text, 
plus•up~yakau~alyapiiramlta•. This may represent a. tra.ns1.tional 
stage betwee~ the six E~ramitas and the later llst of ten. At 
any rat;e, this chapter ls considered a late a.dd.i tion (SP. (K), 
p.xx1). 

There i~ o.lso a recurring compound linking •unaya 
kausalya' and 'param 1 ta• -- mshoP9.yRkaus.alY§l jfi~n~.§;.!..~i.Parama
Ear~mi ta -- but 'paramita' seems to be used here in a non
technical sense as 'mastery•. (See, e.g. SP.(V),.p.21; SP(K), 
p.Jl). 

http:SP.(V),.p.21
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There are two concepts, however, which are associated 

f?irly frequently "with skill in means, vlz. adh1mukt1 ('inclina

ti~n•, •aspiration') and sandha-bha~,l!! (translated often as 

'mysterious speech'). These will later be discussed in their 

relation to skill in means. 

Having seen a few facts about this term's occurrence, 

let us consider its explicit meaning. As 1n the V1malakirt1 · 

N1rdesa, the constant meaning is the ability to deftly teach, 

lead, and save beings. It ls apparent, in fact, that it ls 

this sutra more than any other which has established this as 

tne. sole meaning of 'skill in means• and which is r~sp~nsible 

for many of its specific implications; when most authors speak 

of up§ya kau§alya they are obviously th1nk1ng of it as made 

famous by the Lotus sutra. This is perhaps understandable, 

given that some of the most important uses to which the concept 

has ever been put are found here; nevertheless, to assume that 

this text exemplifies the commonly accepted understanding of 

skill in means and has merely adopted the general usage of 

the eo~cept is unwarranted by the evidence and under-rates the 

originality of the Lotus. Quite simply, it is unclear what 

the term unay~ kausalya meant before the authors of this text 

got hold of it, and it is reasonably certain that many of the 

implications which it has in later literature ~re due to their 

innovation. 

In initiating the discussion of precisely this originality 

and innovation, a pass~ge from Chapter II (uEayakausalyaparlva~t~~) 
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w111 be examined. This particular section deals with a theme 

already encountered in the discussion of the D!gha Nlk~l!- -

the Buddha's decision to stay in the world and teach the Dharma. 

The stance of the Lotus on this, as on many subjects, is deftly 

taken so as to build upon the undoubtedly well-known·account of 
4 

the story, and yet to use the very elements essential to this 

account to establish its own novel message. The relevant passage 

from the Lotus, although rather long, is here given almost in 

full: 

109. I likewise see the poor wretches, deficient 1n wisdom and 
conduct, lapsed into the mundane whirl, retained in dismal places, 
plunged in affliction incessantly renewed~. 
110. Fettered as they are by desire like the yak by its tail, 
continually blinded by sensual pleasure, they do not seek the 
Buddha, the mighty one; they do not seek the law that leads to 
the end of pain. 
111. Staying in the six states of existence, they are benumbed 
in their senses, stick unmoved to the low views, and suffer pain 
on pain. For those I feel a great compassion. 
112. On the terrace of enlightenment I h'3ve remained three weeks 
in full, searching and pondering on such a matter, steadily 
looking up to the tree there (standing). 
l.13. Keeping in view th.at king of trees with an unwave:t-ing g::tze 
I walked round at its foot (thinking): This law is wonderful 
and lofty, whereas creatures are blind with dulness and ignorance. 
114. Then it was that Brahma entreated m~, and so did Indra, 
the four rulers of the cardinal points, Mahesvara, Isvara, and 
the hosts of Maruts bv thousands of kotis. , 
115e .All stood wlth joined hands and ~espec.tful, while myself 
was revolving the matter in my mind (and thought): What shall 
I d~? At the very time that I a.m uttering syllables, beings 
are oppressed with evils. 

4 
Thi~ 1s found not only 1n the 12!~~ Nikaya but 1n the 

Majjh1~ !;!~ka:ya as wel~, an~ is further corroborated by an 
account, probably Sarvastivad1n, found in the Chinese Tripitaka. 
See Warder, ~an Buddhism, pp.8,50. • 
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116. In their ignorance they will not heed the law I announce, 
and in consequence of it they will incur some penalty. It would 
be better were I never to speak. May my quiet extinction take 
place this very day? 
117. But on remembering the former Buddhas and thelr skilful
ness L,upqyak8usalyi!_7, (I thought): Nay, I also will manifest 
this tripartate Buddha-enlightenment. 
118. When I was thus meditating on the law, the other Buddhas 
in all the directions of space appeared to me in their own body 
and raised their voice, crying 'Amen. 
119. 'Amen! Solitary, first Leader of the world! now that thou 
hast come to unsurpassed knowledge, and art meditating on the 
skilfulness .l-:1:!£~lakau$alyu_7 of the leaders of the world, thou 
repeatest their teaching. 
120. 'We also, being Buddhas, will make clear the highest 
word, divided into three parts; for men (occasionally) have 
low inclinations ~hinadhi~ukta 7, and might perchance from 
ignorance not believe (us, when we say), Ye shall become Buddhas. 
121. 'Bence we will rouse many Bodhisattvas by the display 
of skilfulness ~ upaiakaunalya _7 and the encouraging of the 
wish of obtaining fruits.• 
122. And I Wab delighted to hear the sweet voice of the le~~~rs 
of '"len; in the exultation of mf t'.i.eart I said t'j the blessed 
saints, 'The words of the eminent sages are not spoken in vain. 
123. 'I, too, will act according to the 1nd1cat1ons of the 
wise leaders of the world; h~ving myself b~en born 1n the.midst 
of the degradation of creatures, I have known agitation 1n this 
dreadful world.' 
124. When I had come to that conviction, O son of Sari, I in- . 
stantly went to Benares, where I skilfully l,upa;yena _7 preached 
the law to the five Sol1tar1es, that law which is the base of 
final beatitude. 
125. From that ~oment the wheel of my l~w has been moving, and 
the name of Nirva~a mad~ its appearnce in the world, as well 
as the name of Arhat, of Dharma, 9.Ild SRt\gha. 
126. Many years hgve I preached and pointed to the stage of 
Nirva.Q.a, the end of wretchedness and mundane existence. ~~hus 
I used t~ speak at all times. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
129. Then I conceived the idea that the time Had come for me 
to 9.nno1ll'1.ce the excellent law and to revesl supreme enlighten
ment, foT which task I had been born in the world;. 5 

.5 
SPe(K), pp.54-57; SP.(V), pp.)8-41. The numbering of 

the verses in these versions differs slightly. 

http:9.nno1ll'1.ce
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There are many similarities between this account and. 
~ 

that of the Mahapadana. In both cases, for example, the Buddha 

almost gives up the idea of teaching but ls persuaded by the 

gods to reconsider. His lnlt1al pessimism 1s caused by a 

perception of the ignorance and attachment of creatures, which 

are bound to keep them from penetrating the Dharma. Yet in 

both stories something hap~ens to change his nind. In the 

°" Mah~padana, this is his realizpion of the incredible variety 

in the inclinations and faculties of beings, so that, while some 

are indeed steeped 1n ignorance, the eyes of a few are "hardly 

dimmed by dust". In the Lotus, the deoiding factor is his 

'remembrance of the skilfulness (upaya kausalya) of former 

Buddhas. It will be noticed that in the latter version there 

is actually an even greater stress on the low inclinations of 

beings: it is this which justifies the use of the very 

radical devices the Buddha ls portrayed as employing. These 

radical devices are, of course, the three yanas (courses or 

vehicles). In both accounts, the Buddha, having thus decided 

to remain and teach, tries out his ability on his first hearers. 

His skilful presentation makes· the Dharma. and Saflgha known ln 

the world. The details of this first act of teaching, however, 

differ in an extremely significant way .... In the tfsh.apadana, 

the skilfulness of the Buddha (which is not called upaya 

kau~qly~) is found in his choosing d1sc1ples with relatively 

pure dispositions, and his further purifying these dlsposltlons 
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th1~ugh the preliminary discourse on ~' sila, and so on, so 

tha~ they may understand the higher truths of dukkha and Nibbana. 

He is successful, and they soon·destroy the asavas and p~rsonally 

attain Arahatship and Nibbana. In the Lotus, on the other harid, 

the entire discourse, including the doctrines of Araha.tship 

and. tUrvana, is preparatory~ and .pre1·1m1na-.ry • · --These ~-doctrines . 
are upayB;,·dev1ces, which help to free beings from attachment 

so ·that eventually they will be able to understand the higher, 

final truth. This final truth is now, in-this very Lotus of 

the ·rru4' ~J"!!, being proclaimed and explicated. It ls the gospel, illll'll,..,.. P"!trtnn' 

the good news of the Lotus -- "you shall become Buddhas; rejoice!" 

It is remarkable how the authors of the Lotus .§!Itra 

thus manage to utilize the idea of the low 1ncl1nat1ons of beings 

and the idea of skilful teaching through preparato:-y-.1doctrines 

(new called ~aya. kausa.lya), to relat1v1ze those· very concepts 

which are in the Digh~ Nikaz.! considered final and supreme. 

The passage quoted above ls revealing 111 many I'espects, 

B!ld illumines the general attitude of the text being discussed. 

One can see, for example, how anxious it is to weld its ·message 

to the existing •sravaka' literature and to win acceptance 

among the followers of the alleged Sr~vaka-yana. In accordance 

with this, it does not insult the 'course of the Hearers', but 

merely Birgu.es that such a course does not exist. As for those 

-~r' ,.~. "".-:"~--.-....--...-.-------
6 
bhavisyatha buddha ja.netha harsam. SP.(K), p.59; 

SP. ( V) , p. 43. • • 

6 

http:Birgu.es
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who have thought all along that they were §ravakas {as, for 

example, Sariputra and "'?'inanda.) many of them are in fact 

great Bc,dhisattvas, acting for the weal of creatures and headed 

for Bud<iha-hood, who have s1mply forgotten their vows. This 

cautious and amiable attitude of the !:_otus, when combined with 

the genuinely radical gospel which ft is procla1mlng,~ma.kes 

neces$.ary some clever footwork. 

We might next observe that the theme of compassion 

(karuna) occupies the same place in both accounts of the Buddha's ................ ~ -

decision to teach. It 1s, therefore, a motive for his teaching 

in general and, by implication, for his specif le employment 

of skill in means. This connection of kax~~~ and ~Pal~ ~p~lra, 

however, ls rarely made explicit 1n the Siitra. 

Thirdly, it will be not1ced that, as was re~arked pre

viously, it is the Buddhas who a_re accredited with skill in 

means. In fact, Chapter II not only restricts itself to men-

tloning· the skill 1n means of Buddhas, but implies that this 

ability 1s bound up with the extreme wlsdom and enlightenment 

of the Tathagatas and hence beyond the range of those merely 
7 

headed f'or Buddha-hood, 1.e. Bodhisattvas. This is merely one 

aspect of the general exaltation of the Buddhas, which occupies 

much space in the text; the Bodhisattvas occupy a lower position 

7 
See, e.g., SP.(K), pp.)1-34. 
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8 
than in the two Mahayana texts examined previously. some of 

the reasons for this tendency will become ~pparent if the 

historical situation which greeted the Lotus is kept in mind •. 

The essential 'gospel' which the Lotus proclaimed was certa1nly 

not an axiom of 'Mahayana' as that conglomeration of elements 

then exlsted. The Astasahasrlka, for example, speaks of the -· ·--------
sravaka and Pratyekabuddha yana.s as inferior courses rather 

than as non-existent ones. so this new message 1:Uldoubtedly 

came as a shock not only to the ~ravakas (the aspirants in the 

Hinayana. groups) but to many 'Bodhls·attvas' (aspirants in the 

Mahayana. groups) as well; henoe it was. portrayed as ls suing 

from the great depths or Buddha-knowledge, naturally h1dden 
9 

from the Bodh1sattvas •. It need not be concluded, of course, 

that this exaltatlon of the Buddhas is therefore merely a 

polemical tool, for there are many possible rellglous and 

doctrinal bases for it. And with specific reference to skill 

1n means, 1t is probable that a simple yet significant conviction 

was at work, namely that one who leads others ought to have a. 

first-hand knowledge of the pl~ce to which he is leading them 

B 
Chaoters·,XXIV and XXVI, praising Aval6k1tesva.ra and 

Sama~tabhadra),a.re exceptions to this, but they are believed 
to be later additions. See SE(K}, p.xx1 •. 

9 
The exceptions here would be a few of the most adva..~ced 

Bodhisat1t;vas, such as MahjusrI, who h9.Ve heard this Dhama
par1aya before. 

http:Sama~tabhadra),a.re
http:Aval6k1tesva.ra
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(in this case B11ddha--hood). It ls clear that the Lotus generally 

sees the\ Bodh1s9ttvas as among those who are themselves led by 
11 

ski.11 in means, rather than as those who thereby lead others. 

It would now be desirable t0 see, in systematic form, 

a description of e~ch of the major doctrinal points in which 

s~lll in means ls implicated 1n the Lotus. These points may 
12 

be- gleaned from six parables, and 11 sted briefly as follows: 

( 1 )_ There is only one course (y§:na) <t This is the 

Bodhisatt·va course. The display of three courses is an instance 

of the great sk111 in means of the Buddha·, who perc.eives the 

d1fferertt inclinations of beings and adapts· his method accord-

ingly. In th1s way he leads creatures from the triple world, 

in which they are burning with misery ~md wrapped in ignorance. 

Havlr.ig E'$Caped frr)T'l 1 t, they ca.n proceed to f lnal enlightenment 

10 
Th1.s belief is su~gested by verses such as.the following: 

But due to the nenetrat1on of all dharmas one is 
called 'perfectly er.ilight~ned'; 
Thenceforth he continually tea.ches the Dh~rm.a to 
living creatures by hundreds of me~ns. {our trans;} 
sarvadh.~rm~vabodh~ttu s9.my9.ksa~buddh9. ucyate; 
tenopaya§atslrnitya~ dh~rma~ deseti pra~inam. 
SP~(V), 94, v.53. 

11 
See especially Chapter III and the parable of the 

burning house. 

12 
We exclude here the ~arable of the gem, SP.(K), 

pp.201f1:. Skill in me~s is mentioned in this context but is 
not neet~ssaxy to the argument. 

http:Havlr.ig
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13 

by means of the one true course. 

_(2) Just as the use of different dev~ces is due to the 

greatvartety in the inclinations of beings, so the extremely 

radical devices to which the Buddha must resort are necessary 

because of the very low inclinations (htn9dh1mukt1) of beings. 

In such cases, the required skilfulness is two-fold: first, 

the speaker al1d his message must be adapted to the ~ean circum

stances of the hearer; second, the inclinations of the latter 

must be purified and uplifted so that he is in a position to 

understand the final truth. In this manner, the Buddha skil-

fully tends his 'Sravakas', waiting for the day when they are 
14 

ready for the revelation of their true identity as Bodhlsattv9.s. 

()) Just as the two 'inferior' courses are actually 

non-exist.ent, their re spec ti ve sum~um bonums -- the N'irvanas • 

unaccompan1ed·by full Buddha-hood and al~-knowledge are un-

real. They are like a magic· .clty (rddhimaya.~ nagaram) created 
-· .. 

to give hope and rest to tired travellers. Those who rest 

1n this dwelling are urged by the Buddha to rouse themselves 
15 

for the rest of the journey to Buddha.hood. 

(4) The state of one who has reached the supposed end 

13 
The parable of the burning house: SP.(K), pp.72ff. 

14 
The parable of the prodigal son: SP.{K), pp.99ff. 

15· 
The parable of the guide and the Isle of Jewels: SP. 

(K), pp.181ff. 
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of the journey (the unreal Nirva~A of the Sravakas and Pratyeka

buddhas), through ~he device of the three courses, 1s like a 

bl1nd-bo1rn man who has had his sight restored: he has been 

rescued from darkness but must not now presume to know everything. 

To reach the final stage of all-knowledge will require further 
16 

devices and further effort~ 

Two more points are made 1n parable form, but they should 

be listed separately since they are not part of the above scheme: 

(1) The Dharm.a. is One: it ls "of one essence" and "has 

one single taste, 1.e. the taste of deliverance, dispassion and 

cessation, and its final aim is the gnos1s of the all-knowing." 

Creatures, on the other hand, are extremely varied in their 

lnollnations and powers. Only a Tathagata can perform the cosmic 

function of uniting the One and the many, and he does this 
17 

through his skill 1n· means. 

:16 
The pa.rable of the blind-born man: SP.(K), pp.129ff. 

See also, Conze, "The lotus of the Good Law", in !hirty l;~ 
gf_~h:Lst studi~s, pp.114ff. 

:l.? 
The parable of the cloud and the plants: SP.(K), pp.119ff. 

See also Conze, "The Lotus of the Good Law", in Thirty Years oJ: 
Buddhist studies, pp.105ff. The phrases quoted above are from 
the latt~r translation, pp.106i107. 

The them~ of the Buddha's voice being useful to each 
creature according to his own 1nd1 vidua.1 make-up is riot peculiar 
to this text: it is found, for example, in the Vim3.la.kirt1-
Nirdesa and in the Nahavastu. What is distinctive, however, 
1s theci::m:nection ma.de between this theme and the gospel of the 
Lotus tk~tt there is only one yana.. Distinctive alsot 1s the 
way up~~ J~~usalya ls fitted into the scheme. Although the term 
is seldom used in the passage, the few occurrences a.re decisive 
in show111g its importance: see SP.(K), pp.126,128. 

,. '.''ii 
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(2) Bakyamuni Buddha did not really die but merely pre

tended t.o do so, t!1rough:h1s skill in means, in order to 

d1sclpl1ne beings and bring them to sobriety so that they would 

apply themselves to obtaining their deliverance. In reality 
18 

his lifetime is immeasurable and inconceivable. 

This description should serve to show how important the 

Lotus considers skill in means to be and how incredibly different 

the Buddha's message becomes when this factor is accepted and 

taken into account. As could be guessed~ however, there are 

problems which accompany the employment of this concept, and, 

·while they may not be entirely new to Buddhism, they ~o become 

particularly acute in th1s siitra. Any acc0unt o~ skill in 

means which did not acknowledge them would be superf iclal in 

the e:x:trE~me; they are certainly recognized by the Lotus, and 

are responsible for some important utternaces. A discussion 

of these implications m~y be· initiated by some remarks which 

Conze mal4:es under the heading of "Skill 1n Means": 

And yet, 1f the truth be told, everything we have 
spoken about so far is not real at all, but ls part of the vast 

-- phantasmagoria of this world of illusion. In actual reality 
there a.re· nc.) Buddhas, no Bodhisattva.s, no perfections, no 
stages, and no paradises -- none of all this. All these con
ceptions have no reference to anything that is actually there, 
and concern a world o~ mere fantasy. They are just expedients, 
concessions to the multitude of the ignorant, provts1on3.l con
structions of thought, which become superfluous after having 
served their purpose •••.• Nirvana,, as the true Reality, is 
one single, and it has no second. All multlpl1c1ty, 

18 
The parable of the physician and his sons: SP. (K) t pp. )Oll·ff., 
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all separation, all dual1t7,1s a sign of falseness. Everything 
apart from the One, also called "Emptiness" or "SUchnessr1, is 
devoid. ·c,f··,real exi stance' t and··.wha.tever may be' said about·. 1 t ~- .. 

19 

ls ultimately untrue, false and nugatory; th0ugh perhaps 
perm.1ss1.ble·'if the salvation of beings requires it. The ability 
to frame salutary statements and to act in conf~nni+.y with 
people's needs, springs from a faculty called "skill in means". fl • 

Two interesting questions which this quotation raises · 

are (1) what ls the truth-value of expedient.statements? (2) are 

all Mahiy;nic conceptions considered to be merely expedients? 

Regarding the first question, we are at once confronted 

with Con.ze's suggestl~n that such statements can be false but 

useful. Certainly he is right ln saying th~t they are useful; 

1n fact, one might say that the whole point of upaya kausalya 

is t~ render the Dharma soteriolog1c~lly useful to beings. The 

issue of whether or not skill in means can and does give rise 

to false utterances;· h·:>wever, ls more difficult. It will be 

remembered that in the Digha Nikaya the Buddha's speech is 
20 

1.escr1 bed as being both useful ( atthasfl~hi t3.) and true (bhiita). 

This observation is to the polnt, for 1t is precisely the. Buddh~ 

himself who is primarily portrayed in the Lotus St1tra as speaking 

forth expediential statements. And the latter text ~s in 

complete agreement with the Digha 1n holding th~t the Buddha 

speaks only what ls both soteriolog1cally useful and true. 

---·----------
19 

."Mah~y~na Buddhism" in Thirty Ye9.rs of Buddhist studies,, 
pp. 72-!?J. Cf. Conze, A Short Hist~rL_of Buddhism, p. Jli'.~ · "' _ .. 

20 
See above, p. 29. 
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It would be interesting to consider for a moment why and how 

the Lotus makes this claim. 
~ 

It ls immediately apparent that the authors are not un-

aware of the impression given by the various parables concerning 

skill in me9.ns: they know that deception and falsehood might 

seem to be involved. In accordance ~1th the recognition 

of this problem, what they set out to· establish ls not so 

much that the expedlent1al statements of the Buddha are true-" 
21 

as that they are not false. One could give a rather facile 

explanation of this claim by saying ~hat if the Lotus represented 

the Budiiha as· a liar, this would ensure the reject ion of 1 ts 

message by the Buddhist com~uunlty. There are, however, certain 

religiously and doctrinally respectable:·;· reasons< for-,the ·insistence 

that expediential statements are not false. 

The most common expression for 'f~lse speech' in the 

Lotus is 'mrs§.v~de't!. Just as the English word 'false' is not -·. ' 

merely a neutral label which may or may not apply to a: certain 

propos1t1on, but has, on the contrary, 1n many context.s, 1m

p11catlons of 'lying' and 'deception' on the part of the 
~22 . 

speaker, so also has the Sanskrit 'mrsltv~da 1 these same lmpllce.tionsii -·. 
But 'de1~eption' is not merely a moral ev11 (and hence out of 

the que.stlon for a Bud1ha.) but is, in fact, directly contrary 

21 
See, e.g., sP.(K), pp.75-76, 82, 302, 30~, 306, 309. 

22 
Cf. also ~he Latin 'falsus'which ls originally a past 

participle of 'fallere', meaning 'to deceive'. 
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~o the notion of Buddhahood. It has been seen how ln the Plili 

Canon ·~uddha' comes to signify one who (a) is himself enlightened, 

and (b) spreads his insight abroad by teaching others. In the 

Lotus, a Buddha is likewise one who reveals the truth which he 

himself has discovered. Since upayic statements help him to reveal 

this truth, and are at times.more helpful in this respect than 
23 

simply 'telling the truth', surely they should not be classed 

as deception -- mrs~v~da. ....... . ~ 

The reaction of the average modern reader to all of this 

would probably be to say that while it may indeed be misleading 

t0 call expediential ~tatements f~lse, they are certainly not 

•true' either in the normal sense of the word. Actually, the 

Lotus agrees with this and, while 1t is not aware of the developed 
" 

'two-truth' scheme· of later Mahayana, it is definitely feeling 

its ·way toward some such doctrine. It recogniz~s that the kind 

of 'tru.th' we· normally speak of ls the ideal, and that when 

such truth c-an be soteriologically useful as well it is to be 

prer~rred over ·-expedi enthil statements. The·' ·higher· type·-,or 

23 
In the parable of the burning house,the father 'tells 

the ~ruth' to his sons right at thP. beginning; they, however, 
are so 1gnorqnt that they do not understand the word 'burning' 
and hence do not run from the house. In the parable of the 
prodigal son, it is obvious that •telling the truth' qt the 
wrong time w0uld be dm·mrlght harmful to the son. H~nce the 
Buddha, speaking the truth at the right time (kalavadin), tells 
hi!ll of his id en t 1 ty when he has been prepared_ for the 1mowled.ge 
through expedients. 

http:1mowled.ge
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statement 1.s 1nd1cated through· such terms as uttama~, 

25 26 
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~ram~r1~~' a..YJ.d:~bhiitartha.. This would seem to correspond more 

closely to the higher 'type of statement•, which has 1ts meaning 

dra1m out (n!tartha) and expl1c1 t, than to the ;:earamartha.-satya 

of the ~~wo-truth distinction. Similarly, the neyartha kind of 

statement, needing to have its meaning drawn out, corresponds 

fairly closely t-::l what is in the Lotus called ~ha-bha~ll· 

A consideration of th1s latter concep~, ·'Which is closely tied 

in this text to upaya kau~alya, will show why the Lotus can 

claim that every word the Buddha speaks ls true. 

Whatever the best translation of '·sandha-bha~r£;2 .. 'may be 

(Kern usually calls it 'mysterious speech'), it clearly slgr11f1es, 

in this sutra, speech which has two levels, or a double meaning. 

Those 'beings with high asp1ra.t1ons and good understanding 

·catch the higher meaning, while those clogged with ignorance 
27 

may aspire to the lower meaning. This lower meaning ls not 

24 
SP.(K), p.34; ·sP.(V), p.2) 

25 
SP.(K), p~64 ·csP(V), p.46; SP(K), p.128 (SP~{V), p.90). 

26 
SP.(K), p.189; SP.(V), p.127. 

27 
The most common example of sandha~bha~va concerns the - •·.w..-

three J~~· Those creatures who are highest in wisdom hear 
themseives being called to Buddha-hood v19. the Bodhisattv9.-Y~.:; 
those with lower understa.ndlng, while listening to the same discourse 
hear themselves being called to the N1rvai:ias of the Sr~vakas 
and Prat.yekabuddhas via the respective courses. See, e.g. SP. 
(K), pp~,39-43, 53, 59. 
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merely a mistake of the hearer, for if it were 1t might lead 

him astray from the truth; 1t is fashi~ned by the Buddha so 

as to lead the asp~rant to the point where he can understand the 

higher meaning, the 'real truth'. It is, in other words, 

exped1ent1al. Both levels of sandha-bha~l!!' therefore -- the 

':earamartha' level and the 'upaya' level -- are soteriologically 

positive and have a positive relationship to the revelation 

of 'the truth'. Furthermore, insofar as any utterance of the 

Buddha on the subject of the three y~nas (previous to the present 

explicit statement ln the Lotus of the True Law) has been an 

instance of sandha-bha~~· it follows that the higher meaning, 

the real truththas always been offered to beings: 1t is the fault 

of their- own low inclinations that they have been unable to 

draw out this meaning. Hence the Lotus can and does claim 

that the Buddha has always told the truth. One could make the 

counter-claim that he has also always been offering the lower 

meaning and that this ls not 'truth'. This may or may not be the 

case, for it is unclear whether or not such exped1ent1al statements 

ought to be accepted as •true in a certain sense'. We have been 

content to support the Lotus in holding that there are at least 
28 

i;i;ood rea.sons for not wa11tlng to call them false. 

28 
A word might be added here to emphasize the difference 

between the two-level distinction which the Lotus accepts and 
the Madhyamika two-truth distinction._ In the latter, it would 
appear thst "the paramartha is in fact the unutterable (anabhilapya)~ 
the untrJ.nka.ble, unteachable etc." (quoted in Murti, The Central 
Ph1losoE1h~_of Buddhism, p.244). In the Lotus, on the--othervharid, 
the i:?a_!:?_!.m.[!,th~ is utterable, thinkable and teach1ble: it is, in 
fact, being taught in th1 s very Dharmapary~~· S3.tilYf'.~J.- satra 1 
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It is now possible to proceed to the second po1nt of 

interest which was brought to view by Conze's statements, viz. 

are.all Mahayanic conceptions considered to be merely expedients? 

(This question, like the former, ls of course being considered 

in the oorttext of the Lotu~; an analysis of the Vimalakirti 

might yield quite different results.) The first thing to be said 

is that certain concepts -- that of the Sravaka-yana, for 

example -- are explicitly called expedients, and that the average 

reader would take this as an indication that the remaining con-

cepts are not expedients. In short, the obvious meaning of the 

text is that the Buddha~ use various up~ya but that many con-

cept1ons, such as 'Buddha• 1 tself, a.re not upaya, or a.t least 
29 

not merely upaya. They would appear, on the contrary, to refer 

to actual realities. 

At this point 1t might be objected that the Lotus does 

not subscribe to a notion of such 'actual realities', since like 

most Ma.hay§!la Siltras it holds"that all phenomena have the nature 

furthermore, is absent in the Lotus•.: scheme; .and it corresponds 
badly with either sandha-bhail!! or up~ya. 

29 
'Xhls distinction ls rather important. One gets the 

impression, for example, fr')m ·the parable of the burnh1g house·, 
that the concept of the Bodhisattva-l§na is considered an upqya 
necessary to attract beings from the ignorance of the triple 
world, but that it refers, nevertheless, to something real. It 
is, in fact, sensible that many ideas may be employed in a 
soteriologically useful way as expedients -- without their 
~eing 'merely' expedients. 
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of illunion and dreams, that they are as pithless as the stem 
JO 

of a plantain, and,. similar to an echo". To thls, it must be 

replied that the Lotus seems committed to a doctrine of degrees 

of realtty. If, for example, the Bodhisa.ttva-y~ne. is unreal, 

then the1 SravaKa-yana. is even less real. What 1s important to 

see, is that the text does not use the notion of upaya for pro

moting t.he notion of the general emptiness and unreality of 

phenomena, as Conze's comments would suggest. 

A more serious objection might be raised regarding what 

we have said above. We have claimed that certain things a.re 

'expl1c1.tly' called expedients and that this implies that the 

remaining things are not expedients; we have spoken of the 

'·obv1ou.s:' meaning of the text. But surely this ls an extremely 

na1 ve wa.y of spea}Sing which shows th~t we have not learne_d any

thing about s"kill in means and sandha-bhti~Zf!· If Sar1putra 

could miss the Buddha's intimations to the effect that he 

was himself headed for Buddha-hood, might we not at present be 

missing certain implications of the supposedly obvious and 

explicit utterances of thls siitra? Might 1t not be the oase, 

for example, that "if the truth be told" it would be seen 

that every one of the conceptions peculiar to the Mahayanist 

scheme of salvation -- 'Buddhas•, 'Bodhlsattvas', 'stages•, 

'perfections' and so· on -- are "just expedients"? A final 

answer to these questions cannot be given here. It may indeed 

30 
SP.(K), pp.140-141. 
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be the c~e.se that if one had sufficient wisdom he would see 

this or,-that in the Lotus Siltra which he does not at present see. 

In default of such wisdom, however, 1t is probably safer to 

take the.text at its 'face' value than to try to guess its 

hidden m.ea.ning. The admittedly •apparent' meaning of the Lotus, 

then, is that former utterances of the Buddha have been examples 

of his skill in means whereas, these devices having served 

their purpose, the present teaching is rreally true'. Former 

utterances have been instances of the mysterious speech (sandha-

bha~~) of the Lord, but this teaching is explicit in its meaning 
31 

and true in the highest sense. Indeed, just as orthodox Muslims 

regard Muhammad as the 'Seal' of the prophets, so does the 
32 

L9t:!!l! speak of itself as 'the seal of the Dharma'. Again, it 

says: "· •• For this, Maiiju~rI, is the supreme preaching 

of the Tathagatas; this is the last Dharmaparyaya of the Tatha-
33 

gatas; this is the most profound discourse on the law ••• 

This teaching would 'appear', therefore, to be final and 

31 
See above, pp. 134-135. 

32 
dh~rmamudra. see SP.(V), p.64. Kern translates this, 

we think rightly, as "the closing word of my law". sP.(K), p.91. 

3:3 
esa h1 man jusristathA:gat-an;m. para.ma:. dharmade~ana ,:···.,. .. ~. 

aya:rfi pa~ 1cim8.stathaga.tana:rb dha.rmaoaryaya. . sa.rvesa:rh dharma.parya
yayaJ;tam.B";ram dharm9paryaya.h sa.rvagambhirao • • ·• • SP. (K), 276; 
SP.(V), p.174. . • 
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34 
explicit.. If it is taken thus, one ls bound to conclude that 

those ccinceptions ~hich it contrasts with expeaiential conceptions 

are_n~t themselves "just expedients". With~regard to this text~~ 

therefore, there ls reason to be skeptical of Conze's account 

of the 1.ssue. 

However this may be, it remains true that the use of the 

conceptE: of skill in means and sandha-bha~~ leaves:the aspirant 

in an odd situation. He may accept the 'apparent' message of 

the new gospel, but if he does so how can he be sure he 1s_not 

being foo-led again? Put in more doc.trlnally appropriate terms: 

how can he be sure that he has sufficient purity and wisdom to 

catch the real and entire significance of what the Buddha is 

trying to communicate to him? The only possible answer would 

seem to be that he has the repeated assurance of the Buddha 

(es recorded in the Lotus) that this is not further skill in 

means .eil.d myster lous speech, but that 1 t is expllci t and com-

pletely true. To accept this assurance, however, requ.1res faith 

in the Buddha and in the Lotus slitra. -- and 1 t 1 s no· sm_all :wonQ.er, 

therefore, that faith (sraddha) receives much attention in this 
35 

· text. 

34 
The Lotus is portrayed as that which finally draws 

out the meaning of former utterances; it is the uncovering or 
explanation (vlvaraQ.a) of the Lord's sandha-bhaG~· see, e.g., 
sP. ( K) , p () 2 21 ; sP. ( vT 1 p. 146 • . 

35-
see, e.g., SP.(K), pp.39, 91, 273, 298. 
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The authors recognize, furthermore, that lt is no easy 

matter for people, .. pe.rticularly the Sravakas to whom the message 

ls chiefly addressed, to have faith in what is being said here. 

Hence the Lotus 1 s characterized as "hard to b·e rece 1 ved wl th 
-=16 

faith".~ In order properly to appreciate this point it is 

. necessary to bear in mind the religious system which these . 

'~ravakas' espouse. According to this system, the venerable 

Arhats s:uch as Sariputra qre not merely men who have previously 

heard sl'.Jimething and believed 1 t. They are, on the contrary, 

men who have personally verified the truths which they proclaim, 

who have seen as it really ls (yathabhutham) the destruction 

of the a.sravas within them and the cancelling of future rebirths ... 

They are free and they know that they are free. · Having attained 

to this state of independence they do not need to be led, nor 
. 37 

can they be led. Yet these are the men whom the Lotus portrays 

as gaining faith in the new message and as aQ~ittlng that pre-
38 

viously they had merely''1mag1ned having attained Nirvana". 

____ , ____________________________________________________________ ___ 

)6-
dup~Yaridadhe;r~. SP.(K), p.70; SP.(V), p.50. See also 

SP.(K), pp.294-297. 

37 
See above, pp.34-3?. Skill in means is said in the 

J1ot:\!.§1 to have as its aim the freeing of creatures from their 
various ~ttachments (SP~(K), pp.31,3~, 191). Furthermore, it 
is implied in the parable of the burning house that the Buddha 
needs these very attachments in order for his !!.Eaya. to work 
(i.e. be1n~s are attracted from the pain of the triple world 
by the promise ()f delightful rewards: see SP. (K), pp.74,80). 
But the Arhat 1s free from attachments; how, then, can he be 
led by !!I?i!~? 

:38 
SP.(K), p.99. 



It ls ea.sy to see why the Lotu_§, is ."hard to be received with 

f~ith" by the Sravakas. 
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The text seems to direct ore parable especially toward 
39 

this problem, namely the parable of the blind-born man. Here 

it 1s suggested that simply becau~e a man has had his sight granted 

. him (as have the Arhats) this does not mean that he can now 

see and know everything. In reply to this, it could be argued 

that the Arhat does not claim to see and know everything, but 

merely those aspects of reality which are ·essential to complete 

liberation. At any rate, the J{g~ll;.§. is very aware of the 

difficulty its gospel will have in being accepted and believed, 

and 1t accordingly arms itself against those who would scorn lt 
40. 

with warnings of dire kannlc retribution. 

'Skill in neans', as discussed in this scripture, brings 

one more important problem to the fore. Dayal brings it to light 

in the f.ollowlng comr.ients: 

A bodhisattva can ·adopt other methods sugges_ted by his 
!!:,Piya-ka:!:!...§9_ly~. The Sad •. E!!, .. relates some interesting parables, 
which illustrate this Perfection.. It seems that trickery and 
fa.lsehood are perm1 tted, 1 f the end of converting or helping 
others is achieved. The param1ta, as described in the Sad. 41 
~., com·es perilously near the vice of dupllci ty and 1nslncer1 ty. 

--- ----------------------------------------------------------
39 

see above, pp.129~130. : . ·- -.. 

#0 
See, e.g., SP(K), pp.92-95• 

l}l 
The Bodhisattva Doctrine in Buddhist Sanskrit L1~ratur~, 
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Now it 1.s necessary to decide whether Da.yal is attempting 

to give the view of the Buddhists themselves here, or whether 

he ls giving hls own opinions. The last sentence is presumably 

his own moralistic gloss; the sentence preceding it, however, 

1s obscure in this regard. If it is his own opinion it ls 

understandable, but if it is supposed to reflect the views of 

the text he is discussing it is misleading. This should be 

evident from what has been sald above about the truth-value 

of expediential statements. All of this, however, concerns 

what ls merely a specific instance o~ a more general problem 

which Day.al hints at, and 1t ls the latter which ls of interest 

h~re. Is it the case that immor~l means are penn1tted 1: the 

given ~l ls achieved? Put even more broadly: does the doctrine 

of skill in means entail the belief that 'the end justifies 

the mean::;• ? 

In attempting to answer this it is instructive to look 

at the pe>sition taken in the spec1f1c case already referred to, 

that of t
1falsehood', since this ls illustrative of the stance 

taken on the wider issue. Just as the Lotus denies that false

hood has actually been used, so the texts refuse to admit that 

expedients involve immoral actions. Indeed, if im!'lorallty were 

permissible there would be little need for skill in means, 

for one of the main functions of this ability is to allow the 

practitlo·ner to save beings without lapsing into immorality. 

V1ma.lakirt1, for example, may appear to break the moral rules 

(~rlas) of a layµian, but in reality he is observing the pure 
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monastic~ dlscipline. It is his skill in means .which lets him 

do this; in fact, such a severing of the Apparent and the Real 

has· been mentioned as one of the main roles of up~ya ~~aly~·· 

Obviously, this doctri:ne, as seen by the texts examined herein, 

does not imply that immoral means may be used for the end of 

saving beings. 

A possible rejoinder to what has been said would be that 

we have actually proven that the end is seen as justifying the 

means,· since what ls ta.king place ls that.actions and beliefs 

which p1·omote the attainment of 'the end' come to be considered 

for that~reason good and moral. Hence, it could be claimed, the 

end 'jus:tifies' or 'makes good' its means. Now it ls undoubtedly 

true tha.t 79ome Ma.hiyanist groups have been.w1}.ling to re-think 

question.s of morality and to give more emphasis to actions 

w11ich ha.ve soteriologicStlly useful effects than to certain 

'rules aif purity' which they consider_rel1g1ously impotent. 

This, ho·wever, is a perfectly normal instance of what con

tinually happens in religion and in all areas where questions 

of morality are discussed, i.e. effects are taken into account 

to help in determining what ls and what is not acceptable and 

moral. This certainly does not imply that one is committed to 

the bald belief that 'the end justifies the means'. 

This concludes our discussion of the Lotus siitra. As 

can be seen, there would be no Lotus Sutra without 'skill in 

means'. This concept is the main instrument by which the 

new gospel is made plausible and is simultaneously part of the 
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content of the new message. It has strong ties with the con

ception of the Buddha as a skilful teacher, which ls found in 

the ·most ancient traditions, and yet it manages to bring about 
42 

real inw:>vation. We have tried to sketch the essential scheme 

into whii~h skill in means is f ltted, to indicate the various 

specific roles it plays, and t~ suggest some of the problems 

with whieh it is bound up. 

Miscellaneous Texts 

'l'hree Ma.ha:ya:na texts will be dealt with here in an 

extremely brief fashion. They are the Ratnagu~ri.sa:m.cayagatha, 

the .!1!~~!2palaparip~ccha and the sukhavatI-vyuha. The primary 

reasons for mentioning them are that they all have claims 

to antiquity, .and are all relatively accessible for study. 

Each sntra, however, has special features which merit its in-

clusion, and it should not be thought that we are simply enter

taining the illusion of being com~letely comprehensive in this 

presentatlon of ea.rly Mah~y§:na works. 

The Ratnaf@;i~s~1cayagatha. is a collection of verses or 

5atha.f!; c<>rresponding fairly closely in subject-matter to the': 

42 
Whether ~ne believes that the Lotus sutra is really 

innovative~ doctrinally or that it is merely, es it claims, draw
ing out an.d explaining the doctrine which ha.s been taught !ill 
along, it rem::iins true tha.t this scripture has been responsible, 
h1stor1celly, for a continuing chain of religious innovation. 
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4) 
much longer Astasahasr1ka. It may, in fact, have originally been -··-
the verse portion ·of the latter (which portion 1s normally found 

44 
in Mahaya.na sutras intertwined with the prose version). It wins 

a place in the present discussion due chiefly to the efforts 

of Conze, who argues that it contains some of the oldest, or 
45 

indeed even the "original" Prajfiaparamita writings. More 

specifically, he says: .. The first formu~tion of Prajriapl!.!.amit~ 

doctrine ls contained in the first two chapters of ·the Ratna-
46--

~:r;tasamc.§_YagR.tha, which may well go back to 100 B.C." 

"The second stage of frajnaparam1ta thought", he cl~iros, "is 

represented by chapter 3-28 of Rgs., and those parts of A 
- 47 -

~A~~as8hasr1ka _7 which correspond to them." 

l~j 
But note that: "The existing text, printed by E. 

Obermiller, has been rearranged by Haribhadra (c. A.D. 800) so 
as to make it correspond to the present chapter-division of the 
Asta. Its value for chronolotzlcal and historical studies ·1s 
t~ereby greatlv diminished, and we cannot be certain that 
Haribhadra did not ad.d, omit, or alter occasional verses." 
Conze, H

1rh11J c~mposition of the Astadihasrika Prajnaparam1ta~ 
in Th1rtx__:Years of Buddhist studies, p.1690 

44 
~ •• p.169. 

45 
see "Recent Progress in Buddhist Studies", in 1rh1rty 

~~ts ori~nist studies, pp.16-17. 

46 
"The Development of Prajnaparamita Thought", in :ni1rtt 

Years of ~Qhi§~ studies, p. 124 • 

. lf.7 
lli£1., p.130. 
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Having already dealt with skill in means in the Astas~ha--.. 
srika, 1t would seem to be a sensible and intriguing study to 

compare the state of the concept as found there with 1ts state 

as found. in the supposedly earlier g~tha text. When this is done, 

t.he flrs:t shocking find is that the actual term u;eaya kausalya 
48 -

does not occur in all 302 verses (as compared with approximately 

93 occurences in Conze's translation of the Astasahasrlka, and 
-· • • .!II'~"--......... ~ 

more in the repetitive Sanskrit). The corresponding adjective 
49 

upaya ~~ is met with a single time in a passage not found 
so 

in the ~·~~~sahasrika. The term upaYJ! occurs six times: very 

infrequently, in other words, when compared with such tenns as 

pra.Jfi~ ~1arami ta and sarvajnata which literally dot the pages. 

Upa~ 1s virtually always found 1n conjunction with the term 

prajffa and 1 ts meaning, so far as is d1scern,1ble, is the same 

as in the Astasahasrika. -··-----
· Wi~h regard to the first two chapters, which Conze feels 

'- - ·: _t " 

48. 
It ls found, to be sure, in the t1tle g1ven for Chapter 

20, unayakau~alyamimamsapar1varto, but this is almost certainly 
one among several cases of a chapter title being .constructed .~ 
(presumably by Ha.r1bh9.dra) to match the title of the equivalent 
chapter 1n the Astasahasrika. For the tenn is entirely absent 
from the remainder of the chapter. 

49 . 
PraJ~-para.rn.ita-ratna-gu~a-sa.J!tcaya-gatha, ed. Obern1ller, 

p.~20. 

50 
lbid., pp.17, 55, 60, 74, 76, 103. 
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contains the oldest material, there ls little to note. The sole 
51 

relevant express1o?_1s upayapraj~o. Neither the term itself nor 

the fact that upaya occurs only once in this section 1s 1n 
52 

any way remarkable w1thin the overall context of this work. 

It might be hesitantly concluded that the above f 1nd1ngs 

support Conze's hypothesis of the relative antiquity of the 

Bs:t?nasu?).asamcayagatha, and simultaneously indicate a certain 

stage in. the development of a doctrine of skill in means. It 

appears as if the doctrine became much more popular 1n the space 

of time between the initial writing pf these gathas and the --· 
complet1.on of the bulk of th~ !~~asahasr1ka, perhaps from about 

100 B.C. to 100 A.D. It 1s also possible that the term 'upaya•, 

· associat.ed closely with prajna, was used 1n a technical sense 
. 53 

before the expression 'up~ya kau!3alya'. The meaning which the 

shorter tenn sug~ests, however, seems to be the same as that 

51 
~., p.17 • 

.52 
Conze says that, "If we accept verses 16-23, the re

mainder of the two chapters, with the doubtful exception of · 
ta that~: (II v. 2), contain no new tenns." (''The Development of 
Praj~apa.rami ta Thought", in Thirty Years of Buddhist studle.§, 
p.125.) It could be noted that although upaya is not exactly 
a "new term", its use in this technical sense seems rather 
unpreoed.ented. 

53 
some authors dismiss any number of .oddities in Buddhist 

Hybrid Sanskrit verse as being due to 'exlgenci~R o.f meter', 
and would no doubt_urge that it ls simply easler to f1t 'uE~l~' 
into verse. than'~uay~ ~~usalya'. This would be far from con
vincing, ·hovever~ since other texts (such as the Lotus) apparent
ly have no trouble incorporating the longer term 1.n verse. 

http:associat.ed
http:complet1.on
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uncovered for upaya kau~alya in the A~~~sahasr1ka. 

The £!!~~!..~AlaEar1EfCCh~4was first translated 

in the late sixth century A.D., in contrad1st1nct1on 

into Chinese 

from the 

. relatively early dates of translatlnn for most of the -Mahayana 

texts considered 1n this essay. A.K.Warder feels, rieverth_ele~s, 

that there is reason to believe that this Sfitra 1s a very early 

creation. He says: "There is no external evidence for its great 

antiquity, but its content would harmonize with its being even 
- . 

earlier than the Ratnakuta sutra, before the open breach with .-
the 'pvpl.ls' {who a.re not here denout\ced), in fact a sutra of 

-55 
the Piirva Sa1la school not remodelled after the breach." 

Once agatn, then, there ls a poss1bll1ty of interesting finds 

wlth regetrd to the early .sta_ges of·the.doctr1ne of skill in 

means. 

Disappointingly, little of value in this regard can be 

gathered from the ~~~rapalaparip:rcch~. Although the term 

upaya ka!~~ does not seem to· occur at all, u·E~ya 1s fairly 
. 56 

frequent:• occuring a dozen times in this sh..,rt t~xt; the con-

cept seems to be taken for granted as very important and bee~rs 

the meanlng, where this is clear, which is found in the 

si.:-
See The Qu~st1on of ~~~raE~~~· trans. Ens1nk, p.IX. 

55 
Indian Buddhism, p. 359. For his remarks cm the .!1~·1m.§!-

~t~ collectlon-;nd Siltra, see ~.,.pp.356-359. The FUrva 
s.~lla ls a sect of the Mahasamghika... 

56 
Ra~~ra3a~~ar1prccha, ed. Flnot, pp.4, 5, 7, 20, 27, 

)0, 51, 52, 5~, .5, 57. 
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Vlmala!£.!!!l and the Lotus, 1.e. that concerne~ with the teaching 
57 

and saving of beings. Furthermore, although the text explicitly 
58 

mentions the fact that there are six p~ramit~s. and-even lists 
59 

these usual six, there are three occasions where upaya is listed 
60 

as a seventh Earamita. This, of course, suggests a late rather 

than an early date, though 1 t may only be a case of late 

tampering with an early text. At any rate, there are·no sure 

conclus1.ons which can be drawn from this confusing situation 

with reg.ard to either the date of the ~~~rapilaparipf~ 

or the d1!velopment of the doctrine of skill in means. 

-~ few comments are now in order regarding the larger 
61 

SUkhavat·r-vyuha. Unlike the former two texts this one is un-

questioni~bly very important· doctrinally and histo.rically, and 

1~ undoubtedly quite ancient as well. The only reason it has 

__ ..______ --...-:---------------------------------------------------
.ST 

p.50. 
See, e.g., -The Question pf RAstrapala, trans. Ensink, ... 

58 
.!B.!E.•t p.21. 

60 
See ~Questi,.m of ~~~rap~~!!' trans. Ensink, pp.6, 

28, 530 Ensi.nk mentions this fact as "remarkable" (fil<_!., p.6, 
n.25) but makes no further comment. 

61 
This sutra is being dealt with rather than 1ts smaller 

counter-pa.rt because it is probably the older of the two. For 
the records, however: {1) the smaller SukhavatI-vyu~ does not 
refer t.r) skill in means, (2) the Amit~yur:,9:hyanq, another probably 
19.ter Pure Laad siltra, seems to ment1on l!l'aya [See the ~tayi·!:
£.!:l.anE::-_~~~~' trans. J. 'I1aka.ttusu, 1n "sacred Books of the East , 
Vol. XLIXt PartII, p.169). 
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not merlted a more dignified place in this exposition is that 

the doctrine of. skill in means is entirely absent from it. As 

far as we have been e.ble to determine, neither the term 3illa~ 

kau~~ll§~ nor even upaya in the technical sense occurs at all. 

This is rather surprising, and one is immediately set to wondering 

why it i.s so. 

An answer eou1.d be suggested~· on the basls of certain 

details given about the creatures living in the "Land of Bllss"e 

It will be remembered that skill in means as a teaching a1d ls 

needed particularly when beings have. low inclinations; the moJ~e 

wisdom and 'f)Urity they gain., the more independence they achieve 

and the less they need to be led. In ~k,-~~~<9:~I beings are 

already lifted above th~ my~· lad common defilements -and evils: 

h~nce, perhaps, skill 1n means, is not necessary. More spec1f 1ca.lly, 

in the Lg~u~, !!_Paya kausal~~ is said to be aimed at the freeing 

of be1.ngs from attachment; in the Land of Bliss they are alrea~dY 
63 

free fro1n attach111ent. Again, in both the Lotus and the Vitnala.-

kirti skill in means aims at bringing beings to the ultimate 

goal of 13.bsolute ·.and perfect ··enlightenment. {.~nuti~~™amza.k-- · 

s~~EodtgJ, i.e. to Buddhahood; in the Land of Bliss they are 

guarar1te~:!d of being bound to one birth at the most before reac·hing 

62 
See SP~(K), pp.31,34. 

63 ' 
The Lar~er SUkhavatI-vyii~, trans. M. Muller, in \' 

"Sacred Books of the East", Vol. XLIX, Part II, p.56. 
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this goaLl. Most revealing of all 1s the following section 

of Dharmikara.'s vow: "O Bhag~va.t, i:f in tha.t Buddha country 
~ 

of mine, after I have obtained Bodhi, either teaching or learning 
. 

should have to be made by any being, and they should not all be 

ln possession of the perfect knowledge, then may I not obtain 
' 65 

the highest perfect knowledge?" The situation seems to be, 

therefore, that Dharmakara's vow is so tremendously potent that 

it takes care of the wh0le soterlological dynamic: once 0ne is 

born in this land the game has ·1n effect been won. 

This being the case, it would follow that skill 1n 

means in any of the senses encountered. (not merely as connected 

with saving others) is unnecessary and out of place. And yet, 

one.cannot help thinking that 1f the relevant terms relating to 

this doctrine had been 1n vogue at the time this sutra was 

composed they would have been mentioned, for the lavish descriptions 

herein manage to include innumerable other techri1cal terms. 

· It is .just possible, then, that the larger Sukhavat!-vyiih~ is 

entirely innocent of the doctrine, either because it is a .very 

old text or because it belongs to a quite differen.t trB.d1t1on 

from the previous texts examined. 

In the final analysis it must be admitted that the res.sons 

64 
Ibid., pp.15-16. This excludes, of course, those 

Bodhisattvas-w-ho have taken vows to the contrary. 
I 

65 
~·t p .. 18. 
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for the omission are still obscure, and it ls probably un~ 

profitable to multiply hypotheses without some further evidence 

of a· historical· ;na-tu:re. 



CONCLUSION 

It has been seen that there are plenty of curious.and 

apparently significant data relating to the problem of the 

historical development of the ~oncept of •skill in means'; it 

requires considerable deftness in devices, however, as well. as 

some imagination to fit these into a coherent theory •. The 

definite impression one_gets.from. reading_ea.rly Mab$yana Sutras 

is that· in many cases they were written and transmitted by peopie 

who were u.-riaware of es.ch other• s efforts. The l!_~rtasatiasrika 

and the Sa.ddha.rmapur1darika, for example, both consider 'upaya ------· ·--- . 

kau~alya' to be of great importance; yet in their treatment 

of the topic, about all they have ir"' common is the term itself. 

In the ~ft~f:,?ab.asrilr...i, thB ability belongs to the Bodhisattvas 

and is a:imed ·at helping them to progress to 3uddha-hood along 

the diff:Lcul t and paradox-ridden podhisattva·-yii:r;i.a. It is very 

closely as:30ciated with the Perf~cticn of \·fisdom and is not 

directly related to the savir...g of be.in.gs. In the Lotus Sutra, 

skill in mea1w always involves the saving of beings, i.s alm.ost 

always a tra1.t o.f the Buddha.a, and :is not related particularly 

to 'wisdom' -~ :Neither text argues for its interpretation but, 

rather, ass-1.J.meB its own to be the only one and uses it to 

argue for Dther ends. In fact, the meaning or •skill in means¥ 

is not itself disputed in any of these 8utra.s -- it is taken 

for grant';:~d and ex.ploi.ted in dialogue about other subjects. 

Fu·thermore-, though the Vimalakirtt NirdeGa lies in between 

154 
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the above two works in some aspects of its treatment of 'skill 

in means', one would have to be very daring to portray it as 

an act1ial his·torical link in a linear ·".development 1 • There is, 

in short, far too little evidence upon.which to construct a 

theory of the development of the concept in early Mahayana. • 

. Again, there is no ~ure ground .. on ·_the issue of 1 the. 1 origin• 

of the expression 'upayakau~alya' as a Buddhist technical term. 

rt·would be logical for it to have arisen in tt.e Jataka tradition 

as a natural attribute of the wise and resouceful Bodhisatt(v)a.. 

It is further possible that the ·Prajnr'!paramit .. s: literature then 

aoopted, it fTOm the Jatakas and proceded to fit it into its 

own special soteriology, giving it many new implications. .~ 11 

of this is no more than r.. guess, however, as should be apparent 

from what has been said previously. 1\lthough it may provide 

little comfort, one can affirm that the fog which ·hangs over 

this issue is merely one area in t.he larger fog-bank which 

e:nshrouda so many ques-tions about the genesis and early 

development of the Mahayana. 

What has beon cJ...ea~ throughout the study 1 however, is 

the c 1entral importance that the concept of 1.sk.ilful teaching• 

has i.n ear:::_y Buddhism, both in the 'Hinayana' and i.n th~ Mahg'-

yana. 11oreover, it has been apparent that there is a line 

of continuity between this concept as found in the Nikayas 

or Igamas and the doctrine of skill in means in the :Mahayana 

Sutra.s ( pa2·tJ.cuiarly in the Lotu~). UpB;,ya kau~alya, tharefore, _... -------!.:.....-· 

while distinctive of early Mahayana Buddhism and active i11 the 
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proselytizing and self-justification of that group, is grounded 

in the earliest Buddhist literature that.exists. 

This survey has not touched upon the mass of later 

Mahayana works, where skill in means fulfils many new roles. 

It becomeG~ for example, the seventh in, a scheme of ten 

paramitas; again, it has a new life in Tantrism as the male -----
principle corresponding to the female Prajna. Nor have we 

touched upon the implications of the doctrine for the spread 

of Buddhism and tb:e adaptation of the Dharma to different 
1 

cultures. Yle have undertaken the presen-t study in the belief 

that these phenomena will be relatively easy to understand 

once the gist of the doctrine; as originally conceived and 

expounded in some of the earliest and most important Buddhist 

texts, is grasped. 

------~----------~--~--------~----~---

1 
For some inte1-testing comments on this issue, see 

Conze, "Hahayana Buddhism,., j_n 1:htr-Gv Years of Buddhist 8tudies, 
pp.'/3ff. -~--
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